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PREFACE

This report describes selected alternative certification and retraining
programs for teachers. The data come from telephone interviews with adminis-
trators and participants in 20 programs. This research was conducted in
conjunction with another study whose findings are published in a separate
report (Ellen L. Marks, -Title II of the Education for Economic Security Act:
An Analysis of First-Year Operations," Policy Studies Associates, Washington,
D.C., October 1986).

The research was supported by the U.S. Department of Education (ED) under
contract number 300-85-0103. Tt was performed for the State and Local Grants
Division, Office of Planni% ,:,cidget, and Evaluation by Policy Studies Associ-
ates' Data Analysis Support (_,7-ter (DASC). The DISC provides support services
in the form of background information for the work of ED staff as they assess
(1) the effects of federal actions on state and local operations, (2) methods
for improving intergovernmental relations, and (3). the effectiveness of
federal programs in serving national priority groups.

The report is intended lor federal policymakers. It contains information
that may be useful to state and local policymakers and educators.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Because of concerns about the supply and quality of American teachers,
special types of teacher training programs have been developed by states,
localities, and institutions of higher education one such strategy is
'alternative certification--programs designed to attract and prepare college
educated but uncertified individuals for the teaching profession. A second
strategy is retraining--programs that address particular state and local
teacher recruitment needs by preparing fully certified teachers for recerti-
fication in a new field.

Alternative certification and retraining programs have developed within
the context of broader national questions about the selection and preparation
of teachers and the status of the teaching profession. The National Commis-
sion on Excellence's A Nation at Risk and numerous other recent assessments of
American education have suggested that: (1) the academic achievement gap
between education majors and non-education majors is significant; (2) the
content and structure of teacher education programs need to be reconsidered;
and (3) certain fields, such as math and science, have critical shortages of
qualified personnel.

During the past year, long range proposals to restructure the t,qicuing
profession have emerged. The Holmes group suggested the abolition of under-
graduate teacher education and proposed instead a three tier hierarchical
professional structure with advancement based on graduate study and other
gatekeeping procedures. The first tier would be essentially a post-bacca-
laureate apprenticeship period that, as described, appears to be very similar
to the field experiences associated with many alternative certification
programs. The Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, best known for its
proposed independent national teacher certification board, also suggested a
master's level teacher preparation program that is longer than but similar to
some alternative certification programs. Both initiatives are being actively
pursued. However, implementation of large scale reform is likely to take some
time.

While the debate goes on, alternative certification and retraining
programs are already serving more tnmediate state or local school staffing
needs. At least 18 states now allow alternate routes to a teaching certifi-
cate. Part of the programs' importance lies in their potential value to
policymakers as laboratories for innovative methods in the recruitment,
selection, and training of competent teachers for American schools. They are
thus addressing both short :term local goals and longer range policy issues
regarding teacher quality and quantity.

Purposes of the Study

This study presents a descriptive overview of
tion and retraining programs and reports on 10
exploratory in nature. While we do not know how
the range of existing alternative certification and
provide an important initial examination of an area

7
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Specific questions addressed in the study include: 1) What are the
characteristics of individuals being attracted to such programs and of the
programs themselves? (2) How successful are programs in preparing teachers,
particularly for math and science classrooms? (3) What are participants'
career goals and how successful are they in finding permanent teaching posi-
tions? and (4) What are the perceptions of current faculty and administrators
regarding alternative certification and retraining?

These questions were explored
collected in telephone interviews
participants and their supervisors,
had contact with the participants.
also examined.

STUDY FINDINGS

principally through analysis of data
with program administrators, program
and traditionally prepared teachers who
Documents provided by the programs were

The major findings of the study pertain to (1) characteristics of
participants in teacher alternative certification and retraining prograws; (2)
characteristics of the programs themselves; and 3) the results of the
programs.

Alternative certification programs_ appear to_ be attracting well-_
educated individuals with a _ncere interest in teachi :. Math and
science retraini rorams a ear to attract teachers who
are "burni ou resen
oversupplied fields who seek greater job security.

area of teachin: or _eachers

Alternative Certification Pro rams

Many individuals attracted to alternate certification
programs appear to have superior educational backgrounds.
Participants include recent college graduates, persons seek-
ing a mid-career change, former instructors in other kinds of
educational enterprises, and homemakers.

Participants' previous job experiences are diverse, but the
majority of this sample had engaged in some type of instruc-
tional activity at some point prior to entering an alterna-
tive certification program.

The most common reason given for enrolling in an alternative
certification program is a personal commitment to go into
teaching at some time.

Retraining Programs

Retraining candidates tend to be 10-15 year veterans of
teaching.
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Teachers seek retraining either because they find themselves
stagnating in their current fields or because they view their
current positions as insecure.

In comparison with _traditional teacher edncation nogrArns,
alternative certification -ro rams feature more field ex erience
and more intense supervision in the field. Formal coursework is

_ _

a com- essed version of traditional_ teacher education._ Retrain7
Ang programs facilitate the late_acquisition of a second under:-
graduate college major, usually_in_math or one of thesciences.
Their content and structure vai reflecti: .the diversity of7
both the institutions providinz the instruction and state
certification requirements.

Alternative Certification Pro rams

Alternative certification programs are selective and base
admission on criteria such as undergraduate grade point
average, essays, previous job experiences, and interviews.

Within a compressed time frame, formal instruction in alter-
native certification programs generally covers areas charac-
teristic of an undergraduate teacher education program:
pedagogical/methodological knowledge and skills, human growth
and development, and an overview of the philosophy and
history of American education.

The field experiences range from something approxiLlating
extended student teaching to full time, paid responsibility
for a classroom.

Supervision of program participants, particularly during the
early weeks of the field experience, is more intense than
that associated with the typical teacher education program.
Effective supervision is reported to be particularly critical
to the success of these programs.

A schedule that requires alternative certification candidates
to undertake full time teaching responsibility and attend
formal instruction after work is highly stressful.

The "group feeling" associated with being part of a special
program is an important factor in helping participants
weather stressful periods.

Alternate route candidates had the most difficul y with
classroom management skills, not unlike traditionally trained
beginning teachers.

Retraining Programs

Retraining programs also have application and admi,ssion
procedures, usually involving undergraduate transcripts and

3
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local school district recommenda ions. They draw on a more
limited applicant pool than alternative certification
programs and appear to be somewhat loss selective.

Retraining programs focus on subject matter instruction in
math and science. Courses offered are at the undergraduate
level and may be either special sections of regularly offered
classes or special curricula adapted for adult learners.

The amount of coursework required of individuals in retrain-
ing programs depends on state or local certification stan-
dards for math or science teachers and on evaluation of each
participant's undergraduate transcript.

Courses are taught by college professors or secondary level
master teachers. RetraineeS cite the combination of these
two types of instructors as preferable.

Provision of tutorials or special assistance workshops is
helpful to retrainees.

Alternative certification programs ivreduce subject area-profil
cient teachers who are also rated highly on_instructional skills
in comparison with traditionally prepared beginning teachers.
Retraining.programs_appear to succesafully_prepare some elmeri°
enced teachera for _math and science classrooms, _but there are
indications that many program _completers do_not end up teaching
math and science.

Alternative Certification Programs

Supervisors of alternative certification candidates in the
sample universally judged them above average in subject
matter preparation.

Fourteen of 16 alternative certification candidates were
rated superior or above average in overall comparisons with
traditionally trained student or beginning teachers.

All alternatively certified teachers interviewed intend to
pursue their new career. Placements for school year 1986-87
were not assured the time of the interviews, but it is
likely that all will be teaching.

While traditionally trained teachers interviewed were suppor-
tive of alternative certification programs, several alterna-
tive certification program participants reported negative
responses from colleagues in their own schools or in schools
Where peers were placed. Supervisors also described hostile
or cynical reactions to the programs among some of their
colleagues.

10
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Retraining_Fr2.-rams

College or university-based instructors varied in their
opinions'ef the average retrainee's capability to master the
necessary content in a new field. In one program, instruc-
tors' negative opinions caused significant attrition among
participants.

Retrainees receive little classroom supervision an they take
on new assignments. As a result, little information is
available on their competence to teach in a new subject area.

Retrainees do not always seek or find immediate employment in
the area for which they are newly certified. Some choose not
to teach math or science. Others are unable to find
positions.

Traditionally certified teachers in math and science do not
appear to object to the retraining of experienced teachers
for new fields.

Overall, the study found alternative certification programs to be
responsible and innovative approaches to addressing local and state iss-ues of
teacher supply and quality. The retraining programs studied, which were
exclusively focused on preparing science and math teachers, seemed to provide
adequate background in those content areas. However, there appears to be the
need for better articulation between retraining programs and the local school
districts they serve.

11
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I. INTRODUCTION

This :-tudy is a prerminary examination of the status and effectiveness

of teacher retraining and alternative certification programs. It addr_sses

several questions about what the programs do, who enrolls in them, and their

results. Specific research objectives include:

(1) detailed descriptions of a sample of seven al_e native certi-
fication and three re raining programs;

(2) identification of the characteristics of individuals being
attracted to these programs;

an informal assessment of the adequacy of such programs in
preparing teachers, particularly for math and science class
rooms;

(4) information on whether alternatively certified teachers are
likely to remain in teaching and whether retrained teachers
find placements in the field for which they have been
retraineJ.

(5 ) information on the perceptions of current faculty and ad nis
trators about nontraditional routes to certification.

This introductory chapter defines the terms "alternative certification"

and "retraining," discusses the reasons for establishing such programs, and

outl_nes the methods of this study.

What_Are Alternative ification and Retraining Programs?

The term "alternative ce ification" is a fairly recent addition to the

vocabulary of educators. In general, it refers to proposals and progr_ s

designed to tap new pools of college educated, noneducation maj_ S for the

teaching profession. During the relatively brief period that the term has

been in use, it has acquired some negative connotations, especially among

teacher educators. The principal source of their concern h s been that state

actions autho izing alternative certification have emphasized "shortcuts,

15
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particularly regarding the pedagogical and methodological aspects of tradi-

tionAl teacher preparation.

The American Association of Colleges of Teacher Eduna on (AACTE) issued

a position state ent on alLernative cer-ification in February 1985 advocating

that alternative teacher preparation progr_ _ (1) use selective admission

standards, (2) employ a curriculum that provides the knowledge and skills

needed by beginning teachers, (3) :_acorporate a supervised internship, and (4)

assure competency in the subject field and in professional studies through use

of an examination.

For the purposes of initial identification of alternative certification

programs for this study, we have employed the following broad definition:

Alternative certification programs are those teacher preparation
programs that enroll noncertified individuals with at least a
bachelor's degree, offering shortcuts, special assistance, or
unique curricula leading to eligibility for a standard teaching
credential.

This definition casts a wide net and allows the inclusion of both more and

less rigorous alternative preparation programs. In fact, all the alternative

certification programs selected for in-depth study have selective admission

procedures and offer both formal coursework and an internship. They thus meet

three of the four criteria suggested by the AACTE. Not all progr_ (or the

states in which they are located) require a qualifying or competency

examination for certification.

Retraining programs are more simply and less controversially defined.

They are programs that offer fully certified teachers the opportunity to

obtain the necessary training for recertification in a different area or field

-f teaching. In general, retraining programs have been developed to address

state or local needs for teachers i__ particular fields, notably math and

science.
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Why Have Alternative Cer
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cation and Retraini a Programs Establish-d?

In our initial search for operating alternative certification and

retraining programs, we followed many leads before settling on the 20 in the

sample. The term "sample- in this case means only that the programs we iden-

tified are some proportion of the total number in existence. The size of the

universe remains an unknown. We found that a number of states and localities

are currently at the discussion or initial implementation stages of such

initiatives. Others are intrigued but have adopted a wait and see- atti-

tude. There is no question that there is a strong interest in nontraditional

approaches to teacher certification and retraining among states, institutions

of higher education, and local school dist icts. It was our di' inct impres-

sion that developments in this area have not yet peaked.

The cnrrent enthusiasm for alternative certification and retraining

programs is attributable to two principal causes: ) actual or anticipated

teacher shortages at state and local levels and (2) concern about the quality

of the teaching force. Both of these issues have been highlighted in a series

widely publicized reports that began with the National Commission on

Excellence in Education s A Nation at Risk (1983) nd culminated recently in

the Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy's A Nation Prepared: Teachers

for the 21st Century (1986).

The National Commission found that ( ) too mary of the college students

being attracted to teaching were in the bottom guar er of graduating high

school and college students; (2) teacher education programs focused heavily on

"methods" courses at the expense of train ng In the subjects to be taught; and

(3) severe teacher shortage- :_xisted in the fields of math, science, foreign

languages, bilingual education, an_ special education. The Commission's

recommendations for addressing these problems included higher standards for
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teacher pr paration programs, provision of incentives (su h as grants and

loans) to attract higher quality teacher candidates, and the establishment of

special means for quickly staffing shortage areas such as math and science

classrooms with recent graduates, retired scientists, and others with

appropriate subiect matter expertise.

A Nation_ _at Risk validated and gave prominence to a reported crisis in

the quality and quantity of teachers. Throughout the 1970s, reports that the

market for teachers at all levels was saturated circulated through ins itu-

tions of higher education. Many college students who originally thought that

they might major in an academic discipline such as biology, math, or English

and would therefore have been potential secondary school teachers instead

turned in droves to business and technology career paths. The number of

elementary and secondary education majors dropped sharply. In 1971, more than

20 percent of all bachelor's degrees conferred were in educati-- In 1981,

the flgure was less than 14 perLent (Z ES, r)35).

Suddenly, in the early 1980s, surveys ineicated that there was a serious

and growing shortage of math and science teachers (Shymansky and Alddge,

1981; Howe and Gerlovich, 1982). At about the same time, the National Academy

of Sciences sponsored a symposium where the quality of math and science educa-

tion in the nation's schools was called into ques ion (National Academy of

Sciences, 1982) and the National Science Foundation established a Commission

on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science

issues related to the cri-is.

National forums such as those cited above gave part

and Technology to address

cular visibility to

problems associated with the quality and quantity of math and science

teachers. However, other well-publicized reports (Boyer, 1983; Goodlad, 1984;

Sizer, 1985) questioned the quality of secondary school teaching overall. The
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result has been a flurry of activity at the national, state, and local levels

directed at improving teacher education and upgrading the teaching profession.

Alternative certification and re raining programs are part of the response--

perhaps an interim response until sweeping structural changes appear in the

profession, such as the hierarchical structure propos d by the Holmes group

and/or the independent national certification board being explored by the

Carnegie Forum's Task Force on Teaching a Profession. Alternative

certification programs are making a concerted attempt to attract different but

well-educated subject matte_ specialists to teaching, particularly but not

exclusively in the fields of math and science. Re -aining programs are

attempting to keep experienced teachers in the profession, addre s the problem

of teacher misassigninent, and meet staffing needs by offering opportunities

expand the areas in which an individual is qualified to teach.

Is the Evidence for the Cris s in Teacher Juali and uantitv

Are alternative ce-tification and retraining programs responding to a

real crisis? Virtually all recent syntheses of the available data on who is

going into teaching ag_ee that the evidence points to a decline in the quality

of potential teachers since the 1960s (Darling-Ham ond, 1984; NIE, 1984; Blank

and Raizen, 1985; Feistritze 1985; Carnegie Forum on Education and the Eco-

nomy, 1986). Data typically cited to support this argument include comparison

of SAT scores for all college-bound students with those of intended education

-ajors over the past decade and the increasing number of potential teachers

from high school general and vocational programs rather than the academic

track. Another frequently quoted study indicates that the most able teachers

may not stay in the profession long, although this is not particularly a

phenomenon unique to the 1980s (Schlecty and Vance- 1981).

19
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Why are highly able people not electing to teach? Reports such as those

referred to above most often suggest reasons that include the increase in

employment opportunities Open to women, who have traditionally staffed the

majority of the nation's classrooms, the generally poor image of the teaching

profession and its low salaries, and, for potential math and science teachers

either sex, the growth of hi-h-paying jobs in technology.

HOW severe the teacher shortage is (or may become) is not clearcut. In

terms of national estimates of teacher supply and demand, the U.S. Department

of Educa ion projects an increasing gap bet -en the number of newly qualified

teacher graduates, as reported by its annual survey of "Earned Degrees Con-

ferred," and the need for new or replacement teachers. By 1993 the supply may

be as low as 63 percePt of demand (NCES, 1985). Because of the so-called baby

boomiet, much of the need for new teachers through this period is expected to

be at the elementary school level.

The 1983 es from ED's "Survey of Teacher Demand and Shortage"

indicate that a sample of public and private schools nationwide reported a

shortfall of about 4,000 teachers. The greatest number of openings was.

reported In special education (1,030), followed by elementary (740), bilingual

(260), and math (260). In this survey, only 180 unfilled teaching slots in

the biological and physical sciences were reported by the 3,072 respondi_g

local educational agencies (LEAs) and private schools. These are not over-

whelming numbers.

National sample data do not, however, necessarily reflect local s5.tua-

tions. News dailies reported extensively in the spring of 1986 on the lengths

to which local school districts were going to attract new teacher graduates,

with incentives such as a downpayment on a new Oar, a month's free rent, and

dollars-off coupons at local businesses and restaurants. States also continue

2 0
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propose or implement new reforms that potentially affect the demand for

teachers. Pot example, a -ommission in Virginia has recently recom --ded that

the student/teacher ratio in all secondary level English courses b_ reduced

18:1 by the year 2000--a measure that would call for a significant increase in

the number of teachers in that field.

Central cities have chronic shortages in all fields and at all levels.

According to ED, the Los Angeles Unified School District alone reportedly

accounts for more than half the teacher shortages in the western region and

one-four-h of all shortages in the nation. An NEA-sponsored June 1986 survey

of the nation's 100 largest school districts found 32,300 teacher vacancies.

(Education Week, September 10, 1986). 3mall high schools in rural districts

frequently are unable to recruit teachers qualified to teach upper level math

and science classes. Those classes, therefore, are simply not included in the

curriculum offer

Two practices that ak= !: both the teacher shortage statistics and the

quality of teaching are the use of emergency certification and out-of-field

teachers to fill gaps in staffing. Emergency credentials are generally issued

by -tate teacher certification offices, at the request of LEAs, for a period

of one to three years, during which time the holder may obtain the necessary

background standard certification. Many teachers who are now fully

certified entered the profession in this way. There is evidence, however,

that emergency certification is subject to abuse. New Jersey recently

disallowed emergency credentials, in part because some districts were making

little effort to recruit and hire fully qualified and available teachers in

the state.

Another method that school districts use to meet shortages is assignment

of teachers certifi n one area to classes in another field. A biology

1
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teacher might b given two sections of chemistry or an English teacher might

be loaned to the social studies department. The Nat _nal Science Teachers

Association has recently acknowledged the prevalence of this system of teacher

assignments and is suggesting that science teachers be prepared as gen-___al-

equipped to cover all or most topics in the elementary and seconfary

curricula (Education Week, Sept. 24, 1986).

As with the national figures on teacher shortages, estimates of the

proportion of instructors teaching out-of-field are variable. The Council for

Basic Education (CBE) and the Ame-ican Federation of Teache (AFT) surveyed

the 50 state- in 1983 and estimated that as many as 200,000 U.S. teachers--

approxi7 tely 10 percent of the total-- ere teaching out-of-field (Council for

Basic Education, 1985). On the other hand, the U.S. Department of Education

found that in 1983, 1.6 percent of all public school teachers were either

uncertified or teaching out-of-field. According to ED, percentages were sig-

nificantly higher in bilingual education, computer science, special education,

and vocational education. The more disturbing evidence from this survey, how-

ever, concerned the number of newly hired teachers who fell in the category.

Nearly 9 percent of new hires in 1983 were uncertified for their field of

assignment--a figure comparable to the CBE-AFT estimate. The northeastern and

southern states, central cities, and large districts used the highest propor-

tions of emergency certified or out-of-field teachers (NCES, 1985).

Whether or not the numbers on a decline in teacher quality and a decrease

in teacher quantity support the conclusion that there is a crisis, many sta e

and local educational agencies have been convinced that some new strategies

for recruiting, preparing, and retooling the teaching profession are advi-

sable. At least 18 sta_es have passed provisions allowing the development of

retraining programs and alternate routes t_ _eacher certification (AACTE, June

2
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1986). Programs are already in place. It is with this reality that this

study begins.

Study Methods

The analyses and findings in this report are based on a literature

review; printed descriptions of a sample of 20 alternative certification and

retraining programs; and, for 10 of the programs, telephone interviews with

program administrators, program participants and their supervisors, and

traditionally prepared teachers who had contact wi h participants. A total of

76 unstructured interviews were completed. More detail on the methods is

provided in Appendix A to t e report

Or anization of the_Report

The remainder of this report presents the information that Emerged from

print descriptions of alternative certification and retraining programs and

the interviews conducted for the study. Chapter II broadly describes the 20

programs that constituted the original sample. Chapter III describes and

analyzes the 10 programs examined in depth. Chapter IV examines program

outcomes. The final chapter summarizes the study's findings and suggests some

ways in which the experiences of alternative certification and retraining

programs may be of use to local, sta_e and national policymakers.

Several appendices follow the report. Appendix A, as noted above,

describes the methodology for the study. Appendix B describes 10 identified

alternative certification and retraining programs in so e detail. Appendix C

supplies briefer overviews of 10 other programs. Appendix D is an annotated

bibliography covering several areas of research litera u e related to the

study's purposes.
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II. OVERVIE OF 20 ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICAT ON AND RETRAINING PROG

This chapter presents a descriptive overvi pool of 20 alternative

certification and retraining programs.

The overview compares and contras s 20 programs on the following varia-

bles: program orientation and general outcomes, the number of participa

program maturity, organizational participation, and funding information.

Budget informatIon on the 10 programs studied in depth is also examined.

The following points about this sample are of particular interest:

Of 12 alternative certification and 8 retraining programs, over
half are specifically dedicated to the preparation of math
and/or science teachers. Retraining programs are more heavily
focused on these areas.

Program enrollments vary greatly, ranging from 8 to 5 000 during
the last school year.

Major costs are instr ction and stipends for participants and/or
their supervisors.

_Program Orientations_

All 20 identified programs lead to teaching certification or recertifica-

tion. Two programs also result in a Master of Education degree. A third

offered the master's in the first cycle but will drop the degree program in

1986-87. Several programs offer courses that participants may apply toward a

master's if they choose to continue their education.

Eleven of the 20 programs are focused strictly on preparation of math,

science, and computer teachers. The other programs train teachers eiLher for

all subjects at the secondary level (one specifies math, science, and English)

or for all levels and subjects. Table shows the programmatic orienta-

tions for the pool and for the 10 programs examined in depth.

4
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Table II-1
Math/Science Orientation of 20 Alternative Certification

and Retraining Programs

Program Orientation Pool of 20

Math, science, computers
Secondary subjects (including but not

restricted to nath and science)
All levels and subjects

11

3

6

Sample of 10

5

3

Developers of the retraining programs were strongly influenced by the

reported shortages of math and science teachers. As Table 11-2 shows, the

alternative certification programs are fairly evenly distributed across the

three program orientations, while retraining programs are heavily focused on

math and science.

Table 11-2
Difference in Program Orientation Between Alternative Certification

and Retraining Programs

Alternative
Certification Retraining

II2A.Em Orientation (N=12) 01=8

Math, science, computers 4 7

Secondary subjects (including
but not restricted to math
and science) 3

All levels and subjects _5 1

Total 12 8

Number of Participants

Enrollment sizes vary widely among the identified programs. The range

for elghteen programs during 1985-86 was from 8 participants to 5,000.

(Information was unavailable fo_ two programs.) The program serving the

largest number is a tatewide retraining effort targeted at staff teaching

outoffield in math and science. Although participants in this program can

theoretically accumulate enough credits through the workshops offered to
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obtain recertification, most use the program for inservice training, The

smallest program is one of three retraining programs sponsored by the state

Delaware.

About half of the programs are small, admitting fewer than 30 parti

cipants to each cycle. Another four fall in a middle range of approximately

35-60 participants per year. Five are large programs, working with 90 or mor-

potential teachers or retrainees annually. Two of the large programs are

associated with major city school systems and three are statewide programs

with multiple sites.

Table 11-3 presents summary information on enrollment and other desc ip

tive features of the 20 programs. cant second year drops in en ollment

in the Arizona Partners Project, the Houston Alternative Certification

Program, and the Los Angeles Unified School Distrct Teacher Trainee Program

are not related to the withinyear attrition rates reported in the next

column. Arizona admitted fewer participants for the coming year because of

funding difficulties. Houston and Los Angeles apparently admitted large

groups in the first year to alleviate some very critical shortages and are now

proceeding at a more moderate re'ruitment pace.

Program Maturity

All but two of the 20 identIfied programs began operations in the 1980s.

Nine were established in 1985 or 1986. Pennsylvania began its Teacher Inte n

Program in 1972; the Long Island Unive sity math retraining progr_m has been

in existence since 1977.
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Table 11-3

Bacaripive Characteristics of 20 Alternative Certification and Retraining Programs

rganicaticsal

Pro re Stert De juatELLtrEELIort ic Wag

ATERR:klIVE CERT IF ICATION

Arisons Partner° Project Sumer 1 85 Math Science

Univ. of Maesachugatro 1983

Math/English/Sciente/

Technology Project

George Kagon Univeraity

Career Switcher Program

1986

14.tverd Midcareer Math 1983

and Science Program

Heaton Alternative

Certification Program

Log Angela Unified

School Dietrict Teacher

Trainee Prosr

University of Maryland

Alternative Certification

Program

Memphis State University

Lyndhurst Program

New Jeriey Provisiond

Teacher Program

Univ. of New Mexico/

Santa Pe Public Schools

Intern Program

Pennsylvania Teacher

intern Program

math, Science

Nash

Science

Math, Science

5urr 1985 Secondary

English, Math,

Science; :ilit:cal/

ESL, preZ-5th

1964 Rath, Science,

Enigliah, Social

StIdies (Secondary)

All subjects

and levels

1985 Secondary level

shortage areas

Summer 1985 All subjects

and level°

Silt= 1985 All aubjects

and levels

1972 All subjects

and levels

All subjects

(secondary)

University of Southern 1983-84

Maine Teachers for

Secondary Schools Program

LEA.5 , I HE

State gov't

soaineao/induatry

IHE, LE.

tualneoci

1HE

IHE, LEAs

LEA, 1HE

LEA

IHEI SEA

IRE, LEAs

SEA, LEM, II&

LEA, IHE

SEA, IHEs

THE, LEAa

BEST COPY NIA LE

Attrition

Enroll:2nt Rao Outate

1985: 22

1986; 6

20/year

12

1933-84: 6

1984-8S: 18

1965-86: 20

1985-68: 330

1906-87: 100

1984-85: 160

1985-86: 90

1985-86: 8

1986-87; 26

1985-86: 12

1986=87: 23

1985-86: 186

1985-86: 16

Not

available

15-16 per

year

(3 cycles)

18E lot cycle; Hsater's

Certification

Maater's degree

Certification

Certification

51 Certification

3 1 Certificttion

137, Certiflestinn

= Master's degree

Certification

Certification

Certification

61 Certification

certification

Certification

(automatic on

program cosplerion)
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Fro ram

RETRAINING

Table 11-3 (contiqued)

Descriptive Characteristics of 20 Alternative Certification and Retraining Programs

Start Date

Anne Arundel County, MD 1984

Science Retraining Program

State of Delaware

(3 programs)

Sub ect Ateas

Science

Organizational

Parqq2auts Enrollceat

LEA, IRE 50 (approx.

Sumzsr 1985 Math, Science, SEA, 111Es, LEM Summar

Computers Institute:

1985-86: 100

Academic Year

Institute:

1985-86: 68

Scholarship

Loon Program:

198546: 8

1986-87: 6

Forayth County, NC

Consortium for Personnel

1981 All subjects

ePi leve12

LEA, IHEs 1982-85: 46

Development

New York City 1982 Math, Science, L A, NEB Not available

Math/Science Relicensing

Program

Long Island University 1977 Math 111E 1984-85: 28

Mathematica Retraining

Program

(previcus years

approx. 50)

Loa Angeles County 1982-83 Math, Science SEA, County, Site 1:

Teacher Retraining Progran IHER, LEAR 1984=85: 60

1985=86: 21

Site 2:

1985-85t 35

1986-137: 40

North Carolina Math end 1983 Math, Science IHEs 3rd cycle;

Science Education Network Business/Industry 5,000 at

8 eentera

Virginia Commonwealth 1985 Science SEA, IHE 60

Univ. Capitol Region

Earth Science Institute

Attrition

te

W.!

Outcome

Recertification

or upgrading

Sumer Recertification

Institute:

60%

Academie Year

Institute:

--

Scholarahip

Loan Program!

in Recertification

Recertification

181 Recertification

(LEA test required)

33%

(approx.

Recertification

(Supplementary

AuthorizatIO

Recertification

posalble

Recertification
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Organizationa_ Part icipants

Programs vary widely in the complexIty of their o,,,,nizational arrange-

ments, but most involve more than one entity. Typical participants are the

SEA, one or more LEAs, and one or more IHEs; business and industry occasion-

ally participate.

Although multiple organizations may participate in a program when it

becomes operational, a single sector usually provides the original impetus and

takes the lead in designing the program. In nine of the 20 programs, the

inst utaental body was at the state level--either an enabling statute by the

state legislature or an initiative of the SEA. Institutions of higher

education initiated eight programs; three programs originated with an LEA.

Funding_ Information

Table 11-4 presents the sources of funding and the types of financial

support available to participants for the 20 alternative certificatIon and

retraining programs_

Funding sources for these programs vary considerably. In three cases

where the state has been the initiator of a program, a major proportion of che

progr - financial support is included in the SEA's annual budget. The New

Jersey program, which is almost entIrely tuition-funded, is an exception to

this rule. The Los Angeles and Houston LEAs f- -d their own alternative certI-

fIcatIon programs.

Three progr s (University of New Mexico/Santa Fe, Long island Uni-

versity, and the North Carolina Mathematics Science Education Network)

received partal funding from the Education for Economic Security Act's ?itle

31
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Table II-4
Sources of Funding and Types of Participant Financial Support

for 20 Alternative Certification and Retraining Programs

Program Name

ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION

Arizona Partners Project

Funding Sou

George Mason University
Ca7eer Switcher Program

Harvard University Math
and Science Program

Houston Alternative
Certification Program

Los Angeles Unified School
District Teacher Trainee
Program

University of Maryland
Alternative Certification
Program

University of Massachusetts
Math/English/Science
Technology Project

Memphis State University
Lyndhurst Program

New Jersey Provisional
Teacher Program

University of New Mexico/
Santa Fe Public Schools
Intern Program

Pennsylvania Teacher
Intern Program

University of Southern Maine
Teachers for Secondary
Schools Program

SEA, LEAs

Federally funded

Not available

LEA

LEA

IHE, state grant

IHE, FIPSE, business/
industry

Foundation, LEAs

Tuition, LEAs,
foundation

SEA (Title II), LEA

Individual participant

Tuition

Financial Support
of Participants

Forgiveable loan;
salary

Standard student
financial aid;
some scholarships

Standard student
financial aid;
some scholarships

Salary; tuitiOn
waiver

Salary; tuition
waiver

Standard student
fingncial aid;
saltay

Standard student
financial aid;
salary

Stipend; sal ry

Salary;
15 grants/year

Stipends; tuition
waiver

Salary; standard
student financial aid

Standard student
financial aid
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Table 11-4 (continued)
Sources of Funding and Types of Participant Financial Support

for 20 Alternative Certification and Retraining Proqrams

Financial Support
Pro-ram Name Funding Sources o Participants

RETRAINING

Anne Arundel County (MD) LEA
Science Retraining Program

Delaware (3 programs) SEA

Tuition waiver

Varies by program:
tuition waiver for
all; Stipends for
2 of the 3 programs

Forsyth County (NC) Tuition None
Consortium for Personnel
Development

Long Island University
Mathematics Retraining

SEA (Title II), Stipend (Title II
FIPSE money)

Los Angeles County Teacher SEA Tuition waiver
Retraining Program

New York City Math/Science LEA Tuition waiver
Retraining Program

North Carolina Math and SEA (Title II), Not available
Science Education Network foundations,

business/industry

Virginia Commonwealth Univ. SEA Tuition waiver
Capital Region Earth
Science Institute

II in 1985-86. Other federal sources of funding include the Fund for the

Improvement of Postsecondary Education (University of Massachusetts and Long

island University) and the Office of Educational Research and improvement

(George Mason University).

Three programs (Arizona, University of Massachusetts, and the North

Carolina Network) have enlisted the support of business and industry. Memphis

State, the North Carolina Network, and New Jirsey have received financial

backing from nonprofit foundations. Programs at the University of Southern
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Maine and in_ Forsyth County, North Carolina are almo f- entirely tuition

funded.

Among the 20 progr- s there are five basic models for the financial

support of program participants:

(1) standard student financial aid packages

(2) forgiveable loans

tuition waivers

(4) salaries, where internships involve full responsibility in a
classroomm

(5) stipends, in lieu of or in addition to salary

The most common type of support is the tuition waiver. Some programs combine

two or more types of support. For example, participants in Delaware's Teacher

Scholarship Loan Program receive stipends equivalent to their salaries for the

year they are on sabbatical for retraining. In addition, they are eligible

for tuition and fee loans of up to $5,000 that are 100 percent forgiveable

after three years of teaching math or science in Delaware public schools.

Table 11=5 includes specific budget information on the 10 programs

studied in depth. Principal program costs are instruction and supervision and

student support. Other costs range from administration to printing to social

events.

The mean total annual budget is $224,208. This figure is actually based

on 11 separate programs. Costs are not available for Harvard's program; h

ever, the total cost for Delawa e includes three programs with separate total

annual budgets. The median for these 11 programs is $199,000. The range is

from $49,400 to $552,365.

Because the programs vary widely in the total number of participants they

enroll, per participant costs are a more meaningful statistic for comparison.

The mean per participant cost is $5,040. The median is $2,693 and the range
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ATERNATIVE CERTIFICATION

Arizona Partners Project

Harvard Midcareer Math and

Science Program

Houston Alternative

Certification Program

Los Angeles Unified School

District Teacher Trainee

Progr

NEW Jersey Provisional

Teacher Program

University of New Mexico/

Santa Fe Public Schools

Intern Program

University of $outhern Maine

Taachers for Secondary

Schools Program

RETRAINING

Delaware

Long Island Univeraity

Mithatice Retraining Program

108 Angeles County

Table 11-5

Budget Information on 10 Alternative Certification

and RetrainInr, Prograta

Nu r of Total

Participants _Anraial B4dge t

Student

Ins t ruction) Financial Cos t Per

22 $178,000 $48,000 $91,000 $22,000 $8,091

(eatimted)

18 Not available -

330 $552,365 Budget breakdown not available $1 ,674

90 $146,720 Budget breakdaan not available $1,630

(estimated)

i84 $31i,600
1111
LilIQUU $75,000 $25,000

(eatitated) (15 fellows:lips)

16 $208,000 $86,000 $112,000 $10,000 $13,000

16 $490400 $46,800 $2,600 $3,088

176

(3 progra

$397,500 Budget breakdown not available

(3 programs)

28 $220,400 $50,400 825,000 $145,000

(Dissemination/

Add:144010n)

111 $5001000

Teacher Retraining Program (.3 sites)

3 programs:

$1,990

$1,449

$12,500

$2,693

(eatimated)

$3001000 Unavailable Unavailable $41505
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is from $1,284 to $15,533. These figures do not include LEA salaries paid to

alternative certification program participants who are fully responsible for

classrooms. They do include monies disb-rsed as stipends whe her for tuition

or for living expenses. Although progrs serving small numbe of par_ici

pants are considerably more expensive to run, there are other characteristics

associated with smallness that are valued by administrators and participants,

such as closer supervision of field experiences and strong interpersonal

support systems. None of the small programs in the sample plans any

significant increase in enrollment in the foreseeable future.
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III. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF TEN ALTERNATIVE
CERTIFICATION AND RETRAINING PROGRAMS

To obtain a mo

retraining programs,

Chapter II for closer

in-depth view of teacher alternative certification and

--lected 10 of the 20 identified programs described in

study through telephone interviews. Seven of the

programs chosen are alternative certification programs and three focus on

retraining. Selection criteria included program maturity, locus of adminis-

trative control, and the uniqueness of the model. Neither the study team nor,

we suspect, anyone else can describe the modal alternative certification or

retraining program at this time. We found many similarities among programs as

well as significant differences. Full descriptions of the 10 programs are

found in Appendix B to the report.

In the telephone interviews, sought to identify who

attracted to alternative certification and retraining

was being

programs, to make

preliminary assessments of the training effectiveness of the progt_ s from

several points of view, and to estimate the impact of the programs on school-

based personnel. The results of the interviews suggest the following major

points:

Alternative certIfication programs are attracting and preparing
high caliber, subject matter proficient teachers from a variety
of labor market pools.

Retraining programs are heavily focused on preparing teachers
for recertification in math or science and appear to attract
teachers seeking a new challenge or teachers who feel their jobs
are insecure.
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Partici-ant Character _tics

Age and Educational Background

Interviews were conducted with 24 program participants: 16 in alterna-

tive certification programs and 8 in retraining programs. Table III-1

presents the age categories undergraduate majors, and advancc4. degree status

of the sample.

Table III-1
Age and Educational Background of Program Par icipants

Age Ranges
21-30
31-40
41-50

Undergraduate Major
Sciences
English
Math/Computers
Psychology
Liberal Arts
Education
Modern Languages
Other

Advanced Degrees
Master's
Ph.D.

Alternative
Certification

(N-16)
Retraining

N=8

9

7 6

2

4 1

3

2

2

2 1

44

1 1

2 1

3 2

2

Alternative certification candidates in the sample teat' to be younger

than participants in retraining programs. The principal reason for this is

that four programsArizona, Los Angeles Unified School District, New Jersey,

and the University of New Mexicospecifically recruit recent graduate_ _f

institutions of higher education. (The Arizona, Los Angeles, and New Jersey

progra-- are not limited to recent graduates; however, recruitment and place-

ment efforts focus on this group.. ) Harvard and the University of Maine, on
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the other hand, target mid-career and career re-ent-, candidates, who tend

be over 30. Houston is f_nterested in attracting homemakers and retired li-

tary personnel as well as mid-career people; the program is making special

efforts to recruit Hispanics. Differences in specific groups targeted by the

programs seem to be largely due to program developers iuiowiedge of and

perceptions about the potential availability of particular groups in the local

labor market.

By their very nature, retraining programs are designed for experienced

teachers. Six of the eight retrainees in the sample are in their thirties.

range of y ars in teaching for these teachers is from eight to years;

the mean is 12 years. While no definitive conclusions can be drawn based on a

sample of eight, interviews with program administrators and participants in

the retraining programs indicated that boredom with one's original teaching

field and the need to find new personal goals in a profession that currently

offers little opportunity for advancement tend occur when teachers are in

their thirties and have been teaching for 10 to 15 years.

The undergraduate majors of program participants in both alternative

certifIcatIon and retraining programs wer- varied. The seven science or Math

majors represented in the sample were all involved in programs specifically

focused on preparing science and math teachers. Six of the seven participated

in alternative certification programs. Other majors among the alternative

certificati n candidates included psychology, business, communications, modern

languages and liberal arts.

Of the eight retraining candidates, four were undergraduate education

majors: two in physical education, one in special education, and one in

elementary education. Other majors included Spanish literature, earth

scien e, liberal arts, and home economics.

40
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Five alternative certification program participants held advanced

degrees. Two have Ph.D. s in the sciences. Masters' degr es represented were

in counseling, biology, and, surprisingly, education. The particular

individual with an M.Ed. has be-n working in museum education; the content of

her degree program did riot meet state requirements for secondary school

teaching. Two retrainees held masters' degrees--one in education and the

other in Spanish literature.

In general, the alternative certification program par7icipants whom we

inte_viewed had very strong undergraduate backgrounds. Several had at end d

ivy League institutions or very selective small liberal arts colleges. Some

had graduated with honors. Participants in the large city programs are some-

what more likely to be graduates of public universit es.

Several of the alternative certification programs are specifically and

apparently successfully rec -ing top students from prestigious schools. In

fact, it seemed to us chat nne university-based program is applying consider-

ably more stringent selection criteria to applicants for its alternative

certification program than it is for its traditional undergraduate and

graduate education programs. At least for the present, while the idea of

alternative certification is new, the programs have the luxury of high appli-

cant-to-participant ratios, allowing them to choose thc strongest candidates.

This is particularly tru, for the smaller programs.

The academic profile of retraining program participants is less c earcut.

While the programs do have selection criteria, they are by definition recruit-

ing from the pool of existing teachers--a group that according to national

statistics, is less talented academically thar Tarty other college graduates.

On the other hand, there are teachers with very strong educational backgrounds

and it appears that retraining programs can and do at ract some very capable

individuals who want the challenge of mastering a new field.

41
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Previous Experience

The 16 participants in alternative ce-tification programs came from a

wide range of occupational backgrounds. One had been a missionary. knother

was an air force officer. Three had worked at professional levels in business

and industry. Four were in wholesale or retail sales. Six participants in

the sample had been recruited to alternative certification programs directly

out of college. In one way or another, more than half of the 16 had some tYPe

of instructional experience: tutoring, emergency or substitute teaching, col-

lege level teaching, Peace Corps, or museum education.

The retrainees, all of whom are now or are preparing to be math and

science teachers, were originally certified in the following areas: elemen-

tary education (2); special education (2); physical education/health science

(1); earth and space science (1); social science (1); and Spanish (1). Four

of these eight people were already teaching in shortage areas (special educa-

tion, earth science, and foreidn language) prior to their recertification.

Motivation for Entering P o ram

The program participants interviewed were asked why they had decided to

enter teaching or retrain for another field. Table 111-2 shows the most

common responses. Many participants cited more than one reason.

The fact that seven alternative certification ea Adates sta id that they

had always planned to teach at some point in the careers indicates that

these programs are timely and are tapping a significant pool of individuals

with the desire to teach. Some participants told us that without an alternate

route to certification they would have been unlikely to pursue their interest

in teaching. One participant described her frustration in attempting to

obtain ce cation on her own. She would have been required to enroll in

undergraduate methods courses for at least four semesters at an institution a

4 2
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Table 111-2
Reasons Cited for Entering Alternative Certification

or Retraining Programs

=ason
No. of

Respondents

Alternative Certification Programs:
Always planned to teach sometime 7

To avoid education courses 4

On-the-job training with pay 4

Came from a family of teache

Retraining Programs:
Always wanted to teach math 3

Looking for a change 3

Job mobility 3

Always wanted to teach high school 2

considerable distance from her home. Ann_her participant in a different state

had been substitute teaching but was discouraged by the cost of the two years

of teacher training required for a standard credential.

Many alternative certification program participants cited the short time

frame, the limited amount of "Mickey Mouse" coursework, and/or the att active-

ness of on-the-job training (often for pay) as major enrollment motivators.

Most also had other, more personal reasons for signing on. Several of the

recent college graduates seemed to have emerged from their undergraduate

programs with ill-defined career goals. One told us, "I needed a job and

didn't really want to commit to a career in industry yet." Another said, "My

original plan was to get some other experiences first and then teach, but then

this program came along."

Mid-career people tended to have more thoughtful or deliberate reasons

for entering the alternative certification programs. One experienced biology

professor wanted to relocate to a particular geographic area but was unable to

find a college teaching job (for which he would have needed no teaching

credential!). The program he entered allowed him to teach high school biology
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while completing certification requirements. A chemical engineer spoke of the

need to do "something more meaningful;" a middle management executive only

halfjokingly referred to a midlife crisis.

The retrainees, for the most part, were mOtivated by either static or

unstable professional lives. A health science teacher wanted more instate

job mobility that he felt a math c edential would bring. An eight year

veteran had been functioning as a "permanent substitute" in his large dis rict

for several years. This meant a new assignment each year, no continuity, and

a considerable amount of job anxiety. He felt that certification in mathema

tics would stabilize his teaching existence. A Chapter 1 teacher worried

about the stability of federal funding levels for h__ program. Two other

teachers used the terms "burn ng out" and "stagnating" in describing their

reasons for seeking retraining.

Program Components

Alternative Certification Programs

Among the sample of programs exa _ed in this study, the typical alter

native certification program includes a formal instructional component, some

type of intensive field expe ience, and close supervision. In the more

traditionally structured programs, particIpants are fulltime students at a

college or university for the first semester and combine student tfaaching and

academic coursework during the second semester. Programs Which depart from

this pattern feature full or parttime classroom teaching responsibility for a

school year. In these programs, formal instruction in educational methods,

educational foundations, and child psychology occurs during afterschool hours

and sometimes on Saturdays. Many of the programs require some coursework
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and/or classroom observation during the summer as well. Table 111-3 Anes

components of the seven programs examined in depth; more detail appears in

Appendix B.

Formal instruction. Much of the formal ins ruction preseted to

participants in alternative certification programs resembles the zontent of

traditional undergraduate teacher education. Although it would b7 difficult

to characterize the "typical- undergraduate teacher education program, given

the diverse ways in Which American colleges and universities count credit

hours and the fact that each state sets its own certification standards, the

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education estimates that about 40

percent of an elementary and _30 percent of a secondary teacher's college

program is composed of the professional studies leading to certification

(AACTE, 1981). This translates to about 16 courses over eight semesters for

elementary education majors and 12 for secondary teachers, including what is

usually a double credit for student teaching in the senior year. Th__ tradi-

tional teacher education curriculum includes the philosophical, historical,

and sociological foundations of American education and What are usually

referred to as thods" courses--a rubric that covers instructional strate-

gies, classroom organization and management skills, diagnostic and evaluation

techniques, and topics specific to the level or subject to be taught.

Alternative certification program participants receive instruction in

these same areas. Unfortunately, we found it impossible to accurately reduce

the hours, credits, and modules associated with each individual alternative

certification program to a common denominator. Designers of programs have

employed different strategies to create a curriculum that (1) meets state

requirements for certification, (2) takes into account the post-graduate

status and maturity of the populations being recruited, and (3) in most cases

5
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Table 11I-3

Components of Seven Alternative Certification Programs

Program Duration Formal Instruction Field Experience Supervision

1. Arizona Partners Project 14 months 24 credits for 2 paid internships: IHE, retired

certification school and industry businessmen

2. Harvard Midcareer Math 9 months 18 credits 60 hrs. observation IHE, mentor

and Science Program 12 wee*,s student

tea&

reacher

3. Houston Alternative

Certification Program

12 months 40 hrs4 preassignment

training

15-20 instructional

modules

25 L evation

Paid ._, time teaching

Mentor teacher,

principal, program

administrators

4. Los Angeles Unified

School District

24 months 19 units

32 units Masters

Paid full time teaching Mentor teacher,

principal

Teacher Trainee Program

5. New Jersey Provisional 12 months 200 hours Paid full time teaching Support team

Teacher Program (4 persons),

mentor teacher

6. University of New 14 months 37 hours Summer school, 1 year IHE, 2 full time

Mexico/Santa Fe Public

Schools Intern Program

internship with stipend clinical support

supervisors

/. University of Southern

Maine Teachers for

9 months 15 credits 1 semester internsnlp IH, mentor

teacher

Secondary Schools

Program
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synthesizes and compresses the material to be covered into a shrter time

trame. It is our best estimate that the essential content of trad tional

teacher education is being adequately covered.

Before establish'ng its progr New J- -sey convened a special commission

to determine the basic elements of a teacher training curriculum. The areas

identified by the commission--student learning and development, curriculum and

evaluation, and classroom and schoolbecame the backbone of the program's 200

hour instructional c: ponent. These broad areas are typical descriptors

the content for other programs as well. Houston has developed "modules" _hat

each participant must complete at a certain competency level. Both Houston

and Los Angeles include special training in school district policies, multi

cultural education, and parental involvement. The University of Southern

Maine has an interdisciplinary approach that focuses

as social syst-s.

Several of the programs o

on schools and c_assrooms

t_r courses chat carry graduate credit and may

be applied toward a master's degree. In most cases, classes are scheduled

like graduate level courses for people who work fulltime--two or three hour

blocks in the late afternoon and early evening. Mora detail on the content of

formal instruction for each program can be found in Appendix B.

Field experience. In five of the programs (Arizona, Houston, Los

Angeles New Jersey, and the Universitr of New Mexico), participants assume

full responsibility for a classroom either on the first day of school or

within a month of that time. Based on the interviews, the success of this

approach appears to depend vry much on the effectiveness of the supervision

provided to the novice teacher. Nearly all the candidates interviewed for

the study had positive experiences in this regard. It was common, however,

for them to comment that they had been fortunate and to follow with storIes of
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others who had been in impossible situations, eit_e- inadequately superv sed

(see the Supervision section below), given the worst classes, or subjected to

unfair comparisons with better prepared beginning teachers. For our specific

sample, the internship or student teaching experience was the highlight of

their training.

In all the alternative certification programs, some formal ins ruction

continues throughout the total 12 to 15 month period. For participants in the

programs Where full time teaching is required, the simultaneous pressure of

daytoday planning to teach and attending late afternoon or evening classes

is arduous. This is particularly true at the beginning of the school year.

Participants and their supervisors mentioned the deleterious effects of that

amount of stress on physical and psychological health. New Jersey is modi

fying the pace of its initial instructional co ponent in response to feedback

of this type. We speculate that other programs mar also find it necessary _to

reconsider the overall time frame as they mature.

Harvard and the University of Southern Maine defer class oom placement

until the second semester. Par_icipants thus have a semester of education

related coursework as background before encountering a group of students. The

formal coursework they take during the field experience is also limited to a

one night per week seminar designed to allow the sharing and mutual solution

of problems encountered in the classroom. Interviewees from these two

programs mentioned the stressfulness their experience with less frequency.

Supervision. The quality of supervision that interns received strongly

colored their overall perceptions of a program. As in traditional student

teaching, a mentor teacher i_ usually assigned to each participap-t Unlike

the t aditional route, many of the alternative certification programs provide

stipends to classroom level supervisors. Recognizing the importance of mentor
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teachers in this way may reault in more dedicated supervision, although that

relationship is not clearcut from this sample.

In general, participa ,s in the alte--ative certification programs

receive more supervision than the average student or first year teacher.

Typical supervision of udent and beginning teacher_ is often a matter of a

few widely separated observations and an evaluation checklist, principally

because of the number of individuals to be supervised, constraints such as

time and multiple responsibilities, and/or inadequate training of suprnisors.

The supervisory model used by all the alternative certification programs is

generally referred to as "clinical supe 1- its purest form, clinical

supervision requires the investment of a great deal of supervisory time.

Through regular discussions, the new teacher is encouraged to analyze his or

her own work as a way of defining teaching strengths and identifying weak

nesses. Most teacher educators, administrators, and teachers agree that this

type of constructive criticism and analysis is the best type of supervision.

According to their descriptions of the supervision they received, all the

alternative certification program participants in our sample benefitedfrom

better oversight of their initial teaching experience than is the norm. The

smaller programs were particularly effective in this regard, giving consider

able care to the choice of mentor or cooperating teachers who were willing to

invest much time in the supervisory process. With more placements to make,

the larger programs could not be as selective or give as much attention

finding an optimum match between mentor teacher and program participant.

Nevertheless, the amount and quality of supervision was rated more than

adequate by a large ma:ority of program participants interviewed.

Supervision in alternative certification programs may be schoolbased or

may involve both school and university personnel. Building principals play

50
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some supervisory role in nearly all the programs. In New Jersey, interns have

an experienced teacher or an administrator in the classroom at all times

during the first month; supervision then tapers to once a week for 10

weeks and once a month for the remainder of the school year. Theoretically,

each candidate in this program is assigned a four person support team,

including a mentor teacher, the school principal, and two other educators.

For the participan s interviewed, active supervision came from the mentor

teacher and principal. (Principals must prepare formatIve and summative

evaluations for submission to the SEA.) Uhen one woman's ment__ teacher

abrogated responsibility, she turned to other teachers in her department, Who

willingly filled the p.

Houston's model of supervision is similar to New Jersey's. The mentor

teacher and principal have primary responsibility for day-to-day support. In

addition, the district's Employee Development Department and staff of the

Alternative Certification Program monitor progress and serve as resource

persons to program participants.

The Santa Fe school district released one eleme- ary and one secondary

teacher from teaching responsibilities and assigned them as full time clinical

support supervisors for the 15 program participants. Since interns in this

program are placed in pairs, each supervisor covered four classrooms; on

average, a supervisor was present in the interns' classrooms the equivalent of

one full day per

the four programs Where an institution of higher education is one

the principal organizational components an THE supervisor visits the interns

on a regular basis. Traditionally, c lleges and universities supervise their

student teachers in the field. It is also traditional for regular faculty

members to consider supervision of student teachers an unwelcome burden and,

5 1
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whenever possible, to assign this work to adjunct or lower rank faculty. The

qualitative difference in the four alternative certification programs based in

institutions of hioher education is the full or nearly full time assignment of

a committed faculty person to field supervision of interns. Both the Arizona

and University of Southern MAine programs experienced some difficulties with

supervision until this type of arrangement was worked out.

Retraining Programs

Retraining programs typically have only an instructional component. The

amount of coursework that part Apants must take depends on state or local

requirements for certification in particular fields and on the amount of

previous coursework for Which individuals receive credit. Standards are the

same as those applied to undergraduate education majorS.

Delaware defines specific 45 credit prog.-a s for certification in

chemistry and physics ndix B); 30 unspecified credits are required

for math certification. Participants in the Long Island University retraining

program take 15 to 18 math credits, depending on whether or not they enroll

for an initial refresher course. The Los Angeles County program sets an 18

credit minimum, as required by the SEA, but many participants take refresher

and computer courses as well.

The courses that retrainees take may be (1) versions of undergraduate

math and science courses specifically adapted for adult learners, (2) regu

larly scheduled university courses, or (3) special sections of regularly

scheduled university courses. The third strategy was most common in our

sample. Keeping the retrainees together In a selfcontained group has the

advantage of encouraging formation of peer support groups and facilitates the

scheduling of tutorials and review sessions.
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Partici.ant Points of View

Ai ive Certification Programs

Despite structural difference- among the programs, several common them

arose when participants talked about a program's strengths. Table 111-4

presents the most frequently cited positive features of alternative cer ifica-

tion programs, based on data from 16 respondents who often cited more than one

feature.

Table 111-4
Participant Opinions on Strengths of Alternative

Certification Programs

Number of
Program Feature Positive Responses

On-the-job training 8
Instructional content 6
Peer support syStems 6
Selectiveness of the program 5
Supervision 5

On-the- ob training As noted earlier, on-the-job trainingfrequently

at a full beginning teacher's salary--is a major motivating fac Or in attract-

ing applicants to alternative certification programs. As difficult as the

internship year may be early and full exposure to classroom teaching remains

a strong recommendation for alternate routes in the minds of many program

completers. "Learning to teach through direct experience is the best thing

about this program," one arPiciipant from Los Aogeles said. A participant in

economically depressed Houston noted that without the paid inter ship associ-

ated with his program, he would be unable to participate. In essence, par-

ticipants confirmed their belief in the age old adage that "You learn to teach

by teaching
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Despite several general criticisms of the formal in ruc-

tional component of some programs, six pa-ticipants cited either their overall

instruction or specific segments of it as being especially helpful. One

currently popular approach to teaching strategies--Madeline Hunter's essen-

tials of i --ruct n--r _eived particular acclaim. Hunter suggests a step-by-

step planning p ocess to help teachers prepare for each day's instruction.

The approach is considered useful for both beginning and experienced teachers

and has been adopted by many school dirltricts.

cipants consider peer support systems critical to

successful completion of alternative certification programs. Six participants

referred to this feature When asked about program strengths, but many others

spoke of i s importance during other parts of the interview as --11. Ie some

cases, peer support is deliberately built into a program. The University of

Southern Maine begins each cycle with a four day Outward Bound type of

experience designed to bond the new group of participants together. This

strategy (or the university's c_-mitment to the aim of peer support ) has

worked extraordinar_ly well: in three cycles, the program has had no

dropouts.

New Mexico's prec ice of placing students in classrooms in pairs creates

a peer support system that operates on a daily basis. The two interns plan

together, share the teaching load, and observe and comment on each other's

performance. One participant in the program commented about his partner, "

spent _o e time together than if were married."

Even Where peer support is an ad hoc program feature, participants found

the opportunity to compare notes, complain, and counsel each other invaluable.

In New Jersey, all three participants interviewed noted that the coffee breaks

during their formal instruction were more helpful than the planned curriculum.
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Information from this sample suggests that peer support systems are most

viable When two or m_ e interns are placed in the same school.

Selec iveness. Selectiveness of the program was cited as a strength by

five alternative certification candidates. In fact, all seven programs in the

sample are selective to the degree that all have more applicants than they can

accom _date. Some are more selective than others. Particularly in the

smaller programs such as Harvard, New Mexico, and the University of Southern

Maine, participants saw themselves as unique types of individuals with

something extra to offer as teachers. In part, this sense of uniqueness

sustained them throughout the program.

Supervision. Five p-- ticipents mentioned the q lity of the supervision

they received as a program strength. However, many more described the devel

opment of nurturing relationships with mentor teachers, administrators, or

other faculty in other parts of the interview. One young women was especially

effusive about the comfortable relationship that developed with her mentor

teacher. For her, the most iwortant aspect of the clinical supervision

provided was the encouragement and latitude to develop her own teaching

style. This is indeed a different approach than traditional student teaching

where by default, if not by design, most prospective teachers tend to imitate

their cooperating teachers. Other interviewees cited the accessibility of the

mentor teacher, principals, and even superintendents as critical to the

success of the training experience. In the few cases where the formally

assigned supervision was inadequate, the interns were able to find a

supplement or a surrogate.
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Retraining Programs

th fewer program features to react to, the eight retrainees focused

their comments about program strengths on the quality of their ins ruction.

In general, these participants viewed inetruction by a combination of college

faculty and secondary level master teachers as an optimum blend of the theore-

tical and the practical. Provision of tutoring or extra class sessions was

essential to some and burdensome to others.

One math retrainee praised the high school master teachers who -taught

you the 'language of math' and how to manipulate equations. This is the

important thing for teaching the subject, not getting the right answer every

time." Another, in a different program reiterated this theme, expressing

appreciation that the program had located inst:-ctors -t.4ho could demonstrate

how to present materials in an interesting way, not merely deliver the subject

matter.

Program Weaknesses: Participant Points of View

Alternative Certification p ograms

Table 111-5 presents four areas in which the 16 alternative certification

candidates found program weaknesses. Other par icipants cited two of these

areas as program strengthsinstructional content and lack of preparation

before entering the classroom (as the obverse of on-the-job training in Table

111-4). This bimodal pattern is not surprising. The programs are servIng

individuals with different backgrounds, different levels of confidence or

apprehension about teaching, and different training needs. Most of the pro-

grams are also relatively new and therefore still in the process of adjusting
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Table 111-5
Participant Opinions on Weaknesses of Alternative

Certification Programs

Program Feature

Scheduling problems
Instructional content
Lack of preparation before en ering classroom
Placements

Number of
Negative Responses

7

3

program c -ponen:s to fit the candidates Whom they are rec-Ating. No parti-

cipants expressed praises or criticisms of their programs in the interviews

that had not already reached the ears of program administrators.

cheduling. Scheduling problems were program specific. Par icipants in

more than one program mentioned t_e burden of late afternoon or evening

classes after a full day of teaching. One participant in the Arizona Partners

Program had reservations about the advisability of splitting fieldwork between

teaching and industry, even though that feature had originally attracted him.

In practice, students saw the person Who taught during the first semester as

the teacher of record and the second semester teacher as a substitute. Fur-

thermore, he felt, just as one began to get things under control, either it

was time to move on to the other internship or the year was over.

Houston's c7-bination of nine month and year round schools also caused

some scheduling difficulties. Participants placed in year round buildings had

to negotiate release time to complete the instructional component of the

program during the second summer.

Instructional content. Five pa cipants--each from a different pro-

gram--found the instructional component of little overall value or relevance.

The fact that no two participants in any program expressed this critique

indicates that reactions to courses in teaching theory and methodology are
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idiosyncratic. Some negative responses may be conditioned by the widely held

belief that the only way to learn to teach is by doing it. One woman said,

only thing I remember is B1 o taxonomy." A recent college graduate

felt that much of the formal instruction duplicated psychology and sociology

courses that she had taken as part of the general educat on requirements

her liberal arts college. The need for more "how to" course content was

mentioned frequently--ho- to write a lesson plan, how to set up a gradebook,

how to handle a discipline problem, how to construct a test. One participant

did admit that although he thought the coursework was mostly a waste of time,

some if it became relevant as the year progressed.

Lack of preparation. All five indIviduals who felt unprepared for the

responsibility of taking over a classroom were in programs Where trainees are

hired as the teacher of record at the beginning of the school year. Super-

visors described only one of the five as truly struggling. Another was cited

as "the most improved" intern in his group at the end of the cycle. The other

three had had at least average success in the program. Some participants made

suggestions: let interns begin as aides; provide some initial coursework,

observatii- or student teaching in the summer preceding the placement

(already a feature of some programs); work on a better model of supervision.

Placement Three interns stated that classroom placements of alternate

routers had not been uniformly successful. Two had no personal problems in

this regard but were aware that peers had bad experiences. The other reported

never really seeing her supervi ing teacher after the first mon h. He would

occasionally appear during an advanced computer class that she taught to give

the students some work that he wanted done. The intern resented this abroga-

tion of responsibility on two counts. First, because there were other interns

in the school who were experiencing strong and positive supervision, she was

0 8
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able to see how the relationship should work. Second, part of her tuition

money went directly to a stipend for the cooperating teacher, who in her

opinion had not earned it.

Retraining

As with program s rengths, retrainees' perceptions of program weaknesses

focused on the instruction they had received. Participants in one program in

particular had encountered an old problem: the belief on the part of college

faculty that teachers are not very bright. The attrition rate in this program

is extremely high, a fact that program administrators attribute to this

at-itude problem. Program adminis rators are aware of the situation and are

working to allev ate
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IV. PROGRAM RESULTS

The study we undertook -ar e called an evaluation of alte-na e cer-

tific,tion and retraining programs. For one thing, many of these programs are

very new. An evaluation of their impact would be premature in many cases.

There is also the question of aprawriate evaluation clIteria. Should these

programs be judged by their success in recruitment? By their retention

completion rates? By the number of program completers who go on to find and

keep teaching positions? Or, should success be measured by how well alterna-

tively certified or retrained teachers perform on the job--over time--in

comparison with their traditionally prepared counterparts? If the last option

is chosen, what should be the basis for comparison? Student achievement?

Adm nistrators' evaluations? The states, local school districts, and insti-

tutions of higher education involved with the programs must confront these

evaluation issues sooner or later.

Particularly for the alternative certifica ion programs, an aggressive

evaluation strategy might involve establishing direct collaboration with

initiatives such as the Carnegie Forum's prototype work on national standards

for the teaching profession and the Holmes group's plans for a new pro es-

sional structure. The alternate route programs are in a unique position to

serve as laboratories for these reform efforts. Evidence is needed about the

effectiveness of selective recruit-ent, intensive post-baccalaureate instruc-

tion, a d supported on-the-job training, all of which could be part of a new

professional configuration. In fact, the alternative ce--ification programs

really have an obligation to share their experiences with each other, with

policymakers, and with any ad hoc reform groups.
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Without taking a definitive position on the best or most appropr a e

evaluation strategies for alternative certification and retraining programs,

we nevertheless explored some of the variables that might be studied in future

work. We have already described the types of individuals attracted to the

programs and are impressed with the calibre of the people we interviewed.

Furthermore, almost all of the programs studied, of either type, were care

fully planned to include supervision and other types of support systems

designed to help the participants succeed. This makes eminent sense and is

apparently working well since attrition rates in most programs are quite low.

Within the structure of our own study design, the other kinds of program

results that could be explored included (1) supervisors assessments of parti

cipants' performances and (2) available information on postprogram outcomes.

Finally, we were interested in the degree to Which regular teachers and school

administrators were supportive of alternative cer -fication and retraining.

This chapter describes the info -ation we obtained in these tiv!ee areas.

Alternative Certification Programs

Supervisors' assessments. Supervisors of the 16 alternative certifi

cation candidates were asked to assess program participants on dimensions

typically used to evaluate student or beginning teachers. These included:

mastery of subject matter, knowledge of a variety of teaching strategies,

competence in managing a classroom, organizational skills, appropriate expec

tions for students, and selfconfidence in front of a class. Without excep

tion, supervisors reported that the candidates had bet er than average or

super or mastery of the subjects they were teaching. In two cases, super

visors noted that other teachers in a department had come to regard an intern

as a subject matter resource.

61
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In other competency areas, the pattern of interns' strengths and defi-

ciencies in their initial teaching assignments parallels that of traditionally

trained first year teachers. Table IV-1 snmarizes the supervisors' assess-

ments. For some interns, more than one supervisor was interviewed.

Table IV-1
Supervisors' Assessments of Areas Needing Improvement

for Participants in Seven Alternative Certification Programs
(1116 participants)

ea Evaluated

Classroom management
Expectations for students
Planning for instruction
Self-confidence in front of a class
Strategies for teaching

No. of Participants
Needing Improvement

The most striking thing about the supervisors' com ents, taken as a

whole, is the lack of criticism of the alternate route candidates. The

referent group for most supervisors is traditionally prepared beginning

teachers. Like most novices, alternative certification program participants

are judged inexperienced in the area of classroom management, which is

primarily interpreted to mean discipline and order. In other areas, however,

the interviews with supervisors elicited few negative comments.

The area of holding appropriate expectations for students raises an

interesting issue. Many participants in the alternate route programs studied

are themselves high academic achievers. Supervisors of half the participants

felt that these interns needed to adjust their expectations downward to fit

the levels and classes they were teaching. On the other hand, a body of

educational research suggests that students respond to high expectations with

improved performance. One possible future area for research might well

include comparison of student performance standards in classrooms of tradi-

tionally and nontradttionally trained teachers.

62
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Supervisors overall assesGments of alternate route teacher candidates on

a four point scale from superior t- below average are presented below:

Superior: 7

Above avera 7

Average: 1

Below average: 1

The participants to whom the study team wa- referred for interviews are

overwhelmingly considered superior or above average. A selection effect

undoubtedly affected this sample. Nevertheless, based on some supervisors'

generalizeti_ns about larger numbers of alternative certification program

participants, the alternate routes appear to be preparing average or above

average teachers for local school districts.

Postprogram.outcomes. Placement information on alternative certi ica

tion program participants is incomplete. Many programs ther have not sys

tematically tracked their graduates or are so new that first cycle partici

pants are now seeking positions as fully certified teachers for the 1986-87

school year.

The University of Southern Maine reported that all program co pleters

(n 5) who wanted to teach were now placed. While there is no attrition rate

f participants in this program, administrators described one program

completer who tor-- losition and was assigned five different preparations, _o

preparation period, and no support as a first year teacher. She quit in short

order and has not returned to teaching. This is a single example, but it may

reflect the experience of some proportion of the individuals trained through

alternative certification programs. Traditionally prepared beginning

teachers, of course, are just as likely to encounter this type of situation.

The question for future research would be whether teachers prepared through

63
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alternate routes are less, equally, or better equipped to deal with the

stresses of their fir-- unsupported teaching j b than education majors

Interns who successfully complete the Houston and Los Angeles programs

are -i tually assured of a regular clas-room asFAgnment because of those

cities' severe teacher shortages. Arizona also guaranteed positions for

participants. This is not true for completers of the other programs. Once

certified the individual pursues a job on his or her owo.

New Jersey recently determined that over 90 percent of its trainees who

began the program last September completed and presumably qualified for

certification. InfOrmation is not yet available on whether these new teachers

sought and found permanent positions.

The University of New Mexico/Santa Fe program presents a curious dilemma.

The first cycle of the program produced 15 certified teachers. Apparently the

school district has no real shortage and, in order to leave openings for a new

cycle of inte__s, was unable to hire the program completers. The most opto

date information about completers of this program indicates that some have

dispersed to other parts of the state or the country and some will teach in

private schools (including a Bureau of Indian Affairs school) during 1986-87.

Participants in Harvard's Midcareer Math and Science Program apparently

disperse throughout the nation. We interviewed indixiduals in Utah and

Massachusetts and attempted to reach graduates in New Hampshire and New York

City. In 1984-85, 15 of 21 program participants sought and found teaching

positions.

Teachin& _fields of artici ants intervie ed. The 16 alternative

certification candidates interviewed interned in the following areas:

Science 5

Math/Computers 4

6 4
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English

Elementary education

Foreign languages

Ten of 16 interviewees qualified to teach at the secondary level in science,

math/computers, and foreign languages--widely cited as critical shortage

fielde. Four were in programs that prepare only math and science teach2rs.

The fact that state and locally based alternative certification programs seem

to focus on these areas indicates that shortage estimates may have some basis

in reality. The issue may not be entirely one of quantity, however. If the

alternatively certified teacher,, are superior instructors, as the evaluations

of their supervisors seem to indicate, they may replace less effective

teachers. Those teachers, in turn, may end up teaching out-of-field or in

districts Where quality factors in personnel are secondary to the need to fill

classro

Some local districts, particularly urban ones, also need more elementary

teachers. Two of the elementary level interns interviewed teach in Houston;

the third interned in Santa Fe. Two of the three candidates in English were

participants in the University of Southern Maine's program. Both are cur-

rently employed as English teachers in the greater Portland (ME) area. The

third English major interned in Los Angeles where shortages exist in virtually

all areas.

Retraining Programs

All eight retrainees were preparing for recertification in math or

science. Of the eight, half will be teaching in the area for Which they

retrained in 1986-87. One ma th retrainee failed to obtain a math credential

because of a bureaucratic error of the type unique to large -ity school
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sys ems and has gone on to earn a master's degree and a teaching position in

computer progrnmirig. Another math retrainee has opted to teach in a new

alternative program for 14 and 15 year old at-risk students; he will have a

self-contained classroom and will be responsible for teaching all subject

areas to his students. A thi-d candidate, an earth science teacher, obtained

recertificati n in chnistry and continues to await an appropriate placement

his local school district. One interviewee had not yet completed her

retraining in math and will contInue as a Chapter 1 teacher.

We found the fact that three ont of eight retrainees were not teaching in

their area of recertifica ion curious. Frcm the retrainees interviewed, we

also gathered that others in their respective groups either did not look for

or were unable to find math and science positions. These findings suggest

that the states and institutions of higher education sponsoring these and

similar programs may need to consider some strategies for strengthening the

mutual commitments of local districts and retraining program participan

a d Alternative Cert1ficaton and Re rain

Supervisors or altrnative certification programs. SchoA-based

supervisors involved with alternative certification programs said that they

are generally pleased with the quality of the candidates and supportive of

intttatives to draw in teachers from nontraditional sources. A number of

supervisors see the interns as what one termed -a shot in the arm- to an

otherwise rather static system. A principal said that he would take an

alternate route candidate over a traditionally prepared teacher any day.

Interviewers specifically asked whether the presence of alternate route

candidates created extra burden for administrators and supervisors. Many

ii 6
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supervisors said no. Others realistically noted the difference between super-

vising traditional student teachers for eight weeks and mentoring alternate

routers for a semester or a year. In the few in- --c-s where a candidate was

truly struggling, administrators and supervisors seemed to be going out of

their way to help that candidate succeed. Only one principal was clearly

negative toward a program, stating that regular certification programs

provided better preparation and far less burden on schools.

On a program-specific basis, some supervisors felt that overall coordina-

tion left something to be desired. A principal related a situation Where she

advised an intern to handle a classroom manageuenr problem in a ce- ain way,

only to learn later that she had directly contradicted advice given in the

instructional component of the program. This administrator claimed to have

never seen even an outline of the interns' coursework. A mentor teacher

suggested that the idea of alternative certification was wonderfAil but that

the entire training program should be turned over to the LEA, thereby elimi-

nating the confusing requirements layered on by the state and institutions of

higher education.

jluervisors for retrainin pro rams. Supervisor interviewees for the

three retraining programs had considerably less intimate knowledge of

participants' classroom performance than those who supervised alternative

certification candidates. As experienced teachers, retrainees were subject to

little observation of their teaching. For the most part, we relied on the

assessment of instructors In the retraining programs concerning the adequacy

of participants' preparatIon for teaching math or science.

Two of the retraining programs took a distinctly nurturing attitude

toward the retrainees. Tutorials and workshops were provided above and beyond
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the regular coursework to help participants cope with new material. Adminis-

trators and instructors in these two programs also seemed to believe that most

candidates codid and would make it through.

I- contrast, the third program reflect d different attitudes and was

losing a majority of those who entered. University level program adminis-

trators in both the math and science areas stated their shared beliefs that

(1) people able to master math and science do so at the undergraduate level

and (2) teachers have an attitude problem that prohibits them from making the

time commitment necessary for adequate re raining. Two of the interviewed

parti-ipants from this program -ill finish this summer. The third dropped out

for a year but plans to re-enter this fall.

Re ular teachers. Interviews were conducted with 12 regularly certified

teachers in schools where alternative certification or retraining program

participan s were placed. One regular teacher was negative toward alternative

certification, claiming that liberal arts graduates are not appropriate

teachers at the elementary level and that their classroom management skills

are poor. Another teacher did not realize that the program participant with

whom he had contact was an alternate router. The remaining 10 teachers had

positive attitudes toward the particular retrainees or alternative certifica-

tion candidates whom they knew. o reported initial skepticism but had

changed their opinions.

Despite the generally positive attitude of the regular teachers we talked

with, program participants and their supervisors provided anecdotal evidence

indicating considerably more resistance to the new programs. Several parti-

cipants reported comments from teachers to the effect that alternate routers

-had it easy- in comparison with the veteran teachers' own training. One

young woman effectively silenced this type of criticism by describing her
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grueling schedule of full time teaching and accumulating 200 hours of

instruction i_ a 12month period.

Two mentor teachers expressed disgust with the attitudes of other

teachers in their schools toward the interns. One refused to mentor another

intern in the future because of the effects of such negative attitudes on a

beginning teacher. The other dismissed the griping of her colleagues as

jealousy toward a young teacher who they realized would be a

than they could ever hope to be.

Interns in one school district reported that the local NEA a _liate had

opposed the creation of the alternative certification program. While the

NEA's position had modified, pockets of resistance remained. The interns said

they were not made uncomfortable in the schools in which they we -laced.

instructor
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Are alternative certification and retraining programs having an Impact on

resolving the teacher quality and quantity issues that led to their develop

ment? The literature review for this study indicates that, in fact, not much

is yet known about the effectiveness of these strategies. In the absence of

nformation about outcomes, reactions to the idea of such programs are largely

rooted in beliefs. The contribution of this study is to look beneath the

surface of the terms "alternative certification and "retraining to the heart

of what programs falling under these rubrics actually do and to whom. Based

on preliminary evidence, the following are our summary observations.

Alternative certification -rograms are a viable means for e ec
livelre""une-ro-ortiarrent
and future teacher o enin s.

All the alternative certification programs examined seek to recruit and

induct the best available and interested teacher candidates. Most are tapping

local or regional labor markets, although at least to have expanded recruit

ment efforts to the national pool of graduates of selective liberal arts

colleges.

These are select ve programs. The degree of selectiveness depends on

program size, local needs, and the general standards of the involved

institutions of higher education and local educational agencies. Smaller

progtams have a higher applicanttoparticipant ratio and more stringent

selection procedures. The two programs associated with highly selective

institutions of higher education apply the standards of the larger organi

zation to the alternative certification progr as well. Another institution

of higher education may be using higher standards for its alternate route
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program than it does for its regular undergraduate and graduate students. The

whole state and large city programs are atte p ing to deal in larger numbers

and appear to be somewhat less selective.

All the alternative certification program participants interviewed for

the study -ere rated above average in content arca preparation by thei

supetvisorn. Most were also rated above average as beginning teachers in

comparison with their traditionally prepared peers. They are generally

described as mAture, motivated, and thoughtful people who have made

deliberate decision to embark on a career in teaching.

Alternative certification programs are clearly not the Whole answer.

Assuming that all the participants who enrolled in the seven programs in 1985-

86 completed the requirements and found teaching positions, nearly 700 new

teachers would have entered the workforce, over 60 percent of them in urban

areas Where shortages are reported to be highest. This is a significant

contribution to maintaining the balance between teacher supply and demand in

local and regional areas. Put in the national context, 700 additional

teachers represents 2 percent of the estimated need for 29,000 teachers beyond

the estimated supply of new teacher graduates in 1987--the proverbial drop in

the bucket (NCES, 1985).

Alternative cert fication programs can be a useful part _of_the
nationel effort_ to_ resolve issuea_ of teacher_ qualjty _and
_quantity.

Larger movements are afoot to re-examine and perhaps res ructure the

teaching profession- As an interim measure, alternative certification

programs are entirely compatible with the major recommendations currently

being explored.

71,
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The coalition of deans of education programs known as the Holmes group

has suggested a three tier, hierarchical system for the teaching profession.

The lowest level of instructors would consist of a rotating supply of liberal

arts degree teacher apprentices who would serve a maximum of five years while

either pursuing the master's degree that would allow them to become full

members of the profession or deciding that teaching was not their true

vocation. Teacher candidates being attracted to alternative certification

programs qualify for this role. Furthermore, many of the universitybased

alternate route programs as ign graduate level course numbers to the formal

instructional component. Completers of these programs are often not far short

the master's degree that the Holmes group proposes as a passport t

teaching career.

A second major thrust of efforts to reform teaching is the possible

introduction of a national system of licensure similar to the selfregulation

practiced by professions such as medicine and architecture. The Carnegie

Forum has recently formed a planning committee to help establish an

independent National Board for Professional Teaching. Prototype assessment

instruments and procedures are under development. In essence, the evaluations

proposed would be part of the gatekeeping mechanisms for a hierarchical

profession, as envisioned by the Hol-es group.

Should such a radical restructuring of the teaching profession come to

pass in the next decade, it is our impression that many of the alternate route

candidates have both the interest and the competence to rise easily to full

professional status. Based on the evaluations of their supervis- -s, a

considerable number have the potential to eventually become master teachers.

We suggest that the alternative certification programs have much information

to share with the leadership of national reform efforts. The programs'

a
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experiences with different forms of extended field work and their xperimcnts

with more supervision for beginning teachers are pa- icularly relevant to some

of the reform proposals under consideration. Their selection procedures may

also be instructive in the context of initial acceptance into an apprentice-

ship role.

Completers of alternative certification programs_a
made a real commitment to teaching.

Because most alternative certification programs are quite new, this

conclusion is by definition speculative. Better information will be available

in another year or two. The program completers whom we interviewed all

expressed a continued desire to teach and either had or hoped to have full-

time teaching positions in the next school year. There is also a precedent

for optimism.

The Master of Arts in Teaching MAT) program is in many ways the fore-

runner of alternative certification. Like alternative certification, the MAT

was developed as a response to issues of teacher quality and quantity arising

out of the Sputnik crisis and the arrival at school of the baby boom in the

late 1950s. Like the alternate routes, it also sought to attract well-

educated individuals to the teaching p ofession through incentives such as

shorter training and, in many cases, a paid internship and/or tuition assis-

tance. The MAT had the added advantage of offering a graduate degree as well

as a teaching credential.

A recent study of participants in the MAT programs at nine institutions

during 1968 and 1969 sheds some interesting light on the professional longe-

vity of nontraditionally prepared teachers. Among a sample of 715 respon-

dents, 83 percent entered teaching upon program completion. Approximately
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one-third of these individuals are currently teaching and many others remain

employed in the broader field of education. Among the MATs who taught but

have left teaching, the average tenure was five years (Co ey and Thorpe,

1986).

Given the sImilarIties between MAT programs and the alternative certifi-

cation programs studied, it is not unreasonable to project a similar retention

pattern over

Initial skepticism about alternate
like t_ wane as contact with
broadens.

-mites amon educators_is
aduates of the anis

Our interviews indicate that the strong academic backgrounds and general

maturity of participants in the alternative certification programs are often

enough to ensure their personal acceptance among unconvinced colleagues and

administrators. This then begins to spill over to greater tolerance _f the

program in general. On the other hand, we also heard of instances where the

above average abilities or enthusiasm of alternate routers alienated peers.

In a very real sense, the early graduates of alternative certification

programs are the emissaries. Overall, based on the quality of the candidates,

we would expect discussions of the right of such programs to exist to rapidly

become a nonissue.

RetrainIng progrs appear only partlaily successful as a_reso-
lution to local teacher shortages.

Our s pie of retraining programs for in-depth examination was small. We

are, therefore, wary _f generalization. The following summary comments should

be construed as impressions, rather than any definitive assessment of the

potential for retraining to address local needs.

7 4
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While retraining programs have application and selection procedures, they

appear to be less selective than alternative certification programs. Inter

views with participants do suggest, however, that some selfselection also

takes places in terms of the motivation to persevere with difficult subject

matter in the math and science fields. As many people will attest, the

algebra, calculus, and chemistry we learned in high school and college atrophy

with disuse. To exercise them requires a certain admirable persistence.

Retraining programs are realistic. They do not, as a rule, attempt to

prepare teachers for upper level math and science courses. Rather, they are

intended to equip teachers of average competence as instructors at the intro

ductory level in a field, thereby releasing more qualified specialists for

intermediate and advanced assig--ents- Retrainees with a real aptitude and

interest are free to go on for a master's degree in the new certification

area. Some whom we talked with have done so.

One of the three programs studied has, over the years, probably contrib

uted a significant number of math teachers to a large city school system. For

the others, it is too soon to estimate their impact. However, even with a

very limited number of interviews, we were struck by the proportion of program

completers who were not teaching in the area for Which they retrained. For

some, openings were not currently available in their home district. Others

found that the retraining opened doors to new opportunities such as teaching

at the postsecondary level or computer programming.

This perception raises questions about how retraining programs should

evaluate their own success. Are their primary clients the individuals

retrained or the local districts that claim teacher shortages? Is the proper

unit of evaluati n program completers or job placements in the field of

retraininW If statesupported retraining programs require program nompleters
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to teach instate for a certain number of years for student loan remission,

should retrainees be guaran eed the opportunity to teach in the area for which

they retrained? Is the need for science and math teachers in a locality or

state sufficiently welldocumented to warrant retraining effo- s targeted

specifically and only at those areas? These are questions that we believe

both program administrators and state and local policymakers must confront.
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STUDY METHODS

This report is based on a literature review; printed descriptions of 20
alternative certification and retraining programs; and, for 10 of the
programs, telephone interviews with program administrators, program partici-
pants and their supervisors, and regularly certified teachers who had contact
with participants.

The literature review covered four areas: documentation of the
extent of teacher shortages; (2) recent state changes in teacher preparation
and certification requirements; (3) professional standards for math and
science teachers; and (4) assessment of teacher performance. The review
provided context for why alternative certification and retraining programs
have been developed and informed development of the unstructured interviews
used to assess the programs. An annotated bibliography of sources addressing
these areas appears as Appendix D to this report.

ses ment of Alternative Certifica ion and Retrainin P ograms

Id_entification of _programs. Starting with leads suggested by the
literature review, the study team compiled a list of more than twenty
alternative certification and retraining programs. Team members contacted
each program by telephone to request written descriptive information and
obtain an overview of its operations.

Eased on this preliminary information, ten programs were selected for in-
depth examination: seven alternative certification and three retraining
programs. The selection process involved three primary criteria. First, it
was necessary to consider program maturity because many of the alternative
certification or retraining programs are in the development or start-up
phase. This study focuses on programs that had "graduated" at yeast one cycle
of participants by the summer of 1986 when information was collected.

The other two selection criteria applied were the locus of administrative
control of a program and the uniqueness of the model. Alternative certifi-
cation and retraining programs are administered by various combinations of a
state educational agency (SEA), local educational agencies (LEAs), and
institutions of higher education (IHEs). The sample reflects this diversity.
While the programs have enough similarities to allow comparison, many have
unique features such as the involvement of business and industry or the
placement of participants in classrooms in pairs for the internship segment of
their training. Programs also vary with regard to the amount of formal
coursework required, the length of the internship or student teaching period,
provisions for participant support (financial and psychological), and sources
of funding.

Table A-1 depicts the program type, locus of control, and length of time
in operation (as of the summer of 1986) for the final sample selected.
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Table A-1
Sample of Alternative

Location

C rtification and Re raining Prog

Program Type Control Program Matur4

Arizona Alt. Cert. SEA 1 year
Harvard University Alt. Cert. IHE 3 years
Houston Alt. Cert. LEA I year
Los Angeles Unified

School District Alt. Cert. LEA 2 years
New Jersey Alt. Cert. SEA I year
Santa Fe Alt. Cert. LEA/IHE 1 year
University of

Southern Ma ne Alt. Cert. IHE 4 years
Delaware Retraining SEA 1.5 years
Long Island
University Retraining IHE 9 years

Los Angeles County Retraining SEA/County 2 years

Detailed descriptions of these ten programs appear as Appendix A to this
report. Appendix C contains brief overviews of the identified alternative
certification and retraining programs not included in the in-depth sample.

Interview samples. For each of the ten programs, the study team
attempted telephone interviews with four types of individuals: program admi-
nistrators, program participants, supervisors/mentors of program participants,
and regularly trained teachers in schools where program participants were
placed for their field training or as beginning teachers after their training
was completed. In some cases, an individual was able to fill two respondent
functions, such as program administrator and supervisor.

Program administrators provided the names of program participants and or
local school districts where participants were placed. For each program, at
least two participants were interviewed. We deliberately selected parti-
cipants who had been placed in schools or school districts with several other
trainees on the theory that the interviewees therefore would be able to

compare and contrast their own experiences in the program with those of other
participants whom they saw frequently.

Program participants provided the names of two supervisors who could
evaluate their performance. The types of supervisors interviewed included
building principals, supervising or mentor teachers, and staff from institu-
tions of higher education.

Depending on Whether the program offered alternative certification or
retraining, the evaluative questions asked of supervisors differed, as did the
types of supervisors who could provide the best information. Evaluation of
participants in alternative certification programs centered on their prepara-
tion for teaching and managing a classroom; building-level supervisors were
the main sources of information. For participants in the three retraining
programs studied, performance evaluation focused on the adequacy of their
preparation in a new content area and came principally from college or univer-
sity instructors. Several instructors were able to comment on more than one
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retraining participant. The reason for this different op-, proach was that
retraining programs differ significantly from alternative crtification pro-
grams in tile amount of supervision and general support proviL_ ded. Retrainees
are expert eared and) frequently, tenured teachers. When rl-ey take on a new
teaching aosignment a result of their recertification, they do not receive
supervisioo in the i.ray that a beginning teacher would. Bui_ iding principals
and del:pat:Vent chai=?:persons, therefore, are unlikely tc, have observed
retrainees in the classroom unless they have learned of a prollem.

For eAch partio =ipant, one of the supervisors interviev-ged identified a
regular teocher in t1=Le same department or at the same grade 7_ evel who had not
served in a supervi= sory capacity. Interviews with egula r teachers were
designed t4 gauge t1-_,2-ee attitude of traditionally prepared taff toward new
strategies for profesz_ sional training.

Becau5e data co: llection for this study took place in he summer, when
many schoco is are cic.osed and personnel are on vacation or et professional
conference,cornpleti- . rig all the planned interviews proved ilepc ssible. In some
cases, onl y one sOp,=ervisor was interviewed for a partic-fL pant. Regular
teachers wwre partielarly elusive. However, participants ard
supervisors., commented:: on general departmental or overall fatzilty response to
the prograil, cad the iz ndividuals in question.

Altoge ther, 76 tc.-.:2lephone interviews were completed es fol iows:

FrograLaadministz=rators
Progr&nparticipnts
Su pe rv:-J.cors
Regule-x teach
Total_

Islu_mlaber of
Int -rviews

10
24
30
12
76

Inter proce All interviews were unatruct Program
administratonte were aked to describe the essential elements o:- their program,
including recruicrnen _t, selection and application proceures, training
provided, program aflell participant evaluation procedurea, co ts, and funding
sources.

Progrecos partici-pants answered questions about their a_e; educational
backgr oun previou experience; motivation for entering tt-ae program; and
experiences in the fr-=ogram with regard to formal instroction_ field experi-
ences, and esupervisie9=-1 and support.

Super-v0.sors assaiated with retraining programs were aalt d to comment on
participantO1 mastery of subject matter and the adequacy of t1-4..eir preparation
for teachirig oath Qr==r science. Supervisors of alternativ certification
candidates focused orl factors related to subject matter comp tence, teaching
strategies, planning for instruction, monitoring pupil prog ress, classroom
management, and reLact_onships with students and colleagues.

Regulae teachere discussed their own educational backgromnd and teaching
experience, their aft=itudes toward alternative certifatio= or retraining
programs generally- , and their assessment of a parr icula= participant's
teaching corropetence.

6
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Data _analysis. Very few programs have yet produced reports or
evaluations containing aggregated information on program participants or out-
comes. Data analysis, therefore, relied heavily on the telephone interviews.
Based un program admtnistrators' descriptions, cross-program analyses were
made in the following areas:

content area orientation

organizational participants

enrollment

attrition rates

program components

sources of funding

program costs

Information obtained from the telephone interviews with program parti-
cipants, their supervisors, and regular teachers permitted analyses along
several dimensions:

the age, undergraduate major, and previous employment history of
program participants

motivation for entering the program

strengths and weaknesses of theprograms

experiences with students, colleagues, and administrators

program outcomes

attitudes toward alternative nutes to certification
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DESCRIPTIONS OF TEN
ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION AND RETRAINING PROGRAMS

Alternative Certification Programs

I. Arizona Partners Project B-1
Harvard Graduate School of Education Mideareer Math and

Scienc-a Program ......... . .................... B-5III. Houston A-ernative Certification Program . .. ........ B-8
IV. Los Angeles Unified School District Teacher 'Trainee Program - B-12
V. New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program ..... B-16
VI. University of New Mexico/Santa Fe Public Schools Intern Progm-am .. B-22
VII. University of Southern Maine Teachers for Secondary

Schools Program ........... .. . *** ..*
Retraining Programs

B-28

I. Delaware Retraining Programs .. B-30II. Long Island University Mathematics Retrain ng Program ..... # . B-35
III. Los Angeles County Mathematics Teacher Retraining Program .8-39
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AlzMNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROG==RANS

Arizona Partners Projec

The 1rizona PartnersYmject, which began in 01--ea summer of 1985, has just
completed its first year. The program consists of a partnership among local
school di_ stricts, Arizom State University (AsLI, state government, and
industry. It is an adaptation of a model deveic=3ped at the University of
Massachusemttts. The program had twenty-two pertiet_pants in the first year;
because o funding difficulties, only six are enrollemad for the second cycle.

Stime=llus for the program came from local school= superintendents who were
contendin with teacher shortages. The program enab-7 es local school districts
that have science and meavaeancies to fill each them with two interns,
one for er,...:_ch semester. ANprovides the formal trai=ning and state government
allocates some of the fuding. Corporations prov_Lde the participants with
paid inter--nships for one semester and the option of guaranteed employment for
the second summer. The paticipating industries a1sc established a foundation
that provi des additional funding for the program.

The E7irst year has been a very difficult Cale -_-:±or the Partners Project.
ASU undervgent a reorganization and several change in deans and assistant
deans. A rkey LEA representative also changed positic,ns in midcourse. Funding
delays egac4nerbated the etohism. Nevertheless, the pr--oject survived because of
the import-ance placed on itby the participating inet=itutions.

P o -am Goals and Ex,ectation

The P.=artners ProjeCt wasoriginally designed tO address teacher shortages
and to enr-ich and enlargethe teacher talent pool fc=,r the public schools. A
more subtl e purpose waS toserve the perceived rieec. on the part of corpora-
tions to dvelop teachers AO empathy toward indusCrr_7y.

When planning for theptogram began in 1984D school districts in the
Phoenix aremea were experiencing teacher shortages in science and math. IliEs
reported r-laat few individuals were training to =each in these subjects.
Currently, the region hasu sufficient number Of cience and math teachers
-2cause teemaching has beeoma more attractive profeSsion, especially with the
decline in the oil and engineering fields. llowevetz- increased shortages are
expected imma the future beane the state recently llamas raised its high school
graduation requirements. The changes are being phomased in beginning at the
junior bi&-a level. It ispnbable that more teachetm7s will be needed for the
additional courses.

A fur-ther goal of the Arizona Partners Projoc--t was to attract highly
qualified =.andividuals to the teaching profession 1)y--- providing them with an
alternativft way to obtaincatification. At the tiie the program was being
developed, the only way fa a liberal arts graduate to get teaching creden-
tials at AS;111 was to attendefour semester undergradvamate program.
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The Pe Project bEi----Rs undergone a number of changes between its first
and second yntn of impleantation. The first group to participate had the
option of nning a ma5ter-77's degree as well as teacher certification; for
participants inthe second cycle, a master's degree is not an option. Other
changes are detailed in tlIe program description.

Selecrion

keerult-MeM The as- =.tant dean at ASU made a presentation at a national
convention of amer plaeeraeLent personnel from small colleges. Program admini-
strators tbell sde persona= visits to interested colleges and talked with
science and MrOmajors in -:the upper division. Ads were also placed in local
newspapers.

For first cycle, applicants had to meet all the
entrance rcjreents for t=he Graduate College of Education at ASU because
they had -be otion of cerULciireg an M.Ed. degree. Candidates were required to
have a minimIlsograde point eaverage (GPA) of 3.0 with a science background and
had to submit scores fnt ither the GRE or the Miller Analogies Test. A
written essay m the anoli _cant's reason for wanting to enter the teaching
profession vaenlso requited 2.

ApProkiMataly 100 aPPli cations were received for the first cycle. Recent
liberal arts --Mkates congt: ituted about 80 percent of the applicants.

SelectiO0 The numbef of applicants accepted was partially dependent on
LEA needs. 4'oteach sttadOrtrnt admitted into the program, a participating LEA
had to have 4 vacancy in tr he student's subject area and a projected double
opening in theama for the following year. (A projected double opening was
necessary in oder to guSfe_gantee jobs for both interns in a particular posi-
tion.)

SelectiOn gsmade by a = steering committee consisting of a representative
from ASU, st lmst one tOP=Dresentative from industry, and a superintendent
and/or personva representa=tive from each participating LEA. Most of the
selected ste40 far exceedek ed the college minimums.

Since paticipants in tf:=he second cycle will not earn a graduate degree,
scores on the Rhor Millef Analogies Test are not required. The minimum GPA
is 2.5, Ohloh Worms to az- tandard ASU policy, but all participants did meet
the graduate ollege requiretz.nment of 3.0.

The Prog-

Overview; For the ftcs t group of participants, a total of 45 credits is
needed to ear4 amaster'S. ICE:During the first summer, students completed twelve
credits in edocation at Ag and observed in classrooms for four hours every
day throughout the term. 1--r; the fall, half of the participants were placed
full tiale in npublic sobcmool classroom; the remainder had internships in
industry. , foethe spring t Lzerm, the internships were reversed. The interns
also took ail.: edits of Coutcrsework in both the fall and spring terms. At the
end of the sprAterm. part*Acipants were eligible for certification. If they

90
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continue through the second summer they can receive the M Ed.; 10 out of 22
participants in the first cycle have chosen this option. The remainder have
chosen guaranteed employment in industry for the summer. First cycle partici
pants have up to five years to complete the master's.

Formal Instruction: During the first summer, students take specially
designed education courses Which are based in par-t on Madeline Hunter's "Elem
ents of Instruction," a model of teacher education that is increasingly popul
ar. [See Appendix D, Annotated Bibliography.] Topics covered include class
room management, methods, adolescent psychology, planning, curriculum develop
ment, and evaluation. The twelve credits taken during fall and spring cover
reading in the content areas (a state requirement), school and society,
assessment, and curriculum development.

Field Ex-erience: Participants are divided into two equal groups. One
group has an internship in a public school classroom during the fall and an
industrial internship during the spring. The second group has its internships
in the reverse order. All internships are fulltime placements.

Supervision: Because of a delay in funding, ASU had some difficulty
providing supervision for the school internships during the first semester. A
Partners Project supervisor was hired by ASU for the second semester.
District supervision was carried out on an informal basis; a mentor teacher
program is being planned for the second cycle. A retired business executive
provided supervision for the industrial internships; participating corpora
tions also identified a mentor for each participant. A retired school
superintendent served as a schoolcommunity liaison, a position that will not
be continued in the second cycle. The foundation established by participating
industries sponsored the two retired supervisors.

Evaluation of Pa ants: During the school internship, standard
district evaluation procedures are used to assess the participants. General
skills are evaluated in the corporate internship.

Postprogram Placement_: All of those who earned certification and wanted
to teach have teaching jobs for the fall of 1986. All jobs are in Partners
Project LEAs but are not necessarily in the LEAs in Which the participants did
their internships.

Program Evalaution: No formal written evaluation has been undertaken
because the first cycle is not officially completed.

Of the 22 participants in the first cycle, 18 have become certified. Ten
of these are taking coursework toward their master's. The rest have five
years to complete their degree.

Although it was not set for the purpose, the Partners Pro ect has
served as a model for a new postbachelor's program established at ASU.
Participants in the second cycle will take fall and spring courses jointly
with the postbachelor's students.

91
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Financinsr of the Pro and Program Fartician

For the first cycle, participants received f ull --alary and benefits for
half a year during their school internship and elven dollars per hour during
their corporate internship. Each received a $3,0 00 forgiveable loan, funded
through the foundation, to cover the tuition costs for the first surnmer. Each
is expected to teach for three years or pay bac1.-- th loan. ASU provided a
tuition waiver for the fall and spring courses- All participants have the
option of guaranteed employment in industry for th second summer. Because of
state budget considerations, loans are not available for the second cycle;
tuition waivers are under consideration.

The total cost of the progrmin in its firt ye ar is estimated tu be
approximately $178,000. Arizona State University 's buldget was $156,000. Of
that amount, $48,000 was allocated to instructors ' salaries, $25,000 to tui
tion waivers, and $66,000 to forgiveable loans. r_.essem- amounts were budgeted
for recruitment, clerical support, travel, project coordination, and other
expenses. The school district budget was $22,000, including $20,000 for
administrative expenses and $2,000 for recruitment.
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II. Harvard Graduate School of Education Midcare
Math and Science Program

Harvard Midcareer Math and Science Program (MCMS) was established in
198 I-It provides teacher training to professionals with science and quanti-
tative ackgrounds who want to switch to careers as secondary school teachers.
The racoli_zijgram has grown from an initial class of six to a fourth year class of
twentynag.meight.

Istlen=metus for the MOMS program came from the new dean at Harvard, Patricia
Albjer$ Graham. One of her goals was to have Harvard return to teacher train-
ing 41110-ch had been terminated in 1972. She also wanted programs that were
innovaft-ave and could be used as models. At the time, the shortage of math and
scierte teachers was just surfacing; it was decided, therefore, to design a
model Pr-rogram to address this need. The innovative feature of the MWS
prograrl was that it tapped a new pool of potential teachers: experienced
prefelonals who wanted to change careers.

Tment A lication and Selec ion

1W:zruitment: Harvard uses a variety of approaches to recruit appll-
clntS. Articles are placed in professional journals, alumni bulletins, and
Dostall aEarea newspapers. Job placement and out-placement firms in the Boston
area afalsa contacted, as are personnel directors and retirement counselors in
bUsift0'llizes with high concentrations of employees with scientific and
MOthetot:=Ical backgrounds. Announcements are also made through professional
organua-_tions. These publicity efforts have yielded over 600 inquiries
an-tu$1. about the program.

=!],ication: Applican s must have a bachelor's degree and prior
courS rk in math, science, or engineering. (In most cases, their prior
degres would be in these fields.) Scores from the GRE or the Miller
Analcv,qe_s Test must be submitted, but cut-off scores are not used in selecting
studexiCs. . A written statement of purpose on why applicants want to be in the
progrq0 : is heavily weighted in the selection process. Applicants must have
either _ telephone or personal interview and submit three recommendations.

2e430ection, Final selection is made by a committee composed of the
progrqo director, program faculty, and members of the School of Education
adrasi.olx-ris staff.

the three years in which the program has operated, the following
information has been compiled:
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83-84 84-85

Number applied 14 33

Number admitted 9 21

Number enrolled 6 18

85-86

46

29

20

Program participants have included -a microbiologist; a biochemist;
chemical, civil, and aeronautical engineers; a meteorologist; several
technical researchers; and a retired rear admiral. Many have earned graduate
degrees, including the doctorate, before entering Harvard's program. The
average age of participants is 40 with a range of 26 to 62. Mean GRE scores
are 618 on the verbal section and 634 on the quantitative.

The Proam

Overview: Although both full-time and part-time study are available,
most participants choose to attend on a full-time basis and complete the
program in nine months. During the fall, they take five courses and a 60 hour
pre-practicum observation. The spring semester consists of one course and at
least 300 hours of student teaching.

Formal Ins ction: Required courses for the fall semester are:
Improving Schools, Teaching and Learning, and Teaching Mathematics and Science
in Secondary Schools, Part I. Participants choose two electives from the
entire university course offerings; adolescent development is often recom-
mended. Teaching Mathematics and Science in Secondary Schools, Part II is
required during the spring semester. Participants who want to update their
knowledge of their substantive areas may do so through electives or by taking
additional courses in the summer.

Field Ex erience: A 60 hour pre-practieum experience, required by thE
state, has been linked to the fall semester courses. During the second
semester, participants are placed in full-time student teaching assignments
for about twelve weeks.

Supervision: A university supervisor and a cooperating practitioner are
assigned to each participant. University supervisors must have: (1) three
years of full-time teaching experience; (2) demonstrated ability with teacher
supervision; and (3) subject matter expertise. Most are doctoral students but
a few are administrators or classroom teachers in the school in which the
participant is doing student teaching. The university supervisor conducts
five full class observations using a clinical model of supervision.

Program administrators carefully select the cooperating practitioners.
Moot are certified teachers but those in privste schools may not be. No
special training has been given to cooperating practitioners; this is being
considered for next year. Two cooperating teachers have also been hired by
the program to assist in the methods course.
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Evaluation of Partidi,pan: During the practicum, the state requires
that three conferences be held with the university supervisor, cooperating
practitioner, and student teacher. The state has five standards for student
teaching. At the end of the practicum, both the universitybased and the
schoolbased supervisors must sign off on all five standards in order for the
program participants to be certified.

Postprogram Placement: All participants from the first two years who
sought teaching jobs were placed. Third year participants are in the midst of
their job seardh.

Program Evaluation: At the end of the second year of the program, an
evaluation was done by an outside research firm. The final report was
intended for program administrators only, but a version is being prepared for
public dissemination. In November 1985 and March 1986, informal telephone
surveys were made of all participants. They were asked what they were doing,
how things were going, What had helped them from the program, and what was not
addressed. A formal report based on these surveys is in preparation.

Financing of the Pro ra_ and Program _Participants

Students must pay full tuition to the Harvard Graduat: School of
Education--about $10,200 for the 1985-86 school year. All participants are
eligible for grants and loans. Qualified MCMS participants may also receive
special scholarships. Support from foundations and corporations is available
for individual students but not for the program as a whole.

No budget information was available.
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III. Houston Alternative Cer i_ication Program

The Houston Alternative Certification Program (ACP) began in the summer
of 1985 under the auspices of the Houston independent School District (ISD).
It was designed to comply with the state requirements that participants in
alternative certification programs serve a oneyear internship under the
supervision of an experienced, certified teacher, and that they receive
teaching method and classroom management training as required by the Texas
State Board of Education. The program had approximately 330 participants in
its first year; about 100 are enrolled in the second year.

Program Coals and Expectations

The ACP program has three purposes: to fill some of the teacher
vacancies in the Houston school district; (2) to attract quality candidates to
the teaching profession; and (3) to facilitate the candidates' acquisition of
needed teacher training and certification.

For the 1985-86 school year, Houston had a documented need for 2,000
additional teachers. Areas with acute shortages were bilingual/ESL programs;
prekindergarten through fifth grade; and secondary English, mathematics, and
science. The ACP program was intended to be one mechanism for filling these
vacancies.

Recruitment- _A- lication- and Selection_

.R.ecruitment: The Houston ACP program is designed for: (1) business
professionals who want to change careers for personal fulfillment or because
of_ a decline in the local economy; (2) retiring armed forces personnel; and
(3) homemakers. Special efforts are made to attract qualified Hispanics.

A number of community organizations and agencies serving Houston area
professionals have participated in the recruitment efforts. Company personnel
counselors, service organizations, civic clubs, and churches are among the
groups contacted. The program is publicized through flyers and talk show
interviews. These activities have produced over 5,000 requests for appli
cations.

Application: Minimum requirements for the program include a bachelor's
degree, a grade point average of at least 2.5 in the subject area to be
taught, and between 18 and 24 semester hours in particular subject areas
depending on the grade level and program in Which the candidate wants to
teach. Applicants for elementary positions must have six semester hours of
reading. ArrareAments have been made with Houston Community College to
provide courses that interns are most apt to need.

Selection: Candidates who meet minimum requirements must pass a basic
skills test--either the PreProfession Skills Test or the Fundamental Academ
ics Skills Test. Houston requires slightly higher passing scores on these
tests than the state requires. Individuals wanting to teach at the secondary
level must also take a subject area test Which is used only for advising and
recommending remediation.
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An individual's social and psychological fitness for teaching is deter-
mined in part from a general interview and Selection Research, Inc.'s "Teach-
er Perceiver Intetview." In addition, reviews are made of the individual's
work history and personal references. A criminal record search is also
conducted.

The_Program

Overview: During a preassignment orientation, participants receive about
40 hours of training and 25 hours of student contact experience. Upon comple-
tion of the orientation program, a review is made of each candidate to deter-
mine if he or she is ready for a contract offer or needs further training
and/or contact activities. Some interns leave the program at this stage if
they have determined that a teaching career is not for them.

An intern who is offered a contract generally receives an assignment as a
"teacher of record," filling one of the district's critical vacancies. This
ono-year internship involves full-time teaching responsibilities. If such a
placement is not available, the individual serves as a permanent substitute
pending a suitable assignment or as a supernumerary assigned to a cluster
manager. Interns also receive an individualizedtraining program of about 100
hours that consists of 15 to 20 self-contained modules.

Formal _Instruction: All participants receive the same preassignment
training program. Topics covered during the 40 hour program include lesson
planning, classroom management, curriculum requirements, learner characteris-
tics, and local district policies. Instruction is provided by LEA personnel.

Formal training during the internship consists of 15 to 20 modules
selected to meet the individual needs of participants. Since most interns
have strong content backgrounds, most modules center on pedagogical skills
that can be immediately applied in the classroom. The 50 available modules
fall under the general categories of content area teaching, curriculum,
classroom 2anagement, methods and strategies, parental involvement, special
learners, :Legal/ethical aspects of teaching, and orientation to Houston ISD.
Training is provided by LEA personnel or through mediated instruction such as
videotapes and audiotape recordings.

Field_ Experience: During orientation, participants receive about 25
hours of student contact experiences beginning with observations at the grade
level or in the subject area in which they wish to teach. Other forms of
student contact experiences include tutoring in an after school program,
serving as a teacher aide, and substitute teaching. Some interns receive an
additional seven hours of preassignment training if they need experience in
different subjects in the same content area, in di ferent grade levels, or
with a different school community such as one with a large minority
population.

After completion of the orientation program, a participant is placed as a
teacher of record When a critical vacancy occurs in an area that matches the
individual's academic qualifications. The principal must agree to accept the
intern on the faculty. Internships are full-time assignments lasting one
year.

n7
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Supervision: Each intern is matched with a supervising teacher who must
have achieved a certain level on the district career ladder and must demon-
strate an interest in training degreed professionals to become teachers. The
supervising teacher provides day-to-day assistance to the intern. Additional
support is provided by the principal, the department or grade level chair-
person, the secondary dean of instruction or elementary instructional
supervisor, and the ACP staff. Interns may also receive assistance from an
advisory committee composed of exemplary classroom teachers, outstanding
administrators, teachers who have taught with emergency credentials, and,
after the pilot year, teachers who have completed the ACP program.

Evaluation of Participants: Primary responsibility for intern assessment
rests with the supervising teacher under the direction of the principal. The
supervising teacher provides day-to-day assistance to the intern and must

observe at least twice a month. Formal observations, Which are part of the
Teacher Quality Assurance Program, are conducted by the principal, the dean of
instruction, and ACP staff members. Videotapes of the interns in the class-
room way also be utilized.

Trainer rating sheets are used to assess the training modules. Each
intern is expected to adhieve the competency level specified for each module.
ACP staff review notebooks documenting each intern's training experiences.
Interns who have met all district requirements will be recommended to the
state for appropriate certification. Their contracts will be renewed with
Houston ISD and their internship will be counted on the career ladder.

Interns Who have not met all district criteria will receive a growth plan that
describes the additi nal training necessary for eventual certification.

Program Evaluation: The Department of Planning, Research, and Evaluation
of the Houston independent School District is evaluating the ACP program. The

evaluation will include a survey of program participants on the effectiveness
of the training modules and internship supervision and also a survey of
principals and supervisors.

Two types of product data will be considered in the final evaluation.
First, personnel assessment ratings of the interns will be compared to those
of a sample of first-year teachers who have certification. Second, achieve-
ment data for students taught by interns will be compared to adhievement data
for students of a sample of first-year certified teachers.

About 200 of the 330 first year participants are expected to complete the
program. Approximately 50 have dropped out because they have decided that
teaching is not for them. Another 50 have left for reasons such as a spouse
being transferred to another city. A few participants will not be recommended
for certification and some will receive additional training.

Financing of the Program and Program Participants

During the orientation program, participants are paid to attend the

training sessions and to work as aides or substitutes. They receive no
payment for classroom observation. As teachers of record, interns are paid at
the full salary level for beginning teachers. The school district provides
all funding for the program.
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The program's total budget was $552,365 from June 1935 through April

9 9
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IV. Los Angeles Unified School District
Teacher Trainee Program

The Los Angeles Unified School District Teacher Trainee Program has been
in operation since 1984. It was authorized by California's Hughes-Hart
Educational Reform Act of 1983, which enabled local school districts to employ
teacher trainees in order to address the continuing shortage of teachers in
certain secondary Subject areas. Districts are required to develop, approve,
and implement professional development plans for the trainees. In the Los
Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), approximately 160 trainees entered
the program during its first year and 90 in the second year. The district is
currently recruiting for its 1986 entering class of approximately 150 new
trainees.

Tro ram Goala end Ex ectations

The Teacher Trainee Program is designed to serve two purposes: (1) to
fill teadher slots in shortage fields by offering a second career for
individuals with degrees in the shortage field areas, and (2) to provide a
vehicle for alternative certification through a quality program.

The Los Angeles Unified School District has a documented need for about
2,500 replacement teachers annually, especially in the areas of math, science,
English, and social studies. In previous years, only 500-600 newly hired
teachers were fully certified, indicating a high level of emergency certifi-
cation. The teacher trainee program is viewed as a viable alternative for
addressing the shortage.

Recruitment,_Application, and Sslection

Recruitment: The Los Angeles Unified School District recruits applicants-
to the Teadher Trainee Program through advertisements and presentations at
universities. In general, there are two to three applicants for each availa-
ble slot. The district is primarily interested in recruiting recent college
graduates in math, science, and English.

Selectien: Eligibility for the program requires a bachelor's degree with
20 or more units in the subject area to be taught and a passing score on both
the California Basic Educational Skills Test (CBEST) and the National Teaeher
Examination (NTE) Specialty Area Test or, in 1984-85, an appropriate district
subject matter test. An individual must also meet all the district's employ-
ment standards, complete the proper forms, and submit college transcripts.

Applicants who meet the initial admissions criteria must participate in
an oral interview conducted by several principals. Once an applicant is
approved by the committee, he or she may apply for a position at a school and
is interviewed by the building principal. Admission into the program is not
ensured until a prospective trainee has a position on a faculty.

10 0
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While LAUSD does some recruiting among mid-career professionals, the
ma ority of its applicants to the Teacher Trainee Program are recent college
graduates without teaching credentials.

ror

Overview: In order to meet the state's requirement for providing a
professional development plan for all teacher trainees, LAUSD created the
Teacher Training Institute, which ia coordinated by the district's Human
Resources Development Branch. Two types of training are provided: (1) "hands
on" classroom and demonstration training and (2) formal instruction. Specific
responsibilities of the trainees include:

Attending pre-school r orientations and regularly scheduled
classes

Working cooperatively with assigned mentors

Fulfilling academic (class) responsibilities

Carrying a full teaching load and all attendant school responsi-
bilities

Formal Instruction: Teacher trainees have two options for formal
instruction: (1) a 32 unit program at the California state University at Los
Angeles or Northridge, resulting in a master's degree and teaching credentials
or (2) a 19 unit program (including salary credits) with the district. Ninety
percent of the trainees have chosen the district option.

The formal instructional program takes place over a two year period_and
includes a summer pre-service component as well as late afternoon classes
during the school year. Instruction takes place in the following areas:

I. The Teaching/Learning Process (128 hours)

A. Psychological aspects
Understanding how learning occurs
Classroom and behavior management assessing; diagnosing
and reporting achievement

B. Instructional processes
Effective instructional
Curriculum development,
materials

Bilingual/ESL and other
tional practices

techniques
alignment and instructional

language development instruc

II. Practice in Teaching Skills (64 hours)
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the Instructional Environment (96 hours)

3rking with aides, parents, and the community
rientation to the district
iulticultural education: general
Aulticultural education: specific

Acr - lc instruction through the LAUSD Teacher Training Institute is
,vide experienced teachers who are designated "class leaders." The

a are selected on the basis of criteria developed by LAUSD staff.
ALI ar- ''.assroom teachers or toaCher advisers who have a proven record in
ira activities. They must be approved by their principal and the

.Ale superintendent. The Staff Development Branch has established a

Tnel-_ of trainers" program for both class leaders and the mentor teachers
with trainees in the classroom.

Field Experience: Teacher trainees receive direct demonstration training
in the classroom under the supervision of a mentor teacher. Trainees carry a
full teaching load with all attendant school responsibilities.

Supervision: Teacher trainees are supervised in the field by both a
mentor teacher and the school principal. The principal has primary
responsibility for evaluating the trainee. The mentor teadher is expected to
assist the trainee in an informal way and to serve as liaison between the
trainee and the school principal.

A program administrator stated that in a school where the program is
working well, the supervisory team supervises teaCher trainees, articulates a
way in which to effectively help new teachers, and provides for at least three
conferences among the trainee and the evaluating administrator, department
chairperson, and mentor teacher.

Evaluation of Participants: The principal is primarily responsible for
evaluating the trainee. The evaluation differs from that of a regular teacher
in that more consideration is given to the "on the job" nature of 'the

trainee's role. Principals also assist trainees in understanding tile purposes
and procedures of the evaluation process.

Post- rogram Placement: Teacher Trainee Program participants must be
placed in a school before they can begin the program. The district bases its
admission decisions on the number and types of job openings.

Individuals who successfully complete two years of service as a teacher
trainee, take and pass the appropriate district evaluation processes, and are
asked to serve in certificated positions the following year are reclassified
as probationary teachers. Seniority status is established based on the
beginning of the probationary year. The first cycle of participants is
eligible for probationary status in the 1986-87 school year. No figures are
yet available on the number of trainees who will return for the third year.

After the third year of service, a teacher who is asked to return will
become a permanent employee of the district.
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Program_ Evaluation: There has been no formal program evaluation of the
Teacher Trainee Program in the Los Angeles Unified School District. The
Superintendent of Schools is required to report to the Board of Education's
Personnel and Schools Committee on the teacher trainee program. The memoranda
submitted over a two year period indicate that little modification has been
made to the original training plan.

Program administrators estimate a 90 percent completion rate. The
attrition rate of about ten percent is less than the attrition rate for new,
regularly certified teachers.

Financing of tile Program_and.Program Participants

The Los Angeles Unified School District pays both the salaries and
tuition for teachers who choose the district-sponsored training option.
Trainees who work toward ,a master's degree at an institution of higher
education are responsible for their own tuition.

The total budget for the first two and one-half years of the program was
$366,800. The Superintendent of Schools has requested a total of $273,596 for
1986-87 and 1987-88. The largest item in the program's budget is stipends for
class leaders and mentor teadhers and other instructionally related
activities.
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V. New Jersey Provi-ional Teacher Program

The New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program was proposed by the SEA in
1983 and approved by the state legislature in 1984. The first program
participants were placed in classrooms during the 1985-86 school year. As of
June 1986, 184 provisional teachers were employed under the program throughout
the state. Recruitment and selection of the second wave of participants is
currently under way.

Program_Gpals and Expectations

The Provisional Teacher Program is intended to accomplish two goals: (1)
replace the practice of emergency certification with a far more rigorous,
alternative entry route to the teaching profession and (2) improve the quality
of entrants to the profession by providing local school districts with a means
to employ talented college graduates who were not teacher education majors.

Removal of the emergency certification option was instituted simulta
neously with the introduction of the provisional teacher program. Local
districts in the state may now hire from two pools: state approved alternative
certification candidates or regularly certified teachers emerging from teacher
education programs. There is no requirement that districts hire regularly
certified teachers over those who have taken the alternative route. Districts
may hire tgachers with emergency certification in only three areas: bilingual
education, special education, and vocational education.

Although the Provisional Teacher Program is frequently spoken of in the
context of educational innovations, its ardhitects in the New Jersey State
Departt of Education view it as essentially conservative in the sense that
they desigvcd it to replace the open door policy implicit in emergency
certificatiou with a pool of screened candidates.

Recruitment, Application, and Selection

Recruitment: The SEA maintains a small Office for Teacher Recruitment.
It has focused its energies on recruiting new liberal arts graduates from
selective colleges to the New Jersey teacher pool. During the 1985-86 school
year, the office contacted a total of 54 colleges and universities with regard
to the Provisional Teacher Program. Visits were made to a considerably
smaller number of institutions.

Other groups whom New Jersey hopes to attract to the teacher pool include
minorities and midcareer people. College alumni organizations and their
publications are viewed as avenues for reaching these targets.

Application; All applicants to the provisional teacher pool must hold a
baccalaureate degree with a 30 credit major in the subject area to be taught.
Applicants submit an application, including a college transcript, and a $30
fee. Those whose initial credentials are approved receive notification that
they have been "endorsed" to take an appropriate subsection of the National

1 4
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Teacher Examination (NTE). The NTE is curren ly offered about once per month.
Attainment of the minimum required score on the NTE qualifies the applicant
for a "Statement of Eligibility" from the state, allowing him or her to seek
employment as a teacher in a particular subject area in any of the state's 600
school districts. An individual candidate can be approved in more than one
field.

In September 1985, the SEA had received about 1,300 applications, of
Which 1,013 were complete enough to be included in the state's first profile
of the provisional teacher pool. The following table describes key character-
istics of the candidates who qualified on the basis of undergraduate degrees.

Characteristics of the General Pool of Applicants
New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program

Through September 1985
(N = 1,013)*

Variable Percent

Undergraduate education
In-state college 43%
Out-of-state college 57%

Highest degree held
Bachelor's 77%
Master's 17%
Doctorate or MBA 6%

Year undergraduate degree received
1985 8%
1980-84 37%
1975-79 21%
1970-74 13%
1965-69 9%
1960-64 7%
pre-1960 5%

Undergraduate major
Social sciences (combined) 21%
Natural science (combined) 19%
English 14%
Business 9%
Mathematics 8%
All other 29%

Prior teaching experience
Substitute teacher 16%
Full-time, private school 10%
College professor 7%
Tutor (including music/dance) 3%
College teaching assistant or teacher aide 5%

* Source: "A Profile of Applicants to New Jersey's Alternate Route to
Teacher Certification," New Jersey State Department of Education, October
1985.
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According to these statistics, the majority of provisional teacher candidates
are drawn from outofstate colleges; received their undergraduate degrees
between 1975 and 1984; and majored in the social sciences, natural sciences,
or English. In all, 44 percent had some prior teaching experience and
approximately 20 percent had been engaged in fulltime teaching careers.
Sixtysix percent (671) of the pool went on to complete all application
requirements, including the NTE; 117 (12 percent) qualified in more than one
field.

The SEA plans to issue a second profile of the provisional teacher pool
in the fall of 1986. In June 1986, there were approximately 2,300 qualified
candidates available for teaching positions. Not all of these potential
teachers had yet taken the NTE.

Selection: Selection of candidates from the eligible applicant pool is
an LEA prerogative. Eligible candidates are encouraged to begin a job search
on their own. To the extent possible, the state Recruitment and Placement
Office acts as a liaison between local districts and the pool of prospective
teache-- giving the strongest candidates the most assistance in locating
Jobs.

Eligible candidates are also invited to maintain a placement file with
the Placement Office, including resume, letters of recommendation, and an
essay about their views on education. When a candidate accepts an offer from
a local district, the LEA notifies the Certification Office which issues a
Provisional Teacher Certificate and in turn notifies the state Teacher
Education Office to arrange the t aining program.

By September 1985, 121 alternate route candidates had been hired in New
Jersey (including seven by private and parochial schools which contracted with
the state to provide the required training and supervision). This number
exceeded slightly the program's first year goal of attracting approximately 10
percent of all new teachers through the alternate strategy. In June 1986, the
number had risen to 184 due to midyear hiring.

At least 13 of the 121 teachers employed in September were minorities
while 69 were female and 52 male.

The Program

Overview.: Provisional teichers attend a program of formal instruction
that takes place concurrently 1g .,11 their first year of employment. They also
receive extensive onthejob supervision, snpport, and evaluation provided by
the professional support team organized by C.e hiring school district.

The training program has three phases:

Phase I: (4 weeks)
80 hours of formal instruction (in 1986-87 this init al course

work will take 8 weeks)
20 days of observation/initial teaching experience with an

experienced, certified teacher in the candidate's field
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Phase II: (10 weeks)
Candidate is assigned to own classroom
Professional support team formed (must include school principal

and a certified teacher; may include two other members)
Approximately 4 hours of formal instruction per week
Weekly observation by member of support team
Formative evaluation at end of tenth week

Phase III: (20 eeks)
Formal instruction cont nues at 4 hours per week
Monthly observation by member of support team
Formative evaluation, after 20th week of teaching
Summative evaluation, including recommendation for s andard

certification, after 30th weak of teaching

The Provisional Teadher Program was designed so that Phase I, with its
intensive 80 hours of coursework, could be completed either during the summer
or during the first month of the academic year. Most candidates in the first
cycle chose the latter option. To avoid what proved to be a stressful
situation of requiring provisional teachers to be both full-time students and
full-time practice teachers during the first month of the program, the SO
hours will be completed in two months in the future.

Formal Instruction: Provisional candidates are required to participate'7
in a total of 200 hours of formal instruction in three basic areas: (1)
student learning and development, (2) curriculum and evaluation, and (3)
classroom and school. The content of the formal instruction was derived from
the recommendations of an ad hoc commission, chaired by Dr. Ernest L. Boyer,--
President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. The
state Office of Teacher Preparation has prepared a handbook giving a
curriculum overview and suggesting an instructional timeline for presenting
the required content to program participants.

During 1985-86, instruction was provided at seven Regional Training
Centers, six of them associated with institutions of higher education, the
seventh staffed by independent faculty who had no specific college or
university affiliation. In the second year, there will be ten regional
centers, each associated with a college or university.

Regional training centers are staffed principally by faculty from
colleges and universities, although the SEA strongly encourages use of LEA
administrative/supervisory personnel and master teachers in this capacity as
well. Participating colleges submit the resumes of proposed faculty and
instructional plans for the regional center to the SEA for approval. During
the first year of the program, one faculty nominee was rejected.

Field Experience: The Provisional Teacher Program provides on-the-job
training. Following four weeks of observation/initial teaching experience
with an experienced teacher, the candidate is made fully responsible for a
classroom and is paid at least the state-required minimum teacher's salary of
$18,500 for a September to June school year.
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Supervision: As designed by the SEA, the Provisional Teacher Program
rporates considerable supervision of and support for the teacher candi-

The locus of control for supervision is with the LEA. The four-person
suPkoport team formed for each provisional teacher must include the school
Prhi- ncipal, a supervising teacher (who may or may not be the same person with
Vhatzt-in the candidate worked during the four week introductory period), and two
Othcz,er members, who may be college faculty involved with the regional centers
or t. other LEA staff.

The model of supervision intended by the program designers is clinical,
1-64%.mo, "helping the beginning teadher to begin to develop the habit of

eVXt_luating and critiquing his/her own behaviors." Candidates are observed
01143_e a week during the first 10 weeks and once a month for the remainder of
th4 m school year. Theoretically, the members of the support team (particularly
th4 = supervising teacher) are also available to provide advice and answer
c1U0e stions on a daily basis. Peer support is encouraged through the sharing of
cPe_ssroom experiences and problems with other provisional teachers in the
cogetext of the formal instruction component.

Evaluation of Participants; The SEA developed formative and summative
ovIAX_luation protocols. The principal of the school in which the candidate is
Plittz_ced must prepare and sign two formative reports and a final summative
eWIX_luation with a recommendation on awarding the candidate a standard teaching
ceb-tificate. Summative reports on first year participants are just beginning
to e arrive at the SEA.

Faculty at the regional centers were provided with a separate protocol
reporting on the provisional teacher's performance in the formal instruc-

ti%n component. These reports were to be sent to the support team at the
Attendance records were sent to the SEA. The requirements for

c0043-Amunication among the separate parts of the training program are becomink
mo% e stringent in the second year of operation.

Post-lrogram Placement: The first wave of participants completed the
prcia.gram at the end of the 1985-86 school year. It is expected that some will
roAeain as fully certified teachers in the districts where they interned.
Otters will Change districts. The New Jersey SEA plans to issue a report in
fakt 1 1986 that details placement outcomes and updates demographic information
on bit the pool of alternate route candidates.

Pro ram Evaluation: The SEA has engaged in ongoing formative evaluation
thPtI oughout the first year of operation. Based on this analysis, several
Prilegram modifications are planned for the second year:

(1) increase the number of regional centers from seven to ten
(2) increase efforts to disseminate information about the program

to the LEAs
(3) require stronger linkages between the practical and theoretical

components of the program
(4) increase the amount of tuition charged by $200
(5) revise the formal evaluation protocols to provide additional

information about the overall performance of the provisional
teacher
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Tinancing_af the Pro a_ and P-o ram Partici an

The Provisional Teacher Program is selfsupporting and operates on a very
small budget. The regional centers where formal instruction occurs are
supported by tuition revenues. Instructors at the centers were reimbursed at
the State College Overload Compensation Rate of $365 per credit (15 hours = 1
credit). Each center also receives $1,000 for travel. The SEA collects
tuition and other costs from participants and disburses it through the state
colleges.

Participants were charged $1,150 for training during the first year of
the program to cover the following costs:

Tuition for formal instruction
Stipend for mentor teacher

(first 4 weeks of progra_
Stipend for support team teacher

$250

400
500

Based on a total of 184 pa ticipants in the program by the end of the first
year, $46,000 was collected for tuition and $165,600 for stipends.

In the second year, tuition will be $490 and the total cost $1 SO. Some
school districts have partially subsidized rticipant costs.

The mentor teacher and the support team teacher can be, but are not
necessarily, the same person. In some cases, two or more teachers in a school
have shared the responsibility and the stipend associated with participation
on the support team.

The New ,Jerseybased Geraldine Dodge Foundation has awarded the SEA a
grant of $100,000 per year. Threequarters of this money is used to support
15 grants of $5,000 each for outstanding alternate route candidates to pursue
further study. No separate application is involved. Each candidate Who
completes the application process is automatically considered for a Dodge
Fellowship. Awards are based on the quality of the records submdtted:
transcripts, resumes, letters of recommendation, and personal essays.

The remaining $25,000 of the Dodge Foundation money supports the work of
the Recruitment and Placement Office.

1 9
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VI. University of New Mexico/
Santa Fe Public Schools Intern Program

The University of New Mexico/Santa Fe Public Schools Intern Program began
recruiting in February of 1985, has completed the first cycle, and has begun
the second cycle. In the first year, the program served graduates of St.
John's College, an institution that maintains campuses in Annapolis, MD and
Santa Fe. Interns participate in a 14 month program that combines training at
the University of New Mexico and classroom teaching in the Santa Fe Public
Schools. Sixteen students entered the program in its first year. Eight were
assigned to elementary schools and eight to high schools. One of the unique
features of this program is assignment of interns in pairs. Another is the
no-cost exchange of services model which enables this program to operate at no
additional cost to the school district.

yrogram Goals and Expectations

The program hopes to attract liberal arts graduates from St. John's
College (and, in the second year, other liberal arts colleges) to the teaching
profession by providing a specially designed internship program that will lead
to full certification as an elementary or secondary school teacher. The Santa
Fe school superintendent believes that liberal arts graduates have much to
offer education and wants to speed the process of getting them into the class-
room.

Recruitment. Application and Selection

Recrui.tment: In the first year of the program, recruitment was done
exclusively among recent graduates of either campus of St. John's College.
For the second cycle, the program is recruiting more broadly among graduates
of selective liberal arts colleges and universities, including individuals Who
have been out of college for several years. The minimum qualification is a
grade point average of 3.0 for the last 60 undergraduate semester hours.

Application: Eligible applicants must submit: _(1) an application form,
(2) a professional resume, (3) a transcript, and (4) three letters of refer-
ence, and (5) an essay explaining their personal philosophy of teaching/
learning.

For the second cycle that began in the summer of 1986, there were 120
applications for 20 places in the program. About one-third of this new group
graduated from one of the St. John's campuses; others schools represented
include Brown, Stanford, Dartmouth, Middlebury College, and several state
universities.

Selection: Applications are screened by a committee composed of
individuals from the University of New Mexico, St. John's College, and the
Santa Fe Public Schools. Screening criteria include academic ability,
interpersonal skills, the potential for growth and development as a teacher,
and the breadth and depth of academic preparation.

1 o
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Participants selected for the second cycle include an an hropologist, an
assistant chemistry teacher from a university, a journalist, a public school
social worker, and several people who have worked with children or youths in
settings other than public schools.

The Program

Overvie The University of New Mexico/Santa Fe Public Schools Intern
Program consists of 14 months of combined coursework and classroom teaching.
Students attend summer sessions at the University of New Mew.co prior to and
following their full academic year teaching internship in the Santa Fe public
schools.

Formal instruction: Formal instruction in methodology is selected which
is appropriate Ter ail grade levels and subject areas. Universal teaching
strategies Which are determined to be appropriate, such as the teaching of
skills or concepts or inquiry teaching, are taught in such a way that they are
applicable for all areas. The candidate's area of specialization (for future
certification) is determined by the examination and analysis of his/her
college transcripts.

The 32 hours of education courses required for interns are similar in
name to regular education courses offered at the University of New Mexico but
are specially tailored for the interns. Areas covered during the first summer
session include:

o learning theory
o human growth and development
o effective and affective teaching
o instructional strategies
o provisioning and utilizing the learning environment
o developing a multi-disciplinary approach

Interns are also introduced to working with children in the structured summer
school setting.

During the academic year, interns attend weekly evening seminars on
curriculum and teaching methodology and monthly Saturday workshops on special
topics. In the weekly seminars, professors, support staff, and veteran
teachers share instructional strategies with the interns. Workshops are
devoted to meeting the immediate inservice needs of interns.

The second summer session consists of coursework in special methodology,
such as reading, science, and math for elementary interns. For secondary
interns, classes include reading in the content fields and other topics that
best meet individual needs.

Field Experience: Participants are required to complete a one-year
teaching internship in a Santa Fe public school. Interns assume the full
responsibilities of regular classroom teachers.

Two interns are assigned to a classroom. They team teach as well as
alternating teaching and observing each other on a regular basis. The pairing
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approach allows the opportun _y for constant feedback and support and for

observing in the classrooms of veteran teachers While the partner is in charge
of the classroom.

Supervision: Supervision occurs both at the University of New Mexico and
in the Santa Fe schools. The university provides a program coordinator who
serves as a liaison among all cooperating parties.

Santa Fe appointed two of its exemplary teachers to serve as full-time
clinical support supervisors. These teachers were chosen on the basis of
their excellence in the classroom and their interest in future administrative/
supervisory roles. One supervises interns in the elementary grades; the other
supervises at the secondary level The supervisors visit one or two of the
four classrooms assigned to them daily.

Principals also play an active role in supervision by defining the
standards and expectations of each teaching assignment.

Evaluation of Participants: Several types of participant evaluation are
used. Independent evaluators review videotapes of intern performance in the
classroom, basing their judgmants on state-developed teaching competencies.

Principals and support supervisors conduct two evaluations of each
intern. Interns also evaluate each other and learn self-evaluation. Comaents
from veteran teachers, principals, and parents are also solicited.

Post-program Placement: Of the 16 students who entered the first cycle,
one left after the first two weeks, realizing early that teaching was not the
right career path for him. The remainder have continued and are participating
in the final phases. Information about post-program placements for the 1986-
87 school year should be available in Fall 1986.

Program Evaluation: The New Mexico SEA conducted an overall program
evaluation Which determined that:

the program is a viable alternative that provides a different
route to certification without relaxing certification standards

When compared with veteran teachers the quality of teaching (as
determined by videotaping interns) is at least average and, in
most cases, above average in state determined teaching competen-
cies. The interns excelled in content knowledge, creative
presentation of materials, and the ability to integrate skill
and subject areas.

Financing of the Program and Program Participaints

The State Department of Education provided $22,300 in Title II support
for the university courses required for interns to meet s'zate certification
standards. Interns were not charged tuition.

The Santa Fe Public Schools contributed the estimated amount that it
would cost to staff eight classrooms (salaries and fringe benefits). Half
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this amount is used to pay the salaries of the clinical supervisors and
program coordinators and to provide other support services. The remainder
provides university fellowships of $7,000 to the interns.

The program's total budget for the first year was $208,000. Of that
amount, $112,000 was dispensed for student stipends. Approximately $86,000
was used for salaries and fringe benefits for the clinical supervisors and the
program coordinator to provide instruction, supervision, and administrative
services. The remainder provided consultant services, travel funds, and
supplies. As mentioned earlier, however, the total budget is the figure which
would have been required to staff eight classrooms in the traditional manner,
so no increased expenditure was required by the public schools.
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VII. University of Southern Maine Teachers for
Secondary Schools Program

The TeaChers for Secondary Schools Program sponsored by the University of
Southern Maine is an alternative certification program designed for midcareer
people with a bachelor's degree in the arts and sciences or in engineering.
Three cycles of participants have completed the program. Each cycle has
accommodated 15-16 people. The majority have been preparing for careers as
secondary school science teachers.

Goals and Expectations

The Teachers for Secon ary Schools Program is not a response to a teacher
shortage problem in terms of total numbers but rather to concerns about
teacher quality. Designers of the program believed that zhere was a pool of
people harboring a desire to teach who had made some other career choice five
or ten years previously, perhaps because teaching was not an acceptable
aspiration at the selective undergraduate institutions they attended. The
goal of the program, therefore, was to attract such pe,-,le and offer them
challenging and rigorous way to enter the profession that they had initially
rejected. Program completers would rece ye standard certification allowing
them to teach in Majne high schools.

Recmitment, Application, and Selection

Recruitment: For a time, newspaper advertising was used to generate
applicants. The program now relies on wordofmouth publicity. Forty to
sixty applications have been received for each cycle. Newspaper articles
about the program, such as a recent one in 'che New York Times, also result in
inquiries from potential applicants.

Application process: Applicants must submit a transcript and an essay.
A full day of interviews is considered a critical part of the application
process.

Selection: Applications are carefully screened by a committee of

university personnel and representatives of the local school districts Where
program participants will have their student teaching experiences. In the
interviews and the documentation submitted by applicants, the committee looks
for superior academic performance, a record of involvement with adolescents,
and a number of personal qualities: sincere motivation, risk taking,
creativity, and work and travel experience, for example.

The Program

The Teachers for Secondary Schools Program is a two semester post
baccalaureate program. Completion of the program leads to automatic
certification in the state of Maine and leaves participants only 9-12 hours
short of a master's degree.
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Pormal_Instruction: The first semester of the program is primarily
university-based and intensely academic, although related observation in
classrooms is also required. The curriculum revolves around three main areas
of study:

o Analysis of Teaching
o Understanding the Learner
o Organizational Behavior and Change

Videotapes, preparation and presentation of lessons to other participants, and
observation in schools supplement lectures and discussion, gradually acclimat-
ing the students to situations they will encounter in the field-based second
semester.

The "Understanding the Learner" component focuses on the human life cycle
with a particular emphasis on adolescents and learning theory. "Organiza-
tional Behavior and Change" as an area of study is designed both to familiar-
ize the potential teachers with the norms of schools as organizations and to
stimulate ideas about ways of modifying some of those norms to create a better
atmosphere for teaching and learning.

Field Experience: During the spring semester, program participants are
placed in an intensive internship in one of six cooperating school districts
in the metropolitan Portland area. Working closely with a supervising
teacher, the interns gradually assume full classroom responsibility.

Participants attend bi-weekly seminars during the field experience to
share experiences and explore solutions to problems that arise as well as
extend their methodological and theoretical background for teachi_

Supervision: In addition to the supervising teacher assigned by the
school district, participants also have university supervision. During the
first two cycles, several university faculty shared this responsibility, but
it was felt that this type of Supervision (typical of field experience
programs for regular undergraduate education majors) was too fragmented. In
the third cycle, the university assigned a single person to supervise program
participants in the field and coordinate the program. This is considered more
effective.

The model of supervision used is described as a coaching approach,
synthesized from several frequently cited models.

In addition to the support provided by a cooperating teacher and univer-
sity supervisor, this program relies heavily on peer support. The program
begins with a four day Outward Bound type of experience, designed to foster a
group feeling and sense of mutual responsibility. This has worked well.
Participants, many of whom have families, have assisted each other in a multi-
tude of ways, including formation of day care groups and organization of pot-
luck suppers at the end of the month when finances might get tight. Students
from the first cycle still meet occasionally as an ongoing support group.

Evaluation of Participants: The Teachers for Secondary Schools Program
is proficiency-based. Students must meet daily objectives and requirements
before passing on to new material.

n5
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The State Board of Education was favorably impressed with the outline of
the program when it was presented as a pilot project and agreed to give
automatic certification to all who completed the year. This agreement still
applies.

Maine is in the process of phasing in a requirement that all new teac_ers
pass the National Teacher Examination. Currently, the state is validating the
cut-off score that will govern entrance into the profession. Program
participants, like recent !Traduates of state undergraduate teacher education
programs, must take the NTE as part of the validation process.

Fos_t,:zr:rapi_ Placement: All program completers who have persisted in
seeking teaching positions have been placed. Some have opted for nonclassroom
careers that are related to the training they received such as community
education or museum education work. A few have already left the profession.

One person closely associated with the program reflected that the
supportiveness of the program may ill prepare some individuals for the
realities of the first year teacher's lot. One student--described as the
outstanding member of her cycle--took a position as a science teacher and was
assigned five different classroom preparations, a study hall, and no
preparation period. She left teaching after six weeks.

Program Evaluationa The designers of the program have engaged in ongoing
formative evaluation, resulting in changes such as the hiring of a university-
based supervisor who can give full-time attention to the program and the
linking af the academic component to the regular master's degree program.

An SEA evaluation _f the prog a_ at the end of the first cycle was
favorable.

Maine is taking seriously the issue of induction of new teachers. It

has mandated a sequential certification process, including the idea of
supported taching in the early years. So far, however, only 20 pilot school
districts are using this model for supervision and support of novice teachers.

Financing of Program and Program Participants_

Program participants in tha Teachers for Secondary Schools Program bear
the full cost of tuition and related expenses. The university assists them in
obtaining student financial aid, low interest bank loans, and forgiveable
loans. The state has established the Blaine House Scholarship Program to
support prospective teachers who are graduates of Maine high schools. Five
participants took advantage of this opportunity last year, but most are
transplants to the state and are thus ineligible.

The Lyndhurst Fellows Program in Tennessee [see Appendix C] is a varia-
tion of the program at the University of Southern Maine. Students in the
Lyndhurst Program receive substantial stipends. However, it has also
supported more candidates who ultimately do not choose to teach. The Maine
program coordinators would prefer to subsidize students, but believe the
absence of stipends may intensify the commitment of participants.
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The program's estimated total annual budget in 1985-86 was $49,400. Its
only source of funding is tuition revenues. Approximately $25,000 is allo-
cated to instruction. Supervising teadhers receiving $250 dollars each, plus
a voucher for one university course worth about $175. Other costs include a
portion of the director's salary, two social events, printing costs and the
four day Outward Bound program.
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RETRAI INC PROGRAMS

Delaware Retraining Programs

In 1984, the Delaware state legislature authorized five programs for the
recruiting and training of professional educators in designated critical
curricular areas. Three of these programs are for teacher retraining: the
Summer institute, the Academic Year Institute, and the Teacher Scholarship
Loan Program. For the 1985-86 and 1986-87 years, the identified critical
curricular areas are chemistry, physics, physical science, computer science,
and mathematics in grades 7-12. Participants in the programs enroll in
college level math, science, or computer courses that will enable them to meet
Delaware certification requirements. The Summer and Academic Year institutes
are located'at the University of Delaware and/or Delaware State College.
Participants in the Scholarship Loan Program must be Delaware residents and
must have taught in Delaware for at least one year but may take their training
in an approved program at any institution of higher education. An individual
may participate in more than one program.

Pro ram Goals and Ex:ectations

The mutual goal of these three programs is to re rain teachers for
critical shortage areas. Identification of shortage areas is based on supply
and demand information from local school districts and on state or national
projections. The pools of possible participants targeted are current teachers
and inactive but certified teachers living in the state. Minorities and women
are particularly encouraged to apply.

Delaware does not currently have large teacher shortages, even in the
identified critical curricular areas. However, the SEA projects an increasing
supply and demand problem in the next three years. The programa, therefore,
are in part designed to be preventative.

Rec A cation and Selec ion

Recruitment: The SEA has publicized the retraining programs by direct
mail to LEAs, in newspapers, and by word of mouth.

Application: Each program requires a separate application, although the
application process is essentially the same. In addition to a basic state-
developed application form, a candidate must submit a letter of intent or
essay, a plan outlining educational plans (including a timeline), and a letter
of recommendation from the superintendent or other appropriate supervisor.

Selection: The official descriptions of the retraining programs indicate
that selection is competitive. An application review panel made up of SEA
staff examines the applications and selects participants. Selection criteria
include undergraduate grade point average, previous background in math and

1
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science, strength of the supervisory recommendation, and the commitment to
teaching in critical curricular areas expressed in the applicant's letter or
essay.

The Teacher Scholarship Loan Program involves considerably more SEA
financial investment in an individual than the Academic Year and Summer
Institutes and is therefore somewhat more selective. In the first year of the
Scholarship Loan Program, there were 18 applicants; eight were selected. Six
have been selected for the second year which began this summer.

In practice, the Academic Year and Summer institutes have attempted to
accommodate all applicants who completed the application process. The Summer
Institute is the most popular. Last year (summer 1985), about 100 retrainees
enrolled in the math, science, and computer programs. The math area attracts
the most applicants.

The_Prewrams

Overview: The Academic Year and Summer Institutes are based on campuses
of the Delaware public higher education system. Participants take math,
science, or computer courses to meet state certification requirements in those
areas. The total number of courses that an individual must take depends on
previous educational background. Most participants, however, have few
carryover credits.

The Teacher Scholarship Loan Program supports an academic year of full-
time study for selected retrainees. Participants in this program may also
participate in the institutes either prior to or following the sabbatical year
in order to complete all courses for certification.

Formal uction: The courses to be taken vary according to the certi-
fication that a participant is seeking. For math, no structured program is
suggested by the state. To teach math in grades 9-12, 30 hours of mathematics
are required. Junior high math teachers must have 21 hours to teach academic
classes and 15 hours for nonacademic. Within the sciences, requirements for
the physics, chemistry, and physical sciences credentials are different.
Course and semester-hour requirements for chemistry and physics appear below:

Chemistry

Chemistry (5 areas Physics (3 areas
specified) 24 hours specified) 24 hours

Biology 3 hours Biology 3 hours
Physics 3 hours Chemistry 3 hours
Math 6 hours Mathematics 9 hours
Earth Sciences 3 hours Earth Sciences 3 hours
Environmental Ed. 3 hours Environmental Ed. 3 hours

42 hours 45 hours
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Typically, an al,plicant to the retraining programs presents between three
and nine acceptable Dith and/or science credits from the undergraduate degree.

Most participants begin their retraining in the Summer Institute. In
order to keep the program identifiable, the SEA requested that the participat-
ing institutions of higher education form special sections of regular math and
science classes for the retrainees. In some instances, this has resulted in a
very low instructor-to-student ratio.

The Summer Institute is an intensive six week session. Participants
register for a minimum of six semester hours (two courses). During the first
summer, a total of 100 retrainees enrolled but the arrtition rate was high.
At the end of the session, only two or three participants remained in the
sciences, seven in computers, and 29 (about 50 percent of the entering number)
in math. In summer 1986, the Institute provided three math offerings:
advanced geometry, insights to math, and a methods course. Nineteen
retrainees were enrolled initially in the geometry course; after four weeks,
six remained. Insights to math (-a liberal arts-oriented course for non-math
majors-) and the methods course each attracted about 20 registrants.

Organizing a curriculum for science retrainees is somewhat more compli-
cated and requires the cooperation of several aepartments in the institutions
of higher education. Over a two year period (summer and academic year
programs), participants have been offered introductory courses in physics,
chemistry, and biology, two geology courses, a higher level physic course,
and astronomy. Enrollment in the sciences is low. One instructor who has
been closely associated with the retraining programs estimated that most
retrainee sections of courses cover only about one-half to two-thirds of the
material presented in a typical undergraduate course.

By applying to the Academic Year Institute, retrainees may take one
course each semester during the school year. In math, no special sections are
provided; participants enroll directly in courses listed in the catalogue.
Science retrainees have had special sections offered to them during the
academic year; typically, these have been classes of five or six people, Which
the university has allowed only because the SEA has paid for instructional
time.

Participants in the Teacher Scholarship Loan Program are on sabbatical
and take a full academic load during fall and spring semesters. If special
sections of retrainees have been formed, Scholarship Loan recipients may
enroll in these. Otherwise, they take courses available from the catalogue.

Field Experience: There are no field experiences associated
Delaware retraining programs.

th the

Supervision: No supervision or other formal support systems are rrovided
by the retraining program. Particularly in the sciences, small class sizes
have allowed a great deal of individualized attention. The SEA math and
science supervisors have made themselves available to participants for help
with course planning and identifying good instructors at the institutions of
higher education.
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Evaluation of Participants: In order to be reimbursed (see financing
section below) Institute participants must earn at least a "C" in a course.
No academic performance requirements are attached to the Scholarship Loan
Program. Since this program is more selective, it may be assumed that
participants will maintain a respectable grade point average.

After two years of experience with the retraining effort, involved staff
at the University of Delaware report disappointment with the results. The
attrition rate has been high and course standards have been lowered in order
to allow participants to achieve the grade necessary for reimbursement. A
science instructor reported that of the approximately 12 retrainees he has
worked with, he expects one to eventually qualify for certification.

From the SEA's perspective, at least part of the problem lies with the
attitude of university professors, particularly that of mathematicians
(perceived to be an exclusive group) toward non-math majors. In fact,
difficulty in completing a mathematics program is not limited to teacher
retrainees. One professor acknowledged that for every 40 undergraduates who
declare a math major in the sophomore year, four to six actually complete the
major.

Post-program Placement: Few participants in the Delaware retraining
programs have yet completed all requirements for recertification. The SEA
reports that seven or eight participants will finish soon.

Completers are expected to teach math or science in their home districts
or in other Delaware school systems as positions become available. Two
participants interviewed for this study are completing their requirements in
the current Summer Institute. Both began in the 1984-85 Academic Year
Institute, followed by a Summer Institute, and finally, full-time study during
the 1985-56 school year under the Scholarship Loan Program. One will teach
ninth grade math and Algebra I in 1986-87. The other, originally certified in
earth science, will continue in this field until a chemistry teaching assign-
ment opens.

The SEA is in the process of establishing tracking and evaluation systems
for participants.

_Pro ram Evaluation: The SEA has engaged in some formative evaluation as
the programs have developed. Based on the difficulties some participants
encountered in the sequence of the math program, the course rotation was
changed. The SEA has requested more money for 1986=87 in order to continue
its commitment to those who have already begun and also bring new participants
into the programs.

Financi of the Pro am and Pro:ram Partici

Delaware has a total of five state-supported programs to prepare math and
science teachers for its schools. An undergraduate loan program and a program
to draw in early retirees from business and industry have not been described
here. The latter has not worked well and is currently being revised. The
five programs receive a single allocation in the state budget. In 1985-86,
that amount was $525,000. The Instructional Services Branch of the Department
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of Public Instruction recommends suballocations among the programs to the
State Board of Education. Last year, the Teacher Scholarship Loan Program
received $100,000, the Sumaer ,=nstitute received $199,000, and the Academic
Year institute was allocated $98,500. SEA administrative costs are budgeted
at $28,000.

Participants in all three retraining programs receive some type of state
financial support. The Summer Institute provides full support for tuition,
textbooks, and laboratory fees as well as a stipend of $250 per week up to a
maximum of $1,500 for a six week session. Payment of the stipend is dependent
on successful completion of the courses with a grade of "C" or better. The
Academic Year Institute pays for tuition, textbooks, laboratory fees, and
mileage costs. For both Institutes, the State Board of Education either makes
direct payment to the institution of higher education or reimburses the parti
cipant upon receipt of proper documentation of expenses.

Participants in the Teacher Scholarship Loan Program receive a
scholarship equal to the salary they would receive for 185 days of service as
a teadher. All statesupported employee benefits are also maintained during
the leave of absence. LEAs have the option of providing a salary supplement
and local benefits. A participant is also eligible for an interestft loan
of up to $5,000 to cover tuition and books. Onethird of the loan wi:YL be
forgiven for each of three years of subsequent teaching in Delaware put.:
schools.
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II. Long Island University
Mathematics Retraining Program

The Hellman Academy for Mathematics
and Science Teacher Retraining

The Long Island Univer8ity (LIU) Mathematics Retraining Program has been
in operation since 1977. It was first implemented iii _ponse to a 1976 New
York City Board of Education decision to lay off thousands of teachers in the
humanities, social studies, and elementary education at the same time that the
school system was experiencing shortages of instructors in math and physical
science. A New York state recertification law, allowing for the retraining of
teachers, had already been enacted. Long Island University responded by

designing a program "fine tuned" for the ri-eds of experienced teachers and
adult learners.

The LIU program received its initial funding from the National Se ence
Foundation (NSF) and is currently being supported hy the Fund for the Improve-
ment of Post-secondary Education (FIPSE). In 1985-86, 32 students were
admitted, 25 of whom completed the program. This was an intentional drop from
the approximately 50 students who had been admitted annually in previous
years. Fifty was considered too large for one section.

The Long Island University Mathematics Retraining Program has _been
disseminated to seven other universities including Trenton State College (NJ),
Beaver College (PA), the University of Miami, Arizona State University, Texas
Women's University, and Western Oregon State College.

A program to retrain teachers in physics has also been developed and is
being offered at the University of Northern Colorado. It was offered at LIU
in 1984-85.

Program_Goals and Expectations

Beyond addressing New York City's shortage of qualified math and science
teaChers, a major goal of the LTU program has been to develop a structural
innovation in math/science teacher training. The courses have been designed
with the needs of experienced teachers in mind and are not simply a repackag-
ing of the undergraduate curriculum. The program also uses a building block
(mastery learning) approach. Students cannot begin a new topic without
completing and passing the previous one.

Another goal of the program is to encourage teachers who are bored or
burned out in their current teaching assignments to remain in the profession.
In fact, several participants who were interviewed cited this as their

motivation for entering the program.
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Recruitmant,_Application, and Selection

Recruitment: Recruitimant practices at Long Island University are closely
coordinated with those of the New York City Board of Education. Advertise-
ments have appeared in the New York_Tim-ls, union magazines, and flyers sent to
schools. A recent Cable News Network feature on the program also assisted in
recruitment as does word-of-mouth publici

Although the Long Island University Mathematics Retraining Program
recruits from among all qualified applicants, its particular target groups
include women, minorities, and teachers with emergency certification.

Application: A teacher is considered eligible to apply for admittance to
LIU if he or she has teaching experience, one year of college math or physics,
and two letters of recommendation.

The application process requires that an individual complete a specially
designed application form and participate in a set of interviews. The
interviews are considered a critical component of the process. A committee
makes the final admissions decisions. Applicants are placed in four
categories: (1) admitted without condition, (2) admitted on a conditional
basis, (3) wait listed, or (4) rejected.

Selection: The number of applications has decreased over time.

Originally there were 250 applicants for 50 spaces. The ratio is now 3 to
1. The program director feels that this continues to be an impressive ratio
considering the fact that the -'7ity University of New York offers many free
programs.

Among the participants during 1985-86, the age range was 23 to 61. Of 12
students in that group responding to a program evaluation survey, three were
elementary education majors, four majored in social science, and three
concentrated in science. One respondent was a math major. All 12 students
had studied beyond the master's level. Years of teaching experience ranged
from one to nineteen with a mean of nine. Six students were currently
teaching junior high, three elementary school, and three at the high school
=evel.

Many program participants are already teaching math as -o eld

instructors while they are completing the program.

The Prgram

Instruction: Formal instruction in the Long Island University
Mathematics Retraining Program is designed to provide coursework in mathema-
tics that will allow participants to pass the New York City examination for
teachers of secondary level math. No education-related or human development
courses are included in the curriculum.

Formal

Participants must complete 15-18 credit hours of math. Subject area
courses include:

1 L 4
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o A refresher course in math (optional credi s)
o Survey of Mathematics
o Applied Calculus I and Il
o Introduction to Modern Mathematics
o Selected Topics in Mathematics.

The refresher course is offered in the summer. During the school year,
trainees attend four hours of lecture weekly. An additional two to three
hours are spent in a workshop where students do problem solving, check
homework, and work out points of confusion. Credit is earned for lecture
hours only.

Field Experience: The Long Island University Mathematics Retraining
Program Includes no field experience. All participants are experienced
teachers

Supervision: Aftet placement as certified math teachers, the department
chairperson in each school supervises the retrained teachers. Some follow-up
has been undertaken to determine whether there are any discernible'differences
between regular and retrained teachers.

Evaluation of Participants: Program participants are pre- and post-
tested to Collect information on their attitudes and their self-concept of
their ability in math. Pre- and post-tests are also conducted on content.
Among the 16 retrainees who completed the program in 1984-85, the range of
correct answers on a 30-item pre-test was from 4 to 18. On the post-test, the
range was 21 to 27, indicating that considerable progress had been made,
particularly with those students who had the farthest to go.

In order to teach math in the New York City schools, participants must
pass a city mathematics examination. LIU helps program participants prepare
for this test.

Post- ro ram Placement: All program graduates are working, but not
necessarily as math teachers. Many pursue a master's degree after completing
the LIU sequence. Fifty percent of the 1984-85 class indicated their
intention to pursue their studies.

Program EvaThation: Under its FIPSE grant, the program has hired an
independent evaluator. Information cited above concerning the 19E4-85
participants is drawn from the evaluator's report.

Of the 12 students who responded to the evaluator's questionnaire
requesting them to rate the program and services provided, most reported them-
selves as satisfied with their experience. Counseling and the parking and
dining arrangements received somewhat lower ratings than other areas. On a
grading scale of A to F, the vast majority of respondents gave every course an
A or B.

Fi_nancing of the Program and Program Participants

Participants are partially responsible for their tuition at Long Island
University. The cost is 8100/semester hour or between $1,500 and $1,800
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total. Last year, a Title II grant was used to provide stipends of $1,000, a
book allowance, and student aid.

In 1985-86, the program was supported by a $145,000 grant from FIPSE and
a $25,000 Title II grant in addition to tuition revenues. A large portion of
the FUSE grant is allocated to dissemination of the LIU model to other sites.
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III. Los Angeles County Mathematics Teacher Retraining Program

The Los Angeles County Teacher Retraining Program was established in
1982-83 in response to a shortage of qualified math teachers, particularly at
the junior high school level. Participants who complete the program receive a
"Supplementary Authorization" to the credential they already hold that allows
them to teach mathematics courses up to the 9th grade level. The third cycle
of participants began this summer.

The program is administratively complex, requiring cooperation among the
SEA, the county, institutions of higher education, and multiple LEAs. The
program is funded by the state. Although the county administers the program,
the Staff Development Unit at the California State Department of Education is
responsible for approving the use of the funds. Institutions of higher
education provide the retraining instruction for the county. Forty-seven out
of 80 school districts in Los Angeles County have teachers participating Ii
the program.

Program Goals and Expectations

The Los Angeles County Mathematics Teacher Retraining Program was
developed to address math teacher shortages documented by local school
districts. The need for math teachers in Los Angeles County is considered to
be extensive. The county administrator of the program repDrted that the
retraining program has provided a large number of well-qualified math teachers
to help ;ill this void.

One in ention of the program is to develop and maintain coordination and
cooperative planning among many institutional components. The program
requires cooperation among the SEA, the county, many LEAs, and, at present,
four institutions of higher education: Whittier College, the University of La
Verne, El Camino College, and Glendale College. Whittier, La Verne, and El
Camino run math retraining programs; Glendale is the single site for science
retraining. Negotiations are currently under way to open a science site at
California State University at Long Beach.

The county provides overall coordination and administration. The
administrative office issues an RFF, requesting proposals for credentialing
coursework, to local universities. Responses are read and selected on the
basis of quality and cost-effectiveness.

Local districts participate in the teacher retraining program in a
variety of ways. Some districts are more active and provide considerably
more professional support than others. Each site has a Site Planning Team
composed of representatives from districts, program participants, county
program administrators, and the IHE coordinator and instructors. Whittier
College reports that this strategy for involving all interested parties has
worked well. The University of La Verne has had less success with cooperative
planning. This is an area of program operation that the county has tato'sd
as needing improvement.
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_Recruitment, Application, and Select_ion

This section and the program description that follows are based on
interviews with the county program administrator and with administrators,
instructors, and participants at Whittier College and the University of La
Verne, two of the four sites in operation during Cycle II.

Remlibruent: Every participating LEA selects and nominates participants.
In 1984-85, after initial district screening procedures, about 100 recruits
applied for admission. The county accepts applications from teachers
currently teaching in any subject area. However, it particularly encourages
the LEAs to nominate those with emergency credentials or certification in non-
shortage areas.

Program recruitment primarily occurs through meetings between county
program staff and district liaisons. The program has also received some
publicity through newspaper articles. Many applicants learn of it by word of
mouth.

Application_and.Selection: Applications are first submitted to the local
school principal. Once an applicant is approved by a school district, his or
her credentials and transcripts are submitted to the county for review by a
small committee of staff people, including a credential analyst.

Acceptance to the program is conditional until completion of the intro-
ductory review course at the beginning of each cycle. Participants accepted
into the program-attend the site mosr r:onvenient for them. Whittier's program
is campus-based. The University of ,'arne uses off-campus sites, one in the
San Fernando Valley and one in I,on 3.

Whittier College has just begun its third cycle with 31 participants.
The first cycle started with 60 students; 39 (65 percent) completed the
program. In the second cycle, 21 enrolled and 14 (67 percent) finished. The
University of La Verne had 35 in its initial group last year. Of these, 10
have completed and 14 will finish in January, yielding an estimated completion
rate of 69 percent. Eleven participants have dropped out. There are 40
participants enrolled for La Verne's second cycle.

The Pr9gram

Overview: implementation of the instructional component of this program
is the responsibility of four institutions of higher education in the greater
Los Angeles area. L.A. County staff work with the IHEs to help them interpret
the instructional model, which includes the integration of content and method-
ology, and the modeling of appropriate teaching strategies. More IHEs will be
involved next year. While there are many similarities among the sites, there
are also some differences. The programs at the University of La Verne and
Whittier College were examined for this report.

Formal_Instruction: The courses offered in the program meet the
California credential requirements and include: real number systems, intro-
duction to math, college algebra, geometry, pre-calculus, trigonometry, and
calculus. Based on transcript evaluation, participants may be required to
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take all or some of these courses at the rate of one course per semester while
working full-time at their teaching jobs. Only math courses taken within the
past seven years are credited; no credit is allowed for remedial courses.
These criteria are more stringent than the state-established minimum require-
ments for credentials, under which any previous coursework in math would be
acceptable.

Both the University of La Verne and Whittier nave included a computer
course in the programs they offer. Use of computers as an instructional tool
will be integrated into all courses for the cycle of participants starting the
program in summer 1986. Both institutions have also added a review course in
algebra to the curriculum. La Verne did so in response to student requests
during its first cycle. Participants in that cycle were given the option of
taking the review or proceeding directly through the program sequence. About
two-thirds opted for the refresher course. In its first cycle, Whittier
tailored its program to the individual needs of participants by dividing the
rather large group of sixty students into two tracks based on previous
mathematical background.

Whittier College staffs its teacher retraining program entirely with
college faculty. Of the five mathematics department professors, three teach
in the program. The University of Laverne uses a combination of its own
faculty and part-time staff who are also high school math teachers.

Individualized tutoring is made available to participants one evening per
week at the program site. Whittier has principally used undergraduate men
majors as tutors. The University of La Verne uses certified high school math
teachers. In Cycle II, approximately two-thirds of participants took
advantage of the tutoring. Overall, participants seem to feel that the
program offers sufficient individual support.

Irjt_Experience: There is no field component in this program in the
sense of a supervised internship. Participants continue to teach in their
regularly assigned classrooms during retraining. An evaluation report on
Cycle II of the program found that 27 percent of program completers had
previously taught math or science as out-of-field teachers when they first
entered the program. During the program, approximately 60 percent of the
participants gradually moved into math or science classrooms.

The program does include county-sponsored workshops during the week and
on Saturdays. Participants are required to attend one workshop per semester,
and some attend several. The workshops are run by experienced math teachers
and trainers and feature "hands-on" experiences and tips on how to teach math
successfully.

514spervieion: Supervision of the new math teachers, once they have
completed the program, is an LEA function. In some cases a mentor teacher or
principal is assigned to help the teacher. The Los Angeles Unified School
District has a "buddy system" whereby a teacher new to teaching a subject is
assigned an experienced partner.

During Cycle II of the program, nineteen participants responding to an
evaluation survey reported receiving support from their building principals
and/or mathematics teachers in their schools or districts. An unspecified
number felt they had not been supported at the local level.

1°9
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Partlzfpan,ts: Par_ cipants must complete the program with
a "C" average or better in order to qualify for the Supplementary Authoriza
tion to their teaching credential. The SEA does not require an institutional
recommendation from either the IHE or the county. However, IHEs do recommend
participants to the Commission on Teacher Licensing when they successfully
complete the program. The University of La Verne assists participants with
the paperwork involved in obtaining the Supplementary Authorization.

Participants Who are interested in obtaining a credential to teach higher
level mathematics courses at the secondary level have two options. They can
go on with their coursework and obtain a master's degree or they can take the
National Teacher Examination. A few program completers have indicated their
intention to pursue one or the other of these routes.

The program has a fairly significant attrition rate. Based on the
estimates provided by two IHEs, approximately onethird of the students at
each site drop out. IHE program administrators report that most students
leave because of personal problems involving scheduling or the amount of time
involved. According to a program avaluati however, half of 38 program
leavers responding to an evaluation questionnaire cited difficulty with
content as the reason for dropping out.

Posti:program _Placement: The program administration has tracked the
placement of program completers in math classrooms for previous cycles and is
in the process of following through on participants Who recently completed the
program.

Program Evaluation: An independent evaluator has prepared a summative
evaluation of Cycle II of the Mathematics and Science Teacher Retraining
Program. Seventyone percent of the participants completed the program.
Participants who had 14 or more years of teaching experience, had previously
taught math or science, scored above the 70th percentile on a math screening
test, and took seven or more credits of undergraduate math and science were
more likely to be successful in the program. Most differences noted, however,
were not statistically significant.

Program completers were asked to respond to questions about how prepared
they were when they entered the program and at the end of the program to teach
basic mathematics, introductory algebra, geometry, advanced algebra, calculus,
problem solving, and using computers for instruction. The following table
indicates the proportion of participants responding "well prepared" for each
teaching assignment at entry and exit:

At Entry At_ Exit Increase

Basic mathematics 73% 93% 20
Introductory algebra 36% 89% 53
Geometry 9% 48% 39

Problem solving 12 44% 32
Advanced algebra 0% 22% 22
Computers for instruction 12% 26% 14
Calculus 0% 14% 14
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Since the goal of the program is to preNu.e par iciparts Effor a Supplementary
Credential allowing them to teach grades seven to nine, the outcomes indicated
above are entirely appropriate.

Financ of he Pro am and Pro-ram Partici an

The state provides funding for the teacher retrainin program with the
county as the administrative agent. Tuition, fees and boo 1(s are covered for
each participant. Seventy-eight percent of Cycle II part icipants indicated
that this feature was very important to their completion o the program. The
only cost to students is transportation.

The program has received $500,000 from the state for eaola cycle. Of this
amount, 50-79 percent goes to the participting IHEs. Ad_JAinistrative costs
are about 10 percent. Other costs include trainers, the Saturday training
modules, program oriermations, materials, and external ev-zaluation. A full
budget breakdown was not available.
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I. ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS

1. Ma 11/English/Science/Tect riology
Education Project

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

The Math/English/Science/Technology Education Project (11/ /S/TEP) is
operated by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst In coopo- ration with
LEA_s, the Bay State Skills Corporation, and Digital Equipment Corporation. It
is the prototype for the Arizona Partners Project, described in depth in
Appendix A. The project, launched in 1983, is designed to counter the effects
of the high technology boom in Massachusetts on the availahlity of good
teachers. It offers alternative certification through a 15-rmonch work/study
program. The program includes a semester internship in a school, a semester
internship in a corporation, education-related coursework, and career
development support.

Admission is highly selective. The program admits approxima tely twenty
participants per year. At completion of M/E/S/TEP,a student earns zs a master's
degree in education, is fully certified to teach in Massachusets, and is
offered a summer internship in the corporation for which he or e she worked.Every graduate is required to remain in the teaching profess ona for three
years after graduation.

2. The Lyndhurst Program
at

Memphis State University

The Lyndhurst Progrml at Memphis State University is an _ alternative
certification program just beginning its second year of operatic=on. It is
supported by a grant from the Lyndhurst Foundation. The program is designed
to attract academically talented students with liberal arts backgrounds in
teacher shortage areas (e.g., math, science, foreign languages, Enlish, art,
and music) into the classroom. The program is modeled after the lin: iversity of
Southern Maine's "Teachers for Secondary Schools Program," de scribed in
Appendix A.

Prior to admission into the program, participants must be sponetored by an
LEA which recruits participants based on local areas of shortage. Partici-
pants in the first year ranged in age from 21 to 57 and included retired
military personnel, nurses and recent college graduates. Partiipants are
selected by a screening committee composed of representatives z from theColleges of Education and Liberal Arts at Memphis State, the SE-_A, and the
spo nso ring LEA. Final admissions decisions are based on an int=erview and
assessment of writing skills.

Trainees serve en internship in the LEA during the fall, vrhille taking
classes one night per week in education-related topics at Menir.phis State
University. Their internship includes both classroom teaching arbrad observa-tion.
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Participants cuentlY receive $10,000 to c cover tuition and living
expenses. The Lyndhurst Fomdation grant covers 3,000 per person, and the
LEA provides $7,000 for thsstudent's internanip, Three LEAs participated
during the program's firar and sponsored 12 pe:articioants. Six LEAs will
participate this year, sponsoring 23 trainees.

3, George Mason University (::VA)
:reer Switcher"

Alterogive Certification ?roe. gram

In response to the shortage of qualified sci_ence teachers in Northern
Virginia, George Mason University has recently implemented an alternative
certification program desigoM to attract individOmals with degrees in either
physics, chemistry, or earthscience to the teachi npf_..g profession. The program
will admit only 12 students. In addition to all appropriate undergraduate
degree, applicants also ma have at least a 2, .75 GPA, pass a computer
literacy examination, participate in a faculty-contducted interview, and pass
the National Teache7- P)(eminaticn (as required by the.- ctate of Virginia).

The Career Switeher Program focuses on tr_he teaching of physics,
chemistry, and earth scieue at the secondary Imaevel. It is designed to
conform to the latest renrch in teacher end adult education and the
standards established by the National Science Teea_chers Association and the
Virginia Beginning Te4cherannistance Program.

The one semester pr4gran requires a mlftiMusktm of 120 hours of direct
teaching in a cooperating school district. Fo-ormal coursework includes
essential elements of seeoodery education, the POcychological foundations of
adolescent learning and donlopment, and secondatEry science methods. All
courses are held in Arlingt0County, Virginia public schools.

4. naTeacher intern PrOgr =am
Camumalth of Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania TeaeorIntern Program is sil alternative certification
program designed for degredindividuals who are %_nterested in teaching but
lack the required certification credentials. 1t hcqas existed since 1972 and
operates in cooperation with colleges and iver7rsities that have teacher
intern programs.

To enter the progaaii,, n individual must hold a bachelor's degree, meet
the requirements for admJ.SiOfl to a college or talAzrversity's graduate school,
and obtain a teaching poaidOno When these criteri.ss a have been met, the state
issues an intern Certifi-cnte, Which is valid foe three years of teaching.
During this time, an ihtelemst remain enrolled jr_n the sponsoring IRE. An
intern receives the salaryoormally paid to a beg:,0-inning certified teacher.
Level 1 Certification is goted once the intern progegram is completed.

Participating 11-1Ze inaMe Beaver Colleg
University, Temple UniveTaty, the University
University of Pittsburgh.

Dea=quesne University, Lehigh
f Pennsylvania, and the
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5. University of Maryland
Al ernative Certification Program

The Alternative Certification Program at the University of Maryland
originated as a result of a Maryland Department of Education iniiative to
develop alternative standards for people wanting to teach. Although the
program is sponsored by the University of Maryland, it is closely coordinated
with the SEA. Eight participants will complete the program at the end of this
summer with a master's degree in education and automatic certification.

Twentysix students have recently begun the program's second cycle.
Participants are mainly midcareer level. Admissions requirements include a
bachelor's degree with a minimum 3.0 GPA, fulfillment of the requirements for
entry into the University of Maryland Graduate School of Education, a
successful interview, and a writing sample.

Completion of the program requires two summers and an academic year.
Participants complete 43-49 credits in integrated course offerings that focus
on most areas of curriculum and instruction, including early childhood,
elementary, and secondary education. New courses were created specifically
for the program. Three credits of classroom observation are required in the
fall, followed by a supervised apprentiship in the spring.

A small state grant was provided for the program in ts first year.
Par icipants are, however, required to pay their own tuition.

RETRAINING PROGRANS

6. Mathematics/Science Relicensing Program
New York City Board of Education

- The New York City Board of Education sponsors a Mathematics/Science
Relicensing program designed to expand the pool of licensed science and
mathematics teachers. The program, which has existed since 1982, operates in
conjunction with metropolitan area IHEs. A published schedule provides course
descriptions at each institution.

Courses, which are approued by the New York City Board of Education's
Directors of Math or Science, are offered at the undergraduate level, and
participants earn either three or four credits per course. Eighteen
mathematics credits are required for recertification at the junior high school
level; 24 credits are required for senior high school mathematics
recertification; and 36 credits are required for recertification in the
sciences. Courses are selfcontained and offered after regular teaching
hours. Tuition, books and laboratory fees are provided by the New York City
Board of Education.

Participating IHEs are also required to provide career counseling and
tutorial assistance to all students

I 5
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Prospective participants must submit a standardapplication form, signed
by their principal, to the Division of Curriculum andInstructic )11 at the New
York City Board of Education.

Anne Arundel County (MD) Public School By:
Retraining Program in Science

In response to a shortage of qualified se eme teachera at both the
elementary and secondary levels, the Anne Arundel Comty Public &-f-School System
implemented a county-sponsored program designed bod to retrair teachers in
science and to upgrade the certification of teachers already certified in
science. The program began in the spring of 1984 andAll coraplate its first
cycle in the spring of 1987.

The University of Maryland provides the coursework for the rogram. The
THE and LEA worked cooperatively to design the requirements For both the
recertification and upgrading programs. The retrgning program offers 30
credits in the biological and physical sciences- Theunrading p=oaram offers
four courses in chemistry and four in physics; additional courses are
optional. Courses to update teachers in biology andearth scienc==es have been
available as well. All courses are offered at the graduate levF.1.. However,
they do not count toward a master's degree in sdmce. A 7.7erticipant's
academic program is designed through individual counseling.

All county teachers are eligible to partfelpate in th retraining
program, and those with previous certification in the sciencea are eligible
for the upgrading program. Tuition and laboratory vas are pru Ivided by the
Anne Arundel County Public School System, on the conditic3n that the
participant maintain a B average in the program. Teachers must -,1_1s.c) agree to

teach in the county for the year following program cogiletion or --zeimburse the
county for tuition costs.

Winston-Salem/Forsyth County (NC) Consortium
for Personnel Development

The Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Consortium wasdeveloped f25:_ve years ago
as a result of a need for nontraditional training opportunitie that would
enable teachers to earn additional certification. Initiators of- the program
had learned that teachers were expressing an interestin obtainft=ag additional
certification, either to change their area of teaching or to protect
themselves in case of cutbacks. Teachers who hadorplored t-lle available
options were deterred by what they saw as "roadblocks" in traditional
route.

The consortium, which includes Salem College, Walte Foreat University,
Winston-Salem State University, the Winston-Salem/Fonyth County Schools, and
the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction,is designed__ to initiate
and provide teacher recertification programs. Meda institut=ions in the
consortium work to prepare teachers in nine certificabm areas itacluding math
education (grades 6-9 and 9-12) and science education(grades 6-9 and 9-12).

1 2 8
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All certified and employed teachers in Forsyth County are eligible for
the program. The gifted and talented program has received the most inquiries.
When a teacher is admitted to the program, he or she is assisted in designing
an individualized development plan.

Courses are competency-based and may be taken at any one of the three
IHEs in the consortium. Field experience is provided through a practicum for
teachers Who are becoming certified in an area in Which they were not
previously teaching. The practicum, Which is often conducted in the summer,
includes observation of experienced teachers in the new field. Participants
are observed and evaluated prior to recertification.

Fifty-two participants have been recertified through the program A
number of participants have reportedly dropped out because they needed re
structure."

Participants are responsible for their own tuition costs.

9. The Capital Region Earth Science Institute
Virginia Commonwealth University

The Capital Region Earth Science Institute of Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU) is currently in its second year of operation. The retraining
program, conducted at VCU, is funded through the Virginia Department of
Education. Sixty students are currently participating in tha program, Which
provides certification in earth and space science.

Any currently employed public school teacher is eligible to apply to the
program. Teachers certified in a nonscience secondary field or in early
childhood or elementary education are required to take 24 semester hours of
earth and space science, including at least one course in each of the
following fields: biology, chemistry or physics, and mothematics. Eighteen
semester hours of earth and space science are required for teachers who are
currently certified in science. Participants must also take a one credit
earth science teaching seminar (expenses paid) that includes involvement at a
state or national science conference.

There is no cost to participants. Virginia Commonwealth University
receives $90 per credit hour from the sta e. This amount covers tuition,
books, and field trips for .,iach participant.

10. Math and Science Educat_on Network
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The Math and Science Education Network was initiated in 1983 as an
extension of a pilot program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill designed to address the shortage of certified mathematics and science
teachers. The program is targeted at "out-of-field" teachers wanting to
retrain for science and math and at remedial teachers.

In the first year, two centers served 150 teachers% In 1984-85, eight
new centers were added and served 2,700. The network estimated that it would

1
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train over 5,000 participants in 1985-86. Participating universities include
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical. College, UNC-Greensboro, Appalachian
State University, UNC-Chapel Hill, UNC-Charlotte, East Carolina State

University, Fayetteville State University, NC State University, School of

Science and Math, Western Carolina University, and UNC-Wilmington. Each
center has a director and a local advisory/planning committee with membership
from educational, scientific, industrial, and governmental communities.

The Centers operate inservice programs which include formal graduate or
undergraduate credit for academic coursework focusing on subject matter
content in mathematics and science and teaching methodology; conferences,
seminars, and symposia; and workshops and summer institutes. Current projects
deal with technology transfer, materials development, basic research, and
application of research.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. The Quality and Quantity of Math and Science Teachers

Aldridge, B. C. (1984, December). Why NSTA should certify science teachers.
The Science Teacher, 20-23.

According to the executive director of the National Science Teachers'
Association, half of the newly employed science teachers in 1982 were judged
unqualified by their principals. He claims that the lack of qualified science
teachers is due to low demand and low state certification requirements for
science teachers in specific subject areas--resulting in an enrollment
reduction in science education programs.

A number of states offer "broadfield certification" which allows
individuals to teach in more than one science discipline. Aldridge argues
that broadly certified teachers take positions from fully certified teachers,
especially in small schools.

He suggests that NSTA set the standards for science teacher certification
and encourages states to adopt them. The standards would encompass five issue
areas: science content preparation; science teaching methods preparation;
field experiences; professional orientation; and adequacy of preparatory
institutions.

American Association for the Advancement of Science (1971). Guidelineeand
s emdards for the education secondary of science and
mathematics. Washington, DC: author.

Due to the extensive changes in mathematics and science curricula which
have occured in ihe last two decades, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), in cooperation with the National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC), designed new
guidelines for the preparation of high school science and math teachers. They
are specifically designed to address the needs of science and mathematics
faculties; professional education faculties; school and college administrative
personnel--state, regional, and local; professional organizations; and the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. The following
guidelines encompass the AAAS's belief that teacher education programs should:

1) provide experiences that foster continuous growth in those human
qualities of the teacher that will enhance learning by students;

) prepare teachers to illustrate the cultural significance of
science, to relate science and mathematics to social conditions,
and to apply the analytic aspects of science to a
multidisciplinary approach to studying societal problems;

140
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provide opportunities for prospective teachers to enhance tha
intellectual and philosophical understanding of science and
mathematics;

4) require prospective teachers to attain minimum levels of

competency in varied fields of science and technology and a hifl_
level of competency in their teaching specialities;

5) ensure that science teachers attain minimal mathematal
competencies;

6) include a mathematics major for prospective secondary school
mathematics teachers;

7) include substantial experience in computing for prospective
secondary school mathematics teachers;

8) provide substantial experience with mathemat cal model building
for prospective secondary school mathematics teachers to enable
them to recognize and construct mathematical models;

9) provide prospective science and math teachers with experiences
that force them to seek out and synthesize new information;

10 provide experiences that will enable the prospective teacher to
"learn about the nature of learning, conditions that help young
people learn, and how to maintain a proper learning
environment;"

11) train prospective teachers to select, adapt, evaluate and
develop strategies and materials for use in teaching mathematics
or science--which will be appropriate for both the special needs
of the learners and special characteristics of the discipline;
and

12) develop the capacity for contInuing education in science and
mathematics.

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (1985, MayJune ) .

Alternative certification: A position statement of AACTE. Journal of
Teacher Education, 36(3), 24.

This paper suggests that emergency certification was an unsuccessful
method of alternative teacher preparation in the 1960s and is an inappropriate
response to the current teacher shortage. The AACTE contends that states
should continue to certify teachers based on a common set of standards. It

recommends the following for (alternative) teacher preparation programs: 1)

selective admission standards; 2) a 'curriculum that provides knowledge and
skills essential to a beginning teacher; 3) a supervised internship; and 4 a
competency exam.

141
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American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (1985). Teacher
LeJERLDi_Teillisy_in the states: 50-state_survey of_Leeiplative aed
administrative actions. Washington, DC: author.

This report provides a brief description of teacher education policy in
ell fifty states based on the results of a survey conducted by the AACTE
Combined Task Force on Governmental Relations. Topics include: str-
incentives; alternative certification; program curricula; research/datr
ation; faculty development; resources for practitioner inservie
awareness of equity issues as illustrated by changes in teacher ec
policy; and capacity building for schools, colleges and departe e.s of
education.

Berliner, D. C. (1985). Critical needs in teacher education. Journal of
Industrial Teacher Educa_ion, .22(4), 5-11.

The author cites his concern that the trend to drop educational methods
courses in an effort to expand the teaching force is detrimental. He contends
that teacher education programs need to be revitalized, not ignored.

Blank, R. K. (1986). TteAlel:AlaLWE_La_!cience and mathematics education:
Recommendations for research from a National Research Council con
ence. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American EducatIonal
Research Association, San Francisco, CA.

fer-

The author outlines the findings of the National Research Council
conference Which convened to define teacher quality in mathematics and science
education, address the implications of different models for improving teacher
quality, and examine the state of research on teacher quality. The conference
determined that further research should be encouraged in the following
areas: 1) recruitment and selection of teachers; 2) subject matter
proficiency of teachers; 3) development of teaching skills; 4) effects of
teaching practices; 5) conditions fostering quality teaching; and 6) societal
issues related to teacher quality in science and mathematics.

Book, C., Freeman, D., & Broosseau, B. (1985, May-June). Comparing academic
backgrounds and career aspirations of education and non-education
majors. Journal of Teacher Education, 36(3), 27-30.

The authors conducted a study comparing the academic and social back-
grounds of prospective teachers and nonteachers. Based on their limited
sample, (drawn from the student body at Michigan State University), they
determined that there was not a substantial difference between individuals
planning to teach and those who were not. This argument was used ?en) refute
the common conclusion that those college graduates most likely to eAter and be
committed to teaching are drawn from those most likely to score lower on the

142
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SAT. In comparing the social and academic backgrounds of education and
noneducation majors at a major university, it was discovered that education
majors are as academically competent as students in other disciplines. They
are also more concerned about helping people and less concerned about
salaries.

Bray, J. L., Flakus-Mosqueda, P., Palaich, R. M., & Wilkins, J. S. (1985).
New directions for state teacher ppllcies. Denver, CO: Education Com-
mission of the States.

This report describes state programs that provide innovative techniques
for improving the teaching profession, with emphasis on recruitment,
recognition, reward, and renewal. It also provides a state-by-state survey of
teacher pclicies pertaining to preservice, inservice training, and the
induction of new teachers.

Carnegie Forum on Education end the Economy (1986). A_nation_prepared:_
Teachers fo_r the 21st century. The report of the Task Force on Teaching
as a Profession. New York, NY: Carnegie Corporation.

This report was produced by the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession to address the concern that improved standards in education are
necessary to allow the United States to compete in the world economy and that
the teaching profession must be "prepared to assume new powers and
responsibilities to redesign schools for the future, in order to achieve that
goal.

The report argues that in order to address these concerns increased
standards for education are required, beginning with increased standards for
the teaching profession. The Task Force recommends: 1) creating a National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards; 2) restructuring schools to provide
a professional environment; 3) restructuring the teaching force; 4) developing
a new "professional curriculum" for graduate schools of education leading to a
Master in Teaching degree; 5) preparina minorities for teaching; 6) linking
teacher incentives to schoolwide student performance; and 7) making teachers'
salaries competitive with other professions.

Changing course: A 50-state survey of reform measures (1985, February 6).
Education Week, pp. 11-30.

This special report summarizes initiatives for reform activities in the
50 states. It is based on statewide policy documents and interviews with
gubernatorial, education-department, budget, and legislative officials in each
state. Teacher training and certification reforms are cited for each state.

1 3
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Coley, R. J., & Thorpe, M. E. (1986). A look at the MAT model of_ teacher
education and its graduates Lessons for today. Princeton, NJ: Educa
tional Testing Service.

The study was designed to describe a group of MAT programs to teacher
educators and other policymakers. The results are based on a survey of MAT
graduates from nine institutions of higher education. The report describes:

o the characteristics of the MAT programs and the students they
attracted;

o what attracted the students to the program;

o the characteristics of MAT training and how graduates evaluate

o the current oecupa_ions of MAT graduates, and their occupations
since graduation;

factors that influence MAT graduates' decisions to enter and remain in
the teaching field;

how MAT holders in the teaching population compare with other
teachers; and

the career plans of MAT students.

Coley, R. J. and Thorpe, M. E. (1985). Res ondin _to_the -risis in math and
cience teachin Four Initiatives . Princeton, NJ: Divi lon of

Education Policy Research and Services, Educational Testing Service.

The study describes the curriculum and students of four "nontraditional"
math and science teacher education programs including: the Harvard Graduate
School of Education Midcareer Math and Science Program; the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst's Math/Science/Technology Education Project; the
University of Vermont's Teacher Preparation Program for Professional
Engineers, Scientists, and Mathematicians; and Washington University's Post
A.B. Certification Program.

The description of each program includes a discussion of the characteris
tics that make it nontraditional, characteristics of the students participat
ing in the program, discussion on what attracted the students to the program,
student evaluations of programs, the career plans and motivations of students,
and recommendations for designing programs to attract students like them
selves.

144
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Commission on the Education of Teachers of Mathematics (1985). Guidelines for
the ire iaratlon of teachers of mathematics. Reston, VA: National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

This report was prepared for colleges and universities, the National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, and other agencies
involved in teacher accreditation, to present guidelinee for the preparation
of mathematics teachers. The guidelines focus on kaowledge and competence in
mathematics at all grade levels; teaching and learning theory; competence and
utilization of faculty and faculty involvement with schools; admission to
basic programs and evaluation of graduates; library materials and
Instructional media center; evaluat on; review; and long-range planning.

Cornett Lynn M. (1983). Pre aration .rograms and certificatIon standards
eachers of science and mathematics in the SREB region. Atlanta,
Southern Regional Educat on Board.

The report details the certification requirements and course content for
mathematics and science teachers among states within the SREB region. It also
outlines and recommends standards set by the National Science Teachers
Association and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics concerning
certification.

Council for Basic Education (1986, Febr- ry). The widespread abuse of out-of-
field teaching. Education Digest, 36-39.

MisaFsignment of teachers "constitutes a scandal in the making for the
entire profession," according to this article. Conclusions are drawn from a
survey, conducted by the Council for Basic Education, of all state education
departments. The report challenges federal, state, and local officials to
consider the consequences of out-of-field teaching.

Darling-Hammond, L. (1984, July). Be-ond the commission reports, the coming
crisis in teaching. Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation.

The report advocates changes in the training and recruitment of teachers
in order to prevent a decline in the quality of the teaching force. It
examines the trends that have provoked this problem and suggests that "profes-
sionalizing" teaching is the best szalution.
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Erekson, T.L E. Barr, L. (1985, May-June). Alternative creden aling:
Lessons from vocational education. Journal of Teacher Education, 36(3),
16-19.

Alternative certification in vocational education has been practiced for
years. However, many agree that teachers with nontraditional certificates are
not as effective as those with regular certification. The article examines
the effectiveness of private sector specialists as teachers in vocational edu-
cation classrooms and questions the quality of their performance. Inservice
programs have been designed to help alleviate the problem.

Evertson, C. M., Hawley, W. D., & Zlotnik, M. (1984). The characteristics of
effecrive teacher preRaration programs: A review of .research Nash-__

ville, TN: Vanderbilt University, Peabody College.

The report synthesizes research on the characteristics of effective
university and college-based programs for educating prospective teachers.
Research reviewed is based on the following topics: can teacher preparation
programs train teachers to teach effectively? can teacher education programs
teach instructional strategies? who should be admitted to teacher education
programs? who should be taught? who should be allowed to teach? and What
responsibility should teacher education programs have for the induction period
of student learning? The authors conclude that more and better research is
necessary to improve the teaching profession.

Evertson, C. M Hawley, W. D., & Zlotnik, M. (1985, May-June). Making a
difference in educational quality through teacher education. Journal of
Teacher Education, 36(3), 3-12.

This article addresses the debate regarding whether schools of education
provide sufficient training for prospective teachers. It provides background
on a number of variables involved in an education curriculum and concludes
that prospective teachers enrolled in formal preservice preparation programs
are more likely to be effective than those who do not have such training.

Feistritzer, C. B. (1985). The condition_of teaching: A state by state
analysis, Princeton, NJ: The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching.

This 1985 report provides an updated analysis of the original 1983
version of The Condition of _Teaching. It focuses primarily on the teaching
profession Aria i.ddresscs both deMographic issues, such as the number and
projected shortages of public school teachers in comparison to increasing
enrollments, and the general "status" of the proft:.ssion--which is described in
terms of salaries, descriptions of who is going into teaching, and
requirements for teacher educatioc and certification.
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Feistritzer, C. E. (1986). Profile_of teachers in the U.S., Washington,
DC: Na ional Center for Education Inlormation.

This report presents a profile of America's school teachers. It is based
on the results of a nationwide survey in Which 1,592 teachers participated by
responding to a questionnaire which examined how they viewed themselves. The
results -f the study include:

o teachers are generally satisfied with their jobs;

o although teachers complain about low salaries, they generally do
well in comparison with full-time, year-round workers;

the majority (69% in public schools and 76% in private schools)
of teachers are women;

most teachers are not working for the m ey;

teachers would prefer to work nine months at lower salaries than
on an annual basis;

a larger percentage of public school teachers belong to unions
as opposed to a small number of private school teachers;

teachers favor performance-based pay and entry-level
certification examinations;

rublic and private school teachers have differing concepts
concerning the primary role of education--public school teachers
tend to be more pragmatic, while private school teachers are
more concerned with philosophical questions;

minority enrollments in both public and private schools greatly
exceed the number of minority faculty;

most teachers have completed five or more years of college; and

teachers consider themselves politically moderate to liberal;
however, the ma_ ority voted for Ronald Reagan in 1984.

Flakus-Mosqueda, P. (1983). Working_paper_no. 2: Survey of_states' teacher
policies. Denver, CO: Education Governance Center, Education Commission
of the States.

This survey was conducted in response to recent reports and a tention
paid to the teaching profession. State policies are divided into the follow-
ing categories: standards that states set for teacher training programs;
types of teacher training ...-mograms; requirements for initial and advanced
certification and staff deveic,pment activities; and illustrations of teacher
shortages.

7
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Galambos, E. C., Cornett, L. M., & Spitler, H. D. (1985). An Analy,s1.
transcripts of teachers_and arts and sciences graduates. Atlanta, GA:
Southern Regional Education Board.

This study compares the academic backgrounds of teachers, differentiating
between coursework in the arts and sciences and pedagogical methods. The
study concludes that teachers, on the whole, earned fewer "general education"
credits than other arts and sciences graduates and took fewer upper level
courses.

Galambos, E. C. (1985). Teacher re-a ion: The
degree. Atlanta, GA: Southern Regional Education

anatomy
Board.

college

This report is the result of an evaluation of how teachers are currently
being prepared. The results of a comparison between the transcripts of
education and arts and sciences majors are presented to address the "problems"
in teacher education. They point out that teacher education majors generally
take a weaker general education curriculum and that most teacher education
courses are specifically geared for their discipline and not part of the
general arts and sciences course offering. The report suggesrs that teachers
should be required to follow a "regular" arts and sciences curriculum,
because, "when general education is strengthened, it Is likely to result in
improved pedagogy courses too."

Galambos, E. C., & Cornett, L. M. (1984). Do _state regulations encoura_e
inclusion of academic disci-line cour_ses in rhe_zraduate work teachers
2yLrsue to fulfill recertification re uirements? Unpublished report
presented to the Teacher Education Subcommittee of the Council of
Southern Graduate Schools.

The study presents the state recertification requirements for every state
in the SREB's jurisdiction and determines that there is little emphasis on
academic discipline in the regulations, although some states specify that
coursework be in the area of specialization. A description of various
programs intended to attract liberal arts graduates into the teaching
profession is also provided.

Good, T. L., & Hinkel, G. M. (1983). Teacher_ shortare in science_and mathe7
matics M-ths yealities- _and research. A summary of a conference.

sponsored by the National InstItute of Education, Washington, DC.

The Improvement of Science and Mathematics Education team of the National
Institute of Education was established to examine the shortage of certified
and qualified science and math teachers. It conducted a conference in
February 1983 to examine the major facets of the math and science teacher
shortage. This report provides a summary of the issues discussed at the
conference Data presented indicated that: 43 states reported shortages of
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physics teachers, and 35 reported shortages in math and chemistry. Students
majoring in education had lower college entrance scores and CPAs than those in
other academic areas; and there is a lack of public support and understanding
of mathematics and science. The report concludes that the shortage of

qualified mathematics and science teachers is an important problem that merits
immediate expenditures and action. Areas for action include more and better
qualified teachers and improved curricula, textbooks, instructional theories,
and procedures for making mathematics and science more meaningful.

Hawk, P. P., Coble, C. R., & Swanson, M. (1985, May-June). Ce tifica on:
It does matter. Journal of Teacher Education, 36(3), 13-15.

This report examines differences between certified and noncertified
mathematics teachers at the middle school and high school levels, based on
student achievement, teacher knowledge of subject matter, and teacher profes-
sional skills as observed in classrooms. The authors posed three questions:
1) is there a difference in student achievement among students who are taught
by certified teachers with endorsements and those without; 2) is there a

difference in knowledge of math among teachers with and without appropriate
endorsement; and 3) is there a difference in the professional skills of
teachers with and without appropriate endorsement?

The results of the study indicate that teachers with appropriate
endorsements know more mathematics and show evidence of using more effective
teaching practices than their out-of-field counterparts. Most important,
students of in-field certified math teachers achieve at a higher level than
students taught by out-of-field teachers.

Hazlett, J. S. (1984, Fall). Alternative certification. Contemporary Educa-
tion, 56(1), 46-47.

The author states that teacher education should be reformed rather than
disregarded. Attention must be given to the profession itself before the
discipline can be modified. Areas for improvement include salaries, working
conditions, and teacher control over curriculum. Efforts at establishing
alternative certification plans should be directed at improving current
education programs.

Howe, T. G., & Gerlovich, J. A. (1982). National_ stud- of the_estimated
supply and demand of secondary science and mathematics teachers. Des

nes, IA; Department of Public Instruction, and Ames, IA: Iowa State
University.

This report, which examines the variables which determine teacher supply
and demand, is based on both a statewide (Iowa) and nationwide study of the
supply and demand for secondary science and math teachers. In Iowa, it was
determined that the supply of math and science teachers, based on the number

1 a
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of certified graduates, is declining; that competition in hiring from the
private sector has changed the job market because prospective math and science
teachers are attracted by higher salaried jobs; that there are critical
shortages of mathematics and science (general science, earth science, physics,
and chemistry) teachers; and that the long-range consequences of the shortages
can become very serious if many math and science courses are taught by less
qualified teachers.

Nationwide, it was concluded that supply and demand are highly correlated
and are both determined by external forces, such as the economic conditions of
the country. The current number of certified teacher education graduates will
not meet the present or predicted need.

Jacullo-Noto, J. (1985). Teacher certi ication in transition:_ Is the
rofession at riak? Paper presented for the InStitute of Research on

Teaching, Michigan State University.

The author addresses the problems posed by alternative certification and
questions whether it is an effective way of producing skilled, experienced
teachers. Four approaches to alternative certification are examined in this
report: the career ladder, the New Jersey Alternate Route Plan, mentor
teacher programs, and recertification programs.

The report concludes that the following questions must be answered in
order to determine the credibility of an alternative certification program:
1) Does early, persistent assessment of teachers insure high quality teachers
in the profession? 2) Does one approach to teacher preparation (external or
internal) result in more effective teaching? 3) Does intervention by use of a
mentor program in the induction period result in better teacher attendance and
the long-term retention of teachers? 4) Do increased hours of practicum
experience, solo or in concert with a mentor, result in better and 'more
effective acquisition of teaching skills? 5) What types of linkages will occur
and persist between schools and institutions of higher education as a result
of alternative credentialing plans?"

McGeever, J. M. (1985). Retrainin ograms to alleviate teacher shortages
in mathematics and science. Charleston, WV: Appalachia Educational
Laboratory.

A study conducted by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.
indicates that the shortage of math and science teachers will be most evident
at the secondary level. States are using two major strategies to alleviate
the problem: financial incentives and new training or retraining. Over half
of the states have implemented retraining programs. Some are operated by
institutions of higher education and others by LEAs. Successful programs are
based upon identified needs in the school districts and designed to continue
as long as the need remains. Success is also dependent upon the effectiveness
of the program coordinator who is responsible for selecting capable trainers
and trainees and coordinating practices.
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McLaughlin, J. H. (1979). yilot_survey_of_teacher and_su ervisor selection
2r2E2clures in fifty-four states and possessions of the United States.
New York, NY: Research and DevelOPMent Unit, Board of Education of the
City of New York.

This report details the results of a survey, conducted by the Board of
Examiners, Board of Education of the City of New York, to deternine Which
states and localities use tests in order to select teachers, administrators,
and school supervlsors.

o 30 systems reported no testing
o 6 systems reported no tesLing or the use of self tests prepared by

professional testing agencies
o 4 systems reported the use of self tests p epared by professional

testing agencies
o 3 systems reported lack of a test monitoring procedu e
o 3 systems reporte no testing combined with a lack of a test

monitoring procedure

(Note: The results are based on an incomplete sample.

National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education (1985). A call for
chan e in teacher education. Washington, DC: American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education.

The National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education, Which
includes 17 education practitioners and public officials, prepared this report
in response to ANation at_Risk. The report focuses on supply and demand
issues, the cont&it Of tea-Cher eAmation programs, accountability for teacher
education, resource requirements for teacher education program, and condi-
tions necessary to support the highest quality of teaching.

The report suggests that every aspect of teacher education can be
improved: "even the best programs are not good enough.- it also states that
institutions of higher education should increase their commitments to prepar-
ing teachers and strengthening the connections between colleges and schools.

The Commission affirms that education is primarily a state, not a
federal, function.

and Education (1982). Science ar4 engineering education:
Personnel
Data and

This reference report provides information pertaining to
participation, test data, degree data, attitudes, goals, needs, and
in science and engineering. It is intended to serve as a "baseline"
status of the science and engineering professions.

151_
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Oliver, B., 6 McKibbin, M. (1985, May-June). Teacher trainees: Alte native
credentialing in Caiifornia. Journal of Teacher Education, 36(3), 20-23.

The teacher trainee program was established in California as part of
Senate Bill 813, Which was designed as a comprehensive education reform. It
places specially selected teachers in local school districts for two to three
years and allows the state to issue certification credentials as it would
issue certificates to applicants Who completed traditional programs.

Eligibility for a teacher trainee certificate requires that the candidate
possess a bachelor's degree; pass the California Basic Educational Skills
Test; and pa3s a state-approved subject matter skills test. The local
district must verify to the SEA that fully credentialed teachers are not
available, create and implement a professional development plan for trainees,
consult with an accredited institution of higher education regarding profes-
sional development plans, and assure that each teacher trainee is assisted and
guided by a certified mentor teacher.

Posamentier, A. S., & Stepelman, J. (1982, October). A shortage of mathe-
matics teachers in New York City. Mathematics Teachers, 75, 588-590.

In the last 10 years, the number of college students majoring in mathe-
matics has declined relative to the increase in computer science majors. A
large number of math majors are choosing not to enter teaching, as well. The
result has been a growing shortage of certified mathematics teachers in New
York City schools. In order to compensate, teachers licensed in subjects
other than math are assigned to teach math classes.

The authors propose some measures to help ease the shortage
mathematics teachers. They include:

1) A $2,000 stipend for mathematics teachers;
2) Development of programs to encourage college student_ to major

in mathematics;
3) Creation of part-time math positions;
4) Government sponsored low-interest loans for college students

preparing to teach math;
5) Government- and industry-sponsored grants;
6) Joint appointments between school systems and industry;
7) 12-month contracts for math teachers;
8) Federal and state-sponsored grants to provide tax relief

math teachers; and
9) Removal of nonteaching duties.

152
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Press, F. (1982, Jun ). The fate of school science. Science, 216 (4550).

This article discusses initiatives designed to deal with the "erosion in
precollege teaching of mathematics and science, as viewed by experts in the
field. For example, the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics,
located in Durham, is open to an qualified students at ne cost. Florida and
California are reversing their lax graduation requirements and requiring a
minimum of three years of mathematics and two years of science. Also, Houston
Independent School District is providing a $2,000 salary supplement to some
science and math teachers.

The article states that these initiatives are an important way to help
assure the "scientific literacy" of Americans.

Raizen, S. A. (1986). Estimates of teacher demand and suppl and related
policy issues. Paper presented at the annual meeting o_ the American
Educational Research Association, San Francisco, CA.

This paper focuses on incentives to increase the supply of qualified
teachers. First, however, it discusses the problems associated with supply
and demand studies. The author states that a serious problem associated with
estimates of teacher demand is that aggregate estimates ignore disparities
among districts and localities. Demand forecasts are also based on current
conditions and rarely take projected changes into account.

Supply studies are also subject to uncertainty. Projections rarely
include in-migration from other areas. More emphasis should also be placed on
qualified versus less qualified teachers. Finally, supply and demand should
be analyzed in terns of functions rather than numbers, and forecasts should be
based on conditional estimates.

Among the policies instituted to increase the supply of qualified
teachers, the author focuses on economic incentives such as scholarship/loan
programs, raising salaries, and performance-based pay or career ladders; and
changes in credentialing and educational requirements including revision of
state certification requirements, competency testing, and reforms in teacher
education programs. These policies often address the symptoms of the problem
yet have not provided a comprehensive solution.

The paper concludes that structural and cultural changes are needed in
order to reverse the trend in teacher supply and that changes based on
economic or credentialing incentives will not alleviate the long-term effects
of the problem.
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Romberg, T. A., & Carpenter, T. P. (1986). Research on teaching and learn-
ing mathematics: Two disciplines of science inquiry. Handbook of
research on teaching. Third edition. Wittrock, M.C., ed. New York, NY:
McMillan Publishing Company.

The authors of this chapter state that until recently, research on
teaching and instruction did not pertain to mathematics. Currently, however,
studies have begun to provide information that could influence mathematics
instruction. This chapter focuses on the current state of instruction in
mathematics and how recent research on children's learning has influenced
it. The report concludes with a discussion of the direction the authors
recommend for future research pertaining to mathematics education, providing
seven suggestions for future inquiry: 1) the scope of research on students'
learning must be expanded; 2) teaching research should consider how learning
proceeds; 3) models bridging the learning-teaching gap need to be constructed;
4) mathematical content should be seriously included in such models; 5) the
role of computers and technoiogy must be considered; 6) new assessment tools
must be developed; and 7) there is a need to establish research programs.

Shulman, L. S., & Sykes, G. (1986). A national board for toaching?_ _In
searoh of the bold standard. New York, NY: Carnegie Task Force on
Teaching and the Economy, Carnegie Corporation.

This report discusses the possibility of the development of a profes-
sional board of standards and examinations designed to assess teachers. After
describing the desired characteristics of the teaching profession, the authors
argue in favor of a national board to assess teachers and lay out the criteria
to which the profession should adhere.

Shymansky, J. A., & Aldridge, B. G. (1982, Novembe The Teacher crisis in
secondary science and mathematics. Educational Leadershi , 40, 61-62.

This article is frequently cited Ir discussions of math and science
teacher shortages. It states that a critical shortage of science and
mathematics teachers at the secondary level is the focal point of the
country's problems in science and engineering education.

The results of the study are based on a survey of teacher placement
offices, teachers, and administrators that assessed the supply and demand for
secondary mathematics and science teachers. The results indicate that from
1971 to 1980 there was a serious decline in the number of individuals pursuing
teaching degrees in mathematics (a 79 percent decline) and science (64 per-
cent). A similar decline occured among prepared teachers Who chose not to
accept teaching positions.
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The results of the survey, sent to 1,000 secondary school administrators,
indicate that in 1981-82 nearly half the newly employed science and math
teachers were unqualified and hired on an emergency basis.

A survey of 450 teachers shows that cuts are being made in their lab and
supply budgets and that the majority have not completed a continuing education
workshop in over 10 years. Twenty-four percent indicated plans to seek
employment outside education within the next five years.

Based on the results of his study, Shymansky concludes that the continued
shortage of both qualified and motivated science and mathematics teachers will
cause the nation's classrooms to deteriorate further, and that we cannot wait
for the laws of supply and demand to reverse the trend.

Southern Regional Education Board (1984). Alternative certification for
teachers: 1984 state actions. Atlanta, GA: author.

This paper presents 1984 legislative efforts in alternative certification
among states within the Southern Regional Education Board's jurisdiction.

Southern Regional Education Board (1984).
raduates to teach. Atlanta, ' author.

Ce 'n- arts and sciences

This paper presents 1984 state initiatives for developing alternative
certification routes aimed at liberal arts graduates.

Southern Regional Educatior 'Board (1986). Serious shortages _of science and
mathematics teachers: SREB states are doing about them. Atlanta,

author.

This report details intiatives that SREB states are undertaking in order
to address the teacher shortage problem through loans and scholarships, alter-
native certification, and retraining programs. It states that although the
SREB has little empirical evidence on the teacher shortage, it may be covered
up because few states know how many nonscience and nonmathematics teachers are
teaching in those areas. The report does note that math and science teacher
enrollments are increasing, although not enough to reverse the recent decline.
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Southern Regional Education Board, Commission for Education Quality (1985).
Im rovin- teacher education:_ An agenda for_ higher education and_the
schools. Atlanta, author.

1.As report, compiled by the SREB, Commission for Education Quality,
presents recommendations to improve the general education and pedagogy
sequence that teachers should complete. It emphasizes increased student
recruitment efforts, stricter standards for completion of the core curriculum,
a reorganization and consolidation of pedagogical coursework, increased state
involvement, alternative forms of certification, and recruitment of
minorities.

Tanner, C. Ebers, S. M. (1985, May-June). Factors related to the
beginning teacher's successful completion of a competency evaluation.
Journal of Teacher Education, 36 (13), 41-44.

Performance-based certification has gained recent attention as a result
of efforts to improve the teaching profession. In many states, performance-
based testing is being initiated in addition to established certification
requirements.

Welch, W. W., & Lawrenz, F. (1982). Characteristics of male and female
science teachers. Journal of Research -n Science Teachin 19(7), 587-
594.

The authors use multivariate analysis to examine Whether there are
significant differences between male and female science teachers "on a set of
cognitive, affective, and behavioral measures." Based on their results, they
determine that the factors that lead individuals to careers as science teach-
ers differ according to gender and environment.

The report indicates that the number of women who choose to enter the
science field is small. Female teachers were determined to have higher
measures of interest in science and receptiveness to changefocusing on What
should be done--while males proved to be more knowledgeable in content area.

Williams, R. T. (1981, December). Beneath the surface of the mathematics
teacher shortage. Mathematics_ Teacher, 74, 691-694.

The author states that the severity of the mathematics teacher shortage
is a matter of interpretation, Which is based on the time of year (shortages
appear to be most prevalent in mid-August when principals and superintendents
report vacancies that are not being filled) and the interests of any
individual. Some argue that all secondary mathematics courses should be
taught by individuals certified in math, which would increase the math teacher
shortage. The author recommends that teachers: "1) take a position regarding

6
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the legitimate domain where certified math teachers should be employed; _)

gain an understanding of the legal and policy constraints affecting the hiring
and assignment of out-of-field teachers; 3) gain an understanding of the
several facets of the supply and demand of certitied mathematics teachers; aad
4) analyze teaching assignments to determine where the impact of the shortage
affects students." Finally, the author encourages teachers to pressure
administrators into addressing the problems posed by the shortage.

Yage_ R. E., Bybee, R., Gallagher, J. J., & Renner, J. W. (1982). An
analysis of the current crisis in the discipline of science education.
Journal of Research in_Science Teaching, _19(5), 377-395.

The article adresses the "static" state of science education. Apathy,
limi _ad budgets and facilities contribute to the "lack of vision and leader-
ship in the -profession." The results of this study are based on interviews
and a questionnaire sent to science educators from 28 institutions. Beyond a
descriptive account of science education programs, the 28 respondents provide
suggestions for improving the state of science education. They pertain to
administration, research, science content, the establishment of a theory base
for science education, and teacher education.

B. Evaluation of Teaching Perfor=ance
and Socialization into the Profession

Brophy, J., & Good, T. L. (1986). Teacher behavior and student achievement.
Handbook of research on teachi Third edition. Wittrock, M.C., ed.
New York, NY: Macmillan.

This chapter of the Third Handbook of Research on Teaching reviews
research linking teacher behavior to student achievement. The chapter briefly
reviews progress in this research area prior to 1970, describes trends and
methodological advances that led to the large field studies of the 1970, s
details these studies and their findings, integrates these data with other
data linking teaching behavior to student achievement, assesses the power and
limits of the data, and discusses current trends and probable future
directions. The emphasis is on consistency and replication of findings, not
size of correlations.

Findings from the synthesis of studies suggest that student achievement
is related to the following factors:

teachers who emphasize the academic instruction -ide of their
multiple roles in the classroom

the amount of time allocated to instructional activities

organization and management of classroom time to allow max mum
time for academic instruction
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o appropriate expectations for students based on effective
diagnosis of and prescription for learning needs

the amount of time when students and teacher are actively
engaged in either small or large groups

teaching strategies, including questioning techniques feedback,
and moni oring of progress.

The authors emphasize that these factors are suggestive and not defini
tive, and are influenced by the norms and contexts of learning settings.
While the factors should not be categorically employed for teacher evaluation
or accountability purposes, they suggest areas of teaching competence that are
positively associated with student achievement.

Mathematics and science education may present some particular problems.
The authors note: -Research in mathematics and science instruction has shown
that many concepts are counterintuitive or otherwise difficult to grasp and
retain, net only for students but also for teachers and other adults.
Consequently, teachers with limited backgrounds in certain subject matter
areas may teach incorrect content or fail to recognize and correct their
students' misunderstandings. Clearly, the effectiveness of lessons will vary
with teachers' interest in and knowledge about the content being taught.-

DarlingHammond, L., Wise, A. E., & Pease, S. R. (1983, Fall). Teacher
evaluation in the organizational context: A review of the literature.
Review of Educational Research, 53(3), 285-328.

This review maintains that: 1) teacher evaluation has assumed increasing
tmportance over the last decade, and 2) as in other areas of education, the
theory and practice of teacher evaluation diverge.

The article presents a conceptual framework on understanding teacher
evaluation in the organizational context. It does not present a review of
literature on teacher evaluation techniques, methods, instruments, and
processes. However, it refers the reader to these recent compilations: A.
Lewis, Evaluating_ educational Tersonnel, Arlington Virginia: American
Association of School Administrators, 1982; J. Millman (Ed.) Handbook of
teacher evaluation, Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1981; Peterson,
K. & Kauchak, D. Teacher evaluation: _Pers ectives ractices and promises,
Salt Lake City: Center for Educational Practice, University of Utah, 1982; R.
J. Stiggens and N. J. Bridgeford, Performance assessment of teacher develop
ment, Portland, Oregon: Center for Performance Assessment, 1982.

The authors contend that their review of research leads them to
hypothesize the following four minimal conditions for the successful operation
of a teacher evaluation system:
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All actors in the system have a shared understanding
criteria and processes for teacher evaluation;

All actors understand how these criteria and processes relate to
the dominant symbols of the organization, that is, there is a
shared sense that they capture the most important aspects of
teaching and that the evaluation system is consonant with
educational goals and conceptions of teaching work;

Teachers perceive that the evaluation procedure enables and
motivates them to improve their performance; and principals
perceive that the procedure enables them to provide
instructional leadership;

All actors in the system perceive that the evaluation procedure
allows them to strike a balance "between adaptation and
.14aptability, between stability to handle present demands and
flexibility to handle unanticipated demands" (Weick, 1982, p.

674); that is, that the procedure achieves a balance between
control and autonomy for the various actors in the system.

Doyle, W. (1986). Classroom organizati n and management. Handbook
research on teaching. Third edition. Wittrock, M. C., ed. New York,
NY: Macmillan.

This chapter summarizes the major lines of research on classroom organi-
zation and management with a special emphasis on studies from the 1970s and
1980s. The authors identify the following themes across the studies that can
serve as a framework for integration:

1) "Classroom management is fundamentally a process of solving the
problem of order in classrooms rather than the problems of
misbehavior or student engagement."

2) "Order in classrooms is defined by the strength and durability
of action embedded in the activities teachers and students
enact together as they accomplish work. This emphasis
underscores the dynamic quality of management processes."

3) "A progra;, 2 action, and thus classroom order is jointly
enacted by teachers and students in settings of enormous
complexity."

"Programs of action in classroom activities are defined by both
the roles for social participation and the demands of academic
work. For this reason academic work is directly involved in
the process of achieving classroom order and can be shaped in
basic ways by a teacher's management decisions."
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"Order in classrooms is context specific and held in place by
balancing a large array of forces and processes. . . . Order
is not something teachers achieve once and for all so they can
get on with the business of instruction. Rather it is a

permanent pressure on classroom life, and a teacher contin-
uously faces the need to monitor and protect the programs of
action in a class."

"The key to a teacher's success in management appears to be his
or her (a) understanding of the likely configuration of events
in a classroom and (b) skill in monitoring and guiding activi-
ties in light of this information. From this perspective,
management effectiveness cannot be defined solely in terms of
rules for behavior. Effectiveness must alsL: include such
cognitive dimensions as comprehension and interpretation,
skills which are necessary for recognizing when to act and how
to improvise classroom events to meet immediate circumstances."
(pp. 423-424)

Millman, J., ed. (1981). Handbook on teacher evaluation. Beverly Hills,
CA: Sage Publications, published in cooperation wi h the National
Council on Measurement in Education.

This text is a guidebook for practitioners. One chapter, by Robert
Travers, discusses "Criteria of Good Teaching." According to Travers, "No one
has as yet identified a set of competencies that can be demonstrated to be
rclated to how much pupils learn. The critics Say that the competencies
remain mythical entities. Others claim that clearly identifiable forms of
teacher behavior in the classroom represent such competencies. The concept of
teaching as an assembly of competencies lacks substance at present. It has
not led to the development of any defensible and usable set of criteria of
teacher effectiveness. The approach has appeal, particularly to those who
know little about what has, and has not, been established about the nature of
teaching. For the latter reason, it has had political attractiveness and has
found some acceptance among some members of state legislatures, who have then
brought pressure to bear on state departments of education to apply the
concept to teacher certIfIcation, teacher evaluation, and teacher education."

Millman concludes with the notion that the word "teaching" refers to a
very broad class of activities. The activities that constitute teaching in
aay particular setting depend upon how the school is organized, the nature of
the program, the structure of the curriculum, the teaching materials to be
used, the expectations of parents, and the social context of education. A
method of evaluating teaching may be appropriate in one setting and not
another. Research shows that students can learn in a variety of ways.

The chapter on summative evaluation, written by Michael Scriven, argues
that the best teaching is not that which produces the most learning because
what is learned may be worthless. Scriven argues that no definition of good
teaching avoids a series of counterarguments and counterexamples, but he
suggests that the following definition avoids some problems: Teachers are
meritorious to the extent that they exert the maximum possible influence
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toward beneficial learning on the part of their students, subject to three
conditions: 1) the teaching process is ethical; 2) the curriculum coverage and
the teaching process are consistent with what has been promised; and 3) the
teaching process and its foreseeable effects are consistent with the appro-
priate institutional and professional goals and obligations. He concludes
that personnel evaluation, in general, is a field that needs attention.

Nemser, S. F. 1983). Learning to teach. Handbook of te_.,.s.4-LaLid_22_11_ci
Shulman, L. & Sykes, G., eds. New York, NY: Longman, Inc.

This chapter focuses on how teachers learn to teach in relation to how
they are taught. It is organized chronologically around the four phases of
learning to teach--pretraining, preservice, the induction phase that coincides
with the first year, and the inservice phase that covers the rest of the
teacher's career.

Nemser makes these points about the induction phase:

) The first year is characterized by the shock of reality.

2) The process of learning during this phase i8 trial and er o
for survival purposes.

The problems of beginning teachers include: establishing
classroom control; reluctance to assume the role of classroom
leader; uncertainty about what to teach and how; lack of
experience in how to predict student response; and lack of
clarity about how to evaluate students and communicate with
parents.

The sources of these problems can be inadequate preparation,
lack of organization, lack of support and the personality of
the individual.

Russell, D., & Hunter, M. (076). Planning foreffective_ instruction.
Expanded in: Hunter, M. (1982). Mastery teacbinE. El Segundo, CA: TIP
Publications.

This strategy for planning and instruction has been widely accepted by
SEAs and LEAs.

The authors maintain that before a teacher begins to plan for a parti-
cular day's teaching, he or she should take the following steps that make
effective instruction possible: 1) within each general content area, deter-
mine the particular strand for immediate diagnosing and teaching; 2) identify
a major target objective in that strand and locate students' knowledge or
skill in relation to that objective; and 3) on the basis of the diagnosis,
select the specific objective for a particular group's daily instruction.
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After making these preliminary plans, the teacher must consider seven
further steps separately to determine whether or not each is appropriate for
the particular objective and for these students, and whether it should be
included,- excluded, or combined with a subsequent step. If the step is
included, how to effectively integrate it into an artistic "flow" of
instruction is the essence of the planning task. The authors conclude that
teachers must know the suggested steps and implement them with artistry.
"Both the science and the art of teaching are essential.

Ryan, K., Newman, K., Mager, G., Applegate, J., Lesley, T., Flora, R.,
Johnston, J. (1980). Biting the ap le. New York, NY: Longman, Inc.

This is a collection of twelve accounts of individual teachers making
their way through teaching in their first year. The authors, all teacher
educators, were guided by the following questions: 1) What are the first year
teacher's perceptions of himself or herself? 2) What are the first year
teacher's perceptions of himself or herself as a teacher? 3) What happens in
the classroom and elseWhere in the school that the new teacher perceives as
successes and failures? 4) What are the new teacher's perceptions of
students, administrators, fellow teachers, teacher educators, and parents?
and 5) How do these perceptions change over the year?

The overarching message is that While student teaching helps to prepare
one for the realities of the classroom, there is an enormous difference
between student teaching and the first year.

Major reasons for first year difficulties include: 1) the multiple
nonteaching adjustments that new teachers often must make; 2) false expecta
tions about what teaching entails; 3) assignments in subject areas for which
the teachers are not-fully prepared; and 4) the physically and emotionally
draining nature of teaching.

Ryan reviews some of the relevant literature about first year t ching
experience. He divides the literature into five categories: advice on the
first year of teaching; reports of first year teachers' experiences; scholarly
essays on the first year of teaching; reflective interpretations of the first
year teachers' experiences; and empirical studies of the _irst year of
teaching.

One NIE report (Vaughn, 1978) concluded that the first year is a crucial
one in the career of the teacher. The conditions under which a person carries
out the first year of teaching have a strong influence on the level of effec
tiveness the teacher is able to sustain over the years, on the attitudes that
govern teacher behavior over even a fortyyear career, and on the decision
Whether or not to continue in the teaching profession.
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A. R. (1984). Teaching as a_moralecrafee New York, NY: Longman, Inc.

Tom argues that the effective teacher is not necessarily "the one who has
been programmed with researched-based prescriptions for various teaching
problems. . . . Rather, the effective teacher may be the one who is able to
conceive of his teaching in purposeful terms, analyze a particular teaching
problem, choose a teaching approach, judge the results in relation to the
originalepurpose, and reconsider either the teaching approach or the original
purpose." This conception of teaching effectiveness is strongly normative and
situational. Ultimately, Tom concludes that teaching is a moral craft. By
moral Tom means "both a concern for the rightness of conduct and a broader
concern for What is deemed important or valuable, provided that these
valuational situations clearly entail desirable ends." In the teacher-student
relationship, the teacher has control over developing the student in desirable
directions, that is, enhancing competence and extending independence. By
accepting the obligation to foster these desirable outcomee the teacher
assumes moral responsibility for the student. The scientific approach to
teaching, which involves the search for the set of effective behaviors, makes
little sense in the conception of teaching as a moral craft.

Zumwalt, K. K. (1986). Rethin n school improve- - Research, craft and
concept. New York, NY: Teachers College Press.

Zumwalt, a teacher educator and a recent mother, focuses on the similari-
ties faced by beginning mothers and teachers as they cope with new experi-
ences, the differences in the induction process highlighted by comparing new
teachers and new mothers, and implications of the similarities and differences
for the induction of teachers. Her conclusions include:

1) There is no one right way in teaching or mothering. The right
way evolves as one applies a good dose of personality, intui-
tion, common sense, past experience, and values, a7eng with the
accumulated knowledge and skill offered by profes_

2) Teachieg is more than a repertoire of knowledge, skills, end
attitudes that the teacher brings to bear in an effort to
create certain changes in learners. The techaological view of
teaching, Which underlies many conceptions of teaching, fails
to capture the educational dynamics and demands that face the
new teacher. Teaching entails applyng the tools of the trade
in a fast-paced, contInuiu, complex, problem-solving and

sion-making process,

3) A key problem of teecher educe ion programs is that the
erephasis is on how to learn how to teach rather than on how to
learn from teaching. New teachers need time to learn gradually
from the experience as mothers do.
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